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LOCAL, AFFAIRS.

C. C. BURRILL &

SON,

NEW ADVERTISE ME NTH THIS WEEK.

GENERAL INSURANCE agents,
Bcrkill Bank

Bldg.,
WE

ELLSWORTH,

REPRESENT

Most Reliable Home and
Lowest Rates

\

mericott*

money TO LOAN
—

ME.

K K Thompson—Notice to travellers.
Clifton Wood ward —Coal furnace for sale.
Lost—Tortoise shell side-comb.
Kxec notice—Est Rei»ecca H Wescott.
Geo H Grant—Insurance and real estate.
Hancock hall—Joshua Simpkins.
Portland:
Orcn Hooper's Sons—Oil stoves.

For other local

news see pages 4,5 and ti.
Walter Foster baa returned to Phila-

Foreign Companies.

Compatible with Safety.
ln •am» to Bait
collateral.

real

Improved

on

estate and

2H>brrti»tment*

ii the recent record of one of the players.
Arrangements are being made for a match
game, 1,000 points continuous pool, to be
played on the club table, Tbe loser will
pay for a dinner.
Dr. J. F. Manning arrived borne from
bis western trip Monday night, looking
brown, rugged and happy. He says be
has not seen a livelier town than Ellsworth in all bis travels.

THE

delphia dental college.
George I. Grant, a former Ellsworth
hoy, in here for a week’s vacation.
Orrin R. Burnham has returned from a
visit to Boston and the western part of
Maine.

RoyAL

Wm.H.H. Rice relief corps will bold
its regular meeting Friday evening of
this week. In addition to its regular
business, it will entertain Blueblll relief
corps. All members are requested to be
present. A picnic supper will be served.

At tbe borne of Capt. and Mrs. Joseph
Pomroy Saturday evening there was a
pretty wedding, when their daughter,
Judge L. A. Emery and family returned Miss Lula M., was married to Harry S.
to “Firlands” from their Hancock Poiut Jones. Tbe ceremony was
performed by
Rev. J. P. Bimonton in tbe presence of
cottage Monday.
Ellsworth high school football team friends and relatives.
have a game scheduled w ith Brewer high
Qeorge J. Stafford and a friend from
Geo. H. GRANT COflPANV,
FLLSmMA, nE.
school for Oct. 13.
Bar Harbor, who spent Sunday In EllsHarry J. Silvy and Theodore Higgins, worth, started for home about midnight.
El!.... orth boys, are home from Massachu- On High street near Spruce, tbe horse
took fright at something and bolted up
setts for carnival week.
The backbone of warm weather is surely broken. The frost this morning
on the sidewalk. Tbe carriage struck tbe
court
for
Hancock
Supreme judicial
suggests warmer clothing. My stock of
hydrant and both men were thrown out.
will
convene
next
Chief
county
Tuesday,
Mr. Stafford’s face was badly cot and
Justice Wiswell presiding.

First, water is wanted; then money to pay
pippi
I
repair bills. We will furnish the latter to
every one who becomes a policy holder in any of our old-line insurance
companies. Positive protection at lowest cost; prompt payment in time
of need—we offer both.
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The

—FALL and WINTER CLOTHING—
is here—a full line of

The “old maids”

for MEN and BOYS.
Latest
Aw to prices, I can meet all real

heavy weights

Styles from Boston and New York.
competition, but I don’t give away goods.

OWEN BYRN,
Ellsworth.

An Old Business in New

noon
train for Bangor Saturday
delayed two hours at Washington
Junction by two cars leaving the rails.
No damage was done.

The

county commissioners returned
Thursday from their tour of inspection of
the county roads. They found the roads
in excellent condition.

DOORS. SASH, BLINDS, WINDOW FRAMES, MOULDINGS.
Whltewood Board and Plank

Constantly

on

Mr. and Mrs.
are

needed.

BONSEY

FOR THE

1 Carniva L

made in such a variety of shapes
and grades that it is impossible to do
inure than mention a few which are
particularly attractive in design and

price.
These articles will be found beautiful representatives of our stock, and

the quality will give a hint of what is
to be found in ail other lines.
Their
strength and durability make them
while
to
the
economical,
satisfying
their high finish will entitle them to
a place in the most luxuriously fur-

carnival crowds.

9

PEARS,|

Headquarters

!

for

|
9

SMOKERS’ ARTICLES.

8

rifiiDC Retail and
91Un
,
Wholesale.

8
Q

,T. A. CUNNINGHAM.

g
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HAND=MADE
AXE HANDLES,

WINDOW

see

DISPLAY.

of the great
attractions of the
one

county.

Call
Now is a good time to paint.
and let us show our line and quote

prices.

|
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X

fall
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has arrived.
Rear
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bought.
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No better foot-

for the money

< ►

<

a

full line of

can

WALSH’S.

be

to make

boys ought
have the

ROYAL—the

|
8

for the

a

weight.

the

Harvey D. Black,

of

Boston,

who

re-

amputation

was

necessary.

A. W. Ellis’ speedy Salinas took the2.19
Exeter

at

last

Scooter

Friday.
took

the

came

without

.1.

P.

P.

lirst two

one

in 2 20

third heat.

along and took the
going better than

sharp rivalry between two of
pool experts at the Abenaquis club.

of 25-0 in three of them

V

TOBACCO.-•

g
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STREET,

ELLSWORTH.
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FLOWERS
for all occasions can be
hail at the

ELLSWORTH

of health a
tlie
in
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>
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33
51

or

good syringe in
worth its weight

4

ments the use of medicines;
is a constant means of per-

4

sonal

and cleanliness and a hygienic agent of
rare value.
To be without it
at need is a veritable misfor-

4

We have a good syrfor as low as 50 cents.

j

tune.

inge

comfort

WIGGIN

&

MOORE,

DRUGGISTS.

2
4

2

J
4

|
|

SHEET MUSIC.
All the late popular songs and musk
received as soon as pnblished.

LOWEST PRICES.

GREENHOUSE.

J

4
family is
gold. It often saves or 2
lightens doctor’s bills; supple- 4

< ►

J[
X

Either in times of sickness

][

<,

LELAND,

3

i: A Family Need.

J. A. THOMPSON

cakes,

biscuit, % bread,Iff etc.,
healthful;' it assures
you against alum and
all forms of adultera-

tion* that go with the
cheap brands.
Alum baking powders are low priced, as alum costs but
two cents a pound ; but alum is a corrosive poison and
it renders the baking powder dangerous to use in food*

f
I

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
MOUTH OK THIS RIVER.

CHURCH

koi;^.

and

of

No

manner.

word

of

report against anyone
lips. Mrs. Higgins had
the

who

husband

is

felt.

is

ill-will

or

passed her

ever
no

children.

left

alone,

Funeral

For
much

service

was

held at the tiouse this afternoon.

Mies Carrie

striking and

picturesque figure

Ellsworth streets the

on

pust few days has

been a large negro—a typical southern
negro of the “Uncle Tom” type, but instead of being bent and feeble with years,
he is tall, straight and rugged in spite of
his years.
He is
His name is Jobu

Thomas,
travelled all over the eastern part of the
A peculiarity of
United States on foot.
his dress is his foot-gear.
Instead of

His home is in the Shenandoah valley in
“Ole Virginy”, as he told The American
reporter. He left thereabout six months
ago, and has walked all the way to Ells-

worth, stopping at cities along the way
for a few days at a time. He is bound for
St. John, N. B., from which place he
expects to find opportunity to return to
Virginia on some vessel. This is his
second

trip

to

Maine;

he

was

here

twenty-

five years ago, but did uot visit Ellsworth.
He is an ex-slave.
He was in Louisiana
He told the reporter
durlug the war.
been
sold
be
had
(our times.
that
“Massa Abe’s proclamation meant a good

me,”

be said.

Ellsworth high school
went

over

football

team

to

heavier team, and proven again tho superiority of head-work over muscle. The

Rev. A. H. Coar, pastor.
The teachers’ meeting will be omitted
j this week.

house

same

Sermon

school at 11 45.

was a

METHODIST

—

LAKEWOOD.
The ball team here will
the Mariaville team

for

meet

prac-

They expect

tice Tuesday, if pleasant.

Tuesday evening

to

cIrrs

meeting.

J. P. Simonton, of the Methodist
church, will preach at Bayaide Sunday
Rev.

Richmond I. Moore, formerly of this
now of Ellsworth Falls, has been
employed by the fish commission to take

at 2 30 p.

m.

COMING KVKNTS.

eggs at Enfield for the
hatchery, in place of Albion

trout and salmon

has

7.30,

Rt

OUT-OP-TOWN SERVICES.

soon.

place,

Lake
Carlisle. Mr. Carlisle
ferred to Onawa.
Oct. 1.

EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening at 7 30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, Oct. 7
Morning service at
10 30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Junior league at 3 p. in. Epworth league at 6 p. in. Pastor’s service
at 7 p. m.

Victor.

Oct. 1.

Green

Sunday

next

Oct. 7—Morning service St
by the pastor. Sunday

Sunday.
10 30.

Boon.

tacking bee at Mrs. Celia
Fullerton’s last Thursday afternoon, by
the ladies’ aid society.

play

Lesson for

last.

hh

Christopher Brenton, of Hancock, will
move hi* family into the Willard Smith

eighty-one

years old.
and he has

is visiting rela-

Fullerton

tives iu Brewer.

There

A

UNITARIAN.

Willard Smith has moved his family to
Boston.

bad

Bucksport Saturday to play
Just now one of the gentlemen seems to the
They came home
seminary team.
be playing the best game of his life. The
covered with glory, in which their coach,
game in vogue at the club is twenty-live C. E.
Bellatty, shared no small part.
points continuous pool. Seven straight They had met and vanquished a much
a score

purity.

It makes your

the fiftv-seveuth year of her age. She
has been in poor health a long time.
Mrs. Higgins was of a retiring disposi-

deal to

There is
the

■and

Mrs. Julia Dorman Higgins, wife of exMayor Joseph M. Higgins, died Monday
morning at her home on Water street, iu

annual

cently spent his vacation with relatives
iu Ellsworth ami Hancock had the misfortune last week, after returning to his
business in Boston, to crush the little
linger of his right hand so badly that

o

CARNIVAL.

2S MAIN

Bucksport
strong team. They
the

strength

Merle E. Nary, the elght-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Nary, of Revere,
Maas., was run over by an electric car last
Thursday. The boy was playing In tbe
street and ran In front of the car.
Tbe
cor ran over bis left leg. Tbe leg was amputated at the hospital but tbe boy died
soon afterward.
Mrs. Nary is a sister of
Mrs. Herman E. Hill, of Ellsworth. The
boy visited bis aunt here this summer,
going home about a month ago.

tion, but to her friends she was cordial
sincere. She was a woman of natural
refinement aud intelligence. In her home
she received her friends with rare charm

celebrated
powders in the

most

of all the baking
world—cel e b r a t e d
for its great leavening

Ellsworth friends of Frank Brimmer
beard with regret of tbe death of bis wife
at their home In Minneapolis, Minn., last
Thursday. Mr. Brimmer’s brother, John
H., left Thursday night for Minneapolis.
Mrs. Brimmer was a native of Illinois,
and had never visited In Ellsworth. She
leaves besides her husband, one son, John,
who spent tbe past summer with bis
ancles In Ellsworth.

meeting of the State shoes, he wears strapped on his feet in
Young People’s society of the Free Baptist sandal form, pieces of sole leather, his
He is over
church in Dover last week, Rev. George feet being wrapped in cloth.
He
H. Salley, pastor of the Ellsworth Free six feet tall, and large in proportion.
Baptist church, was elected a member of is of more than ordinary intelligence,
talks.well, and can speak French fluently.
the executive committee.
At

8 J«►[

SHOES

l
►

with

EVERYTHING

|

♦
o

4

Bellalty’s coaching,

of

^brrtisfmcnia.

g

|8 CONFECTIONERY.
FRUIT,

i>
0

HERE WE ARE!

X

LINE

re-

Ellsworth.
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$

been

C. E. Bellatty is going over to Bucksport to coach t he seminary football team
for their Kent’s Hill game.
With a little

games and

11 Main St.,

OUR

tne

paired.

aTRuilQN & WESCOil.

Main and Franklin Streets, Ellsworth.

ttie water company,
work at night, and

2.22 >4.

Largest line of Ammunition

SON,'

on

of

the water

in

Monday eveuiug.

morning the break had

next three

MERCHANTS’ CARNIVAL.
CUSHMAN &

crew

Then Salinas

Warranted
Razor for £1.25.

Undertakers and Embalmcrs,

break

heats of the race, the second
A Miiltown horse took the

A

in Hancock

i:

a

Wbeelden’a

10 cents.

tine

our

bad

a

Water street

Supt. Cushman,

Q

GRAPES,
PEACHES,

received in tills

was

on

R
X

was

There

race

Don't fail to

A. W.

|

main

before

of all kinds.

avenue.

pure

V

braised.

sympathy

put

nished home.

It is

sons.

8

ATTUACTIVE KOCKEK8
are

g

I am fully prepared to
meet all demands of the

IfI
|

his

city last Friday of the sudden death from apoplexy,
of Mrs. Alphonso Jordan, of MinneapoShe
lis, Minn., formerly of this city.
leaves a husband in poor health, and two

2

irRUITS

family
occupying

moved

Bangor.
They are
R. Devereux’s house on Birch

News

Vi»»0000<h.>0Ck»»»>C»*>^>v y

<5

has

here from

American—only COUNTY Paper.

g

Rice,

County railroad,
A.

The Ellsworth

Montreal Monday.
of the Washington

for their home iu

hand.

SON.

&

W. Tatley and Infant

J.

son, who have been visiting Mrs. Tatley’s
parents. Col. C. C. Burrill and wife, left

Conductor

E=.

on

was

E. Bonsey A Son have completed their building on Water street;
have fitted it up with new machinery; have equipped it with a 10-horee
We manufacture
power electric motor, and are ready for business.
and deal in

We

time-table

year.
The

Quarters.

•Tig Sawing, Planing, Turning, and Jobbing.
keep glass and putty, and do repairing where these articles

to

the railroads will
The service for
change next Monday.
the winter will be about the same aa last
Th«»

Clothier and Furnisher,
Street,

plauuiug

are

“Joshua Simpkins,” a clean, wholesome
play of rural life, will hi pressnled at
Hancock hall Monday eveuing, Oct. 8.
Rev. I. H. W. Wbarff, of Danforth,
formerly pastor of the Ellsworth Methodist church, Is spending a few days here.

FURNISHING GOODS, UNDERWEAR, HATS and CAPS.
Everything to make men and boys comfortable.

Water

of Ellsworth, it Is
bold a convention.
It will be at the Unitariau vestry.

said,

absolutely

BAKING POWDER

FALL CLOTHING.

|

No. 40

{■"jrs^ssrssEsssr*!

been

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Oct. 2,

trans-

3, 4—Hancock county
carnival in Ellsworth.

F.

fair and merchants

Saturday, Oct. 6—Annual
Hancock County Pomona

meeting

of
C»»-

tina.
How to Talk

“Entertaining
alone dependent

Interestingly.

conversation
upon

a

is

not

well-Btored

mind,

Mi'nday.
“J

“We must feel
before

asm

is

gives

contagious

animal

ion

interest

an

we can

in

w

to

the

and

adaptability

created in

and

a

by the desire to please, but

audience

and

to the

quick

to

are

mood

of

perceive

one

one’s
when

There are
wishes to apt alt.
talkers who metaphorically take the hit

some one else

between their Ueth and

Hancock

hall—

—

ministerial association, western
at Franklin.
Hood’s Pills

|

cure

III*. Biliousness, IdEasy to take, easy to

Liver

digestion. Headache.

t operate

division,

2hG.— Advt.

fare, vivacity to

Sympathy

must be sensitive

at

Monday, Tuesday, Wednt* ;;y, Oci. 22,
23, 24
Meeting of B uck-p >rt district

xUmcrtisnnmts.

the manner, and has a thought-compelling power bat aids fluency of expression.
measure

8.

town

sub-

our

enthusiben it Is sincere. It

inspire it,

Oct.

Simpkir s.”

Wednesday, Oct. 10—Yicl.er reunion at
hall, Waltham.

ready wit or broad culture,” writes Mrs.
Kingsland in Ladies' Home Journal. “It
lays under contribution qualities of heart
as well as bead, and should reveal sincerity, sympathy and simplicity.
a

ject

-*hua

run

away with

subject. When they finally cease,
has anything to say, despairing of

a

^

jj

just received
from New York a good X
4.
assortiueut
of IdWlips’ %
J
I

have*

\

no one

1»! 1

*«nf

t!

4*

opporBucksport team would average well up to
and Capes of the latest ±
175 pounds in weight; one of their guards tunity.
“Without simplicity, no conversation
The Ellsworth
weighed 219 pounds.
styles at the lowest X
Vet with has charm. The moment we perceive
team averaged less than 140.
this preponderance of weight against that it is labored, or that the speaker
prices. Please call and t
them, the Ellsworth boys weut through seems to calculate the effect of his words,
examine before buying
the Bucksport line time and time again, if unnecessary mention Is made of deand not only that, they held the heavy sirable acquaintances or there is a display
+
elsewhere, at
weights for downs mauy times. When the of attainments or mock-innocent vaunting of advantages—that moment do we
teams lined up, the contrast in size of the
players was so marked that it seemed like feel only contempt for the affectation and
boys playing men. Before the ball had pretense. Truth has a marvelous power
Smith Building,
X
been in play teu seconds, the seminary of making itself felt in spite of what is
team realized that they were “up against said. Self-consciousness is but egotism
Main St., Ellsworth, Maine. X
it”, as the boys Bay. Twice the Ellsworth under a less severe name, and self must be
before
we
can
add
to
our
i-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-xx-x-s-M-frl
speech
boys scored touchdowns and goals in the forgotten
first half, while their own goal was never the grace and dignity of simplicity.”
Jfinantial.
in danger.
Bucksport went into the
second half with a determination born
® S4S®®4S4®t®9®® ®9®9®4®4*®®
Suicide at Bucksport.
of desperation. Once they lost ten yards
Harrison Carr, eighty years of age, and
FOGG &
for “slugging”.
They finally scored a for many years prominent in town affairs,
DEALERS IN
touchdown and goal.
Only three more committed suicide by drowning in the
^
minutes remained to play, and in that Penobscot river
Saturday night. He had
%
High
Bucksport could not score agaiu. The been ill, and bis mind had become
of
12—6.
was
Ellsworth’s
score
game
by
affected.
Grade
Ellsworth touchdowns were made by
Charles Campbell and Charles Knowlton.
Archer Family Reunion.
Securities.
The Ellsworth players were aB follows:
The Archer family reunion will be held
® Safety Deposit Boxes <•
Hurley, right end; Stockbridge, right at the town hall, Waltham, Wednesday,
for rent, In fire and
(•
tackle; Treworgy, right guard; Doyle, Oct. 10. A picnic dinner will be served. (•
burglar proof vault.
J
5^
centre; Jordan, left guard; Shute, left All members are cordially invited.
IIORSE-OLIVER Building,
tackle; H. Campbell, left end; M. Knowlg
ton, quarter back; Smith, left half back;
•
•)
BANGOR, ne.
C. Knowlton, right half back; C. CampPiano tuning. Orders left at Miss Thompson’s book store. C. W. Basiord.—Advt.
bell, full back.
(S®®*®*'®®'®'®®'*®®®®®®®®®'®®®*®
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I TYLER,
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CHRISTIAN KM1KAVOK.

abbrrttstmn»8.

inquiries If
you do not

you know

the

answer

and If

look It up with them.

%epte

For the VV"ill BoxiAklnc Oct.
TeCommtal by llrr. S. H. Doy-le,

Tone

Kuo tuward God.—Luke xii,

13

HOW SHALL WE 1 I V11 K OIK TIME?
This Interesting subject was discussed recently in a young people’s prayer meeting. Those
present were urged to lake time. In this rushing
a*e, to be holy, to make the right use of time
l*y finding the work God intends them to do,
and doing It. Much good, practical advice was
given, and many resolutions formed for better
use of "the stuff life Is made of".
1 was impressed with the Importance of the

THE PARABLE.

Christ bad been speaking to <be multitude concerning hypocrisy, the importance of dangers that threatened the
soul and God's providential care of His
people. In the midst of stu b a discourse He was
interrupted by one
r.
who had
thinking of worldly
things while Christ had been speak
lng of spiritual things. The interrupter
nsked Christ to make his brother divide
an inheritance with him. hut lie refused. This was a legal question and
beloi
irta of Justic* for
settlement, hut lack of this aspect of
the case a moral question was involved. The question was inspired by covetousness, and therefore Christ warned the questioner against this sin and
enforced His warning by the parable of
the foolish rich man. A rich man's
g: -end brought forth plentifully. lie
decided to increase Ins barns to hold
his enlarged products. He exulted In
liis riches and decided to live a selfish
and sensual life upon them. Hut God
said: “Thou fool: th+s night shall thy
soul be required of thee. Then whose
shall these things be which thou hast
i?
that tay.-tb up
provided**
treasure for himself and Is not rich toward God."

subject and in the days that followed, pondered
llie theme. From the young people with their
opportunities for making the most of life, my
mind reverted to the great number who have
gone out from their ranks and taken up the voI
cation of home maklug and motherhood.
asked myself, "bow shall these divide their
time?” Can women of limited means, who are
bringing up children and doing the work for
It is a long-acthe family, divide their time?
cepted fact that there Is no greater work than
that of the mother, but In trying to do her duty
to her family she often falls In her duty to

c

Tli»

herself.
There comes to my mind a busy house mother,
whom I sec dally. .She is young in years, but
there Is nothing sugge-tlvc of youth In her appearance. She works from morning until night.
When we meet ami fall into conversation, site
speaks gloomily of the work awaiting her, or If
it has been n successfal day, tells triumphantly
of the amount accomplished. Her talk Is always of work, work, work, as If there were
nothing else In life I rarely sec her sitting,
and then there Is sewing or mending in her
hand. She seklotn goes from home and enter
talus little company.
Studying this busy woman, I wonder If she is
doing all that Is required of her. She Is giving
her life to her faculty but she has no time to l»c
holy ; no time even to develop her unborn child.
We owe It to God, to husband and children, to
humanity, to make the most of ourselves. Gw!
expects us to be good mothers and home-makers
but He expects us to lie much more. The world
needs our best. What knows the woman whose
home Is within four walls, of the great epoch In
which we live, of the Issues that need her help,
of the beauty and grandeur of life?
A certain over worked woman once deplored

THE INTERPRETATION.
rich *v,,; in tkst ;m cable

reprethe Rian who sees in riches the
chief end and aim of life and not a
means to the end of serving God and
his fellow men.
He lives for himself
and desires to be rich for purely selfish
He places earthly wealth
purposes.
above heavenly treasure.
This man
was not a
fool because he was rich
nor because he
enlarged his barns
when bis crops greatly Increased.
He
was a fool because be looked upon his
riches as his and not God's, because
he thought he could feed hie soul upon
material substances and because be
took no account of the fact that be
had no lmlbase upon life. 80 la
every one who, like this man, laye up
treasure for himself and Is not rich
toward God.
sents

A gorgeous costume flashed beneath the brilliant

of A ball

THE

PRAYER

room.

I Chron. xxix,
Fs. xx, 7, 8; lit,
Math, vl, 19-21;
Vi. 17-19; Jas. il,

For the

nothing

society

Compound

Each

to

Hla Own Place.

One may hesitate to speculate about
the circumstances of the other world,
but one can never crush out the conviction that there must be one place
for St. John, who was Jesus’ friend,
and another for Judas Iscariot, who
was His betrayer. One has seen sheep
and swine feeding In the same field
till evening and has followed until the
sheep were gathered Into their fold
and the swine ran greedily to their sty.
The last complaint that would have occurred to one’s mind was that their
owners had separated them, the last
suggestion that they should be herded
together. What was fitting had happened. It was separation according to
type.—John Watson, D. D., In “The
Mind of the Master.”

happiness.

Deaji Mrs. Pinrham :—I feel it is my duty to write and tell you how
I am to you for what your medicine has done for me. At one
Um.O I Buffered everything a woman could. I had inflammation of the
ovaries, falling of the womb, and leucorrhcea. At times could not hold a
needle to sew. The first dose of your Vegetable Compound helped me so
much that I kept on using it. I have now taken six bottles and am well
and able to do my work. I also ride a wheel and feel no bad effects from
It. I am thankful to the Giver of all good for giving you the wisdom of

grateful

r»ni»irttr

s

«sn

wniupn

icine to every
diseases.”

woman

A

I

vmir

mr-,

111. <£. £. II.
I
I
§

Mrs. Pibkham:—It gives me gr^nt
pleasure to tell you how much gtxxl Lydia H.
Pink ham's Vegetable Compound hns done for me.
I had been a sufferer for years with female
trouble. I could not sew but a few minutes at a
time without suffering terribly with my head.
My back and kidneys also troubled me all the
time. I was advised by a friend to take vour medicine. I had no faith in it, but decided to try it.
After taking one bottle I felt 60 much better that
I continued its use, and by the time I had taken
six bottles I was cured. There is no^other medicine
for me. I recommend it to all my friend*.”

and

Its Motto:

“AUNT MADGE”.

“Helpful

and

Hopeful.”

The purposes of Hits column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it is for the mutual I>eneflt, and aims to l>e helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it Is for the com-

the selected articles which follow

The

are

public servant,i a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the Inof
ideas. In this capacity it solicits
terchange
communications, and its success depends largely on the support given it in this respect. Communications must 1*e signed, hut the name of
writer will not he printed except hy permission.
Communications will he subject to approval or
rejection hy the editor of the column, hut none
will oe rejeeted without good reason. Address
mon use—a

all communications

to

The Amekican.
Mutual Benefit Column.

Ellsworth, Me.

JUST COMMON FOLKS.

If only sweetest hells were rung.
How we should miss the minor chimes?
If only grandest poets sung,
There’d be no simple little rhymes.
The modest clinging viue adds grace
To all the forest’s giant oaks,
And mid earth's mighty is a place
To people with just common folks.
Not they the warriors who shall win
I’pon the battlefield a name
To sound above the awful din ;
Not theirs the painter’s deathless fame;
Not theirs the poet’s muse that brings
The rhythmi gift his soul Invoke-;
Theirs hut to do the simple things
That duty gives just commou folks.
Fate has not lifted them above
The level of the human
plane;
They share with men a fellow love,
In touch with pleasure and with pain.
One great, far-reaching brotherhood,
With common burdens, common yokes.
And common wrongs and common good—
God’s army of just common folks.
—Nixon Waterman.

Dear Mutual Friends:

I doubt not that, like myself, you have
missed Janet’s cheering, helpful letters to
Advice.
our column.
A personal letter received
President Porter of Tale college once
from her last week explains her silence.
the
laconic
advice
to
gave
following
Other cares have taken her time, bnt she
the students In the course of an exhas not forgotten us and the poem above
tended address: “Don’t drink; don't
don’t
chew;
smoke; don’t swear; don’t
Buchanan, Mich., May 22.
deceive; don’t read novels; don’t marry Genesee Pure
Food Co Le Roy, N. Y
until you can support ■ wife; be earGentlemenMy mamma has been a great
nest; be self reliant; be generous; be coffee drinker and has found It very injurious.
Having used several packages of your
civil; read the papers; advertise your GRAIN-O,
the drink that takes the place of cofbusiness; make money and do good fee, she finds it much better for herself and for
with It; love God and yonr fellow men.” us children to driuk. She has given up coffeedrinking entirely. We use a package of Grain-o
—Lutheran Observer.
every week. I am ten years old.
Yours respectfully,
Fannie Williams.
President Porter’s

L.

.

from her garden, “flower messengers,”
them, and they spoke to me of
graced

our

ever since they were received,
of the leaves and blossoms w ill
be pressed and kept safety, when the
autumn frosts have robbed the gardens of
their beauty, and the words she has
written me will strengthen the bond of
union between the M. B. circle, Janet and

dining
and

table

some

Aunt

Madge.

I suppose many of
the

problem

“How

us

have

shall

tried to solve

we

divide

topic

for

responsive

readings

our

lesson, taking a topic or question and revolving it in the mind. 1 applied the suggestion to the Sunday school lesson and
the chamber work, and discovered I had
made up the bed with only one sheet. I
have never tried to apply that suggestion
since.
I referred a few sentences back to the
children’s lessons.
When the children
come home and ask what this word or
that means, or about this or that invention
or discovery, take time to answer their
What’s Your Face W'orth ?
Sometimes a fortune, but never. If yon
sallow

is
w

o>

have the

are

bowls, dishes, and

valued for their

lightness.

and

ap*

* ..*

strength,

The

Absolute

complexion, a jaundice look,

moth patches and blotches on the skinall signs of litfer trouble. Dr. King’s New
Life Pills give clear skin, rosy cheeks,
rich complexion. Only 25 cents at Wig*
3in & Moore’s drug store.

arranged

an

to

for those

Beating Hoiea

Box., from <1 to «20 per annum
according to sire ami location.
Do not rlafc the long of jour Talnal le
when eerurtly ran he olitalDcil at .urh a

Baottcl CoiiDly

trifling*

Sarais Baii,

ELLSWORTH. ME.
Commenced

gentleman recently cured of dyspepsia gave the following
appropriate rendering of Burns’ famous blessing: “Some

have meal and cannot eat. and some have
noue that want it: but we have meat and
we can eat-Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure be

llu.ll.r..

X. a.

Muy 1,

ically

disorders.

indigestion

and

all stomach

by

art

law

1.73,

exempt tro.

COOLllBIR, fVretdenl.

JOHX F.

This preparation will digest
what you eat. It Instantly relieves and radcures

In thli tank

*"

«axaU°n

thanked.”

WHITCOMB, F(r»-Pre«<dml.

CHARLES C.

BVRRILL, Tren.u.,.,

W loo IN & Mookk.

IVpo.1t. draw Interr.t from the llr.t dar el
March. June, Septctnlvr and nectmlvr.

aWjCTtismimte.

board or directors
A-r- BcagHAW.
John r. Wm-reo.a
N. B. Coolidor,
T. Carroll Uoriulu
CHARLES C. BCRHILL.
Bank hours

QUAKER
RANGES

dally, from 9

k. m. to

Is what your money will
Invested in share* of the

1!

|

m

earn

if

Sllnrortb Loan and Mill Ass’il
A
1*

NEW SERIES

open, Shares, fl each; monthly
payments, tl per share.

now

WHY PAY RENT?
when you can borrow on your
share*, give a tlrst mortgage and
reduce It every mouth
>!<>nthlv
pavment* and 1nt»-re*t together
will amount u> but little m*«n*
than you are now paying for
rent, and lu about 10 yt*ar«* vou
will

j
f

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
A.

will take

a

inch stick of wood full

tiKNKY U'. ( r*HWAN. Scc’v.
First Nai'l Hank Bid*.

IV.

EL.IjBWOnTII

STEAM

LAUNDRY

ANI» HATH ROOMS.
PAV, NO

M ASHF.F.”

All kinds of laundry wora done tit short
ilee. Good* called for and delivered.
H. H. KHTKY
we*t JCnd Bridge.

SOLD BY

Ba-

A CO.,
nuworth.

\

Profrsaional 0ar6u.
CLOSED

F. B. AIKEN.
ELLSWORTH,

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
Dr. If. W. Hay nfn begs to notify nts pairon?
and others that until further note* ».N dental
rooms will be clone] or Wednes lav afternoons

ME.

Ellsworth. Oct. 25, 18#9.

HISTORY

PRICE, $1.50.

H. GKEKLY,

J)R.

DENTIST.
Graduate of the
claw of *75

Philadelphia Dental College,

aror»CB m Giles’ Block, Ellsworth.
Closed Wednesday afternoons until further
notice.

H.

(JiHAKLES

DRUMMEY,

ATTORNEY
AMD

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
Rooms 2

AMDS, First Nat'l Bank Bcilpiko,

ELLSWOKTII,

P.

MAINE.

CARROLL BURRILL,
ATTORNEY
AND

V».‘

The book may he obtained of the
author, Db.
H. W. Small, Atlantic,
Me.; of II. \\ Uur
ant, 22S Middle street, 1’ortland, or of the
pul*.
Haber*, The Hancock County Publishing

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Notart Public

Justice

and

of the

J)R.

H. L.

MAIN

D.

WOODRUFF.

ST.ELLSWORTH.

(Over Hanlen’s Shoe Store.)

Twenty*flve years* experience

in New

Special attention given to chronic
F.

g
X

|g

machines,

and

prepared to do

Q of

TURNING, PLANING
and JIG-SAWING
all

kinds at short notice.

Is

Q

York-

ca

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY

3

Is pleased to Inform the
people of
this city and vicinity that he has
put into his chop an engine and

g
X woodworking
8

Street,

Peace.

Office over Hurrlll National Bant,
State Street,
Ellsworth, Me.

Co., Ellsworth, Me.

No. 9 School

AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all classes ol
pensions against the United States.

g
5
Business solicited.
g Ellswokth,

.....

Main**

3

5

A.

8TEWART,

M. D.

HOMCEOPATHIST,
3

*3^^><>^OO0OOOOC83O0OC.0C60C83a

Pauper Notice.
undersigned hereby gives notlcs that he
has contracted with the city of
rliE
Ellsworth.
the

support of the poor, during the ensuing
• ttr, and has made
ample provision for their
-upport. tie therefore forbids all persoos from
furnishing supplies to aoy pauper on his account, as without his written order, he will pay
for no goods so furnished. IUkki 8.
Jones.
ior

Subscribe for The American

|

Kino, President.

"MO

size of fire-box

particulars Inquire of

SJrtJtrtisnnmis.

twenty four

SMALL,

Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy, X. Y.:
Pear SirsSome days since a package of
your GRAJN-O preparation was left at my office. I took It nome and gave it a trial, and 1
have to say I was very much pleased with it as
We nave always used
a substitute for coffee.
the beet Java and Mocha in our family, but I
am free »o say I like the GRAIX-O as well as
the best coffee I ever drank.
A. C. Jackson, M. D.
Respectfully yours,

.o

A

MAINE,

unanimously re-elected,

j

nis.iicl leather.

SWAN’S ISLAND,

other officers. The board stands
as before: Mrs. A. M. Lawton, president;
Mrs. A. VV. Clark, first vice-president and
corresponding secretary; J. M. Mason, recording secretary; Mrs. P. C. Clark, treasThe election of superintendents will
urer.
be considered at another meeting.
To the regret of all it was found that but
two members could make plans to attend
the State convention at Calais, and they
were accordingly elected delegates—Mr.

Privacy

articles

and has done great good In many ways; that It
his secured peaceful and orderly elections, and
OF
we point to the facts that, after nearly twentyfive years of woman’s suflrage, not one county
In Wyoming ha.* a poor house, that our jails are
almost empty, and crime, except that committed
by strangers in the state. Is almost unknown; as
a resmt of experience, we urge every civilized
BY
community on the earth to enfranchise Its j
women without delay.
H. W.
M. D.
Resolved, That an authenticated copy of j
be
tl»e-e resolutions
forwarded bv the Governor
of the stale to the legislature of every state ami
A history of Swan’s Island has ju*t been
pubterritory In this country and to every legislative lished, and 1* now ready for delivery. Dr.
body In the world, amt that we request the press Small, of Atlantic, has given much time to
throughout the civilized world to call the atten- the preparation of this volume, widch covers
tion of Its readers to these resolutions.
344 pages. From the
following table of contents may be own the ground which the book
The Frances E. Willard union voted to covers*.
do its share in circulating this grand
TABLE OF CONTENTS.
I. I ntrodurtlun—A borlglnes—
manifestation of the success of equal sufDiscovery.
II. 1'urebate—.Settlement ami Land Titles.
frage. After a brief discussion of the
Sketch of t).« LLe wf (;< 1 James 'w»r..
N
I
the
order
of
w
business
Sketches
of
as
biographical
question,
regular
Early Settlers.
Lion’s Island.
taken up.
VI. The Fishing I ndu«try.
^11. Synopsis of Municipal Records.
The treasurer’s report showed a good list
VI11. Misceiittneoui*.
of members in good standing, though the

also the

I

inOimc »uu uo.tr ammaia in

converted into

hich

durability

Heaolvcd, That the possession and exercise
of suffrage by the wotneu of Wyoming for the
l ist quarter of a century has wrought no harm,

Goshen, 111.

a

Russia

plates

was

time?” while ringing through either our
conscience or our consciousness are the
words: “These things ought ye to have
done and not to leave the other undone.”
Busy housekeepers say, what shall we do?
Which shall we do? Which claim is the
duty cad?
half a dozen or more new members gained
It seems as though something really were counterbalanced by an
equal if not
undoue. If one
necessary must be left
greater number who, by reason of removal
cannot get away
from
bodily
pressing, or indifference, had failed to pay dues.
housewifely cares, try to get away menThe superintendent’s reports having
if
for
a
brief
outlook
tally, only
away from been submitted to the county convention
horizon.
Sometimes the in June ready to be
your work-a-day
passed on to the State
lessons of the school children will serve to
officials, it was deemed unnecessary to
turn our minds from the round of every have them
again presented.
day work.
Nearly all present promptly paid dues
But it isn’t wise to mix mental and for the
coming year, and all the business of
physical exercise too carelessly. I tried it the meeting was quickly and harmoonce.
I saw it suggested that doing some
niously disposed of by the able president,
kinds of housework one could learn some who was
as were

have

The hait

Particular attention was
called to the following resolutions passed
by the Wyoming legislature:

Bhe called

have

tanking roomo.'are

coal.

“Franchise.”

But to Aunt Madge her kind rememwas a box of fragrant
blossoms

things. They

there gathered a very fair representation of members, some of whom were
doubly welcome as they are not often
privileged to meet in white ribbon council.
The meeting was opened by singing,
followed by scripture reading and prayer.
where

brance

many

suds.—Ladicm' Home Journal.

Our
secure

Column.

[The editor invites secretaries of Itx-al unions
of the 'V. <
T. 1'. in Hancock count), mix)
w hile rloboiier* generally, to contribute to lids
column report- of meeting* or Items that w ill be
>>f Interest t*» worker* In oilier part- of tin.*
W e would like lids to be a llveeolumn,
county
but it needs some effort on the part of W r. T.
I’, women to make it so.
It l- a column of their
making, not ours, and will be whai they make
it.
items and communications should In- short,
and an-, of cour.-e, subject to approval of the
editor, j

Sept. 7. Owing to a misplaced library key,
the place of assembly was the schoolroom,

her contribution to the M. B. column.
EDITED BY

continue to i.n*
uuumit
sluiie surtsce
is clean. Another method is to ruhthe
soiled surface with the finger wet in warm
water.
If the dirt is very hard and old,
use oil instead of water.
Let It rest fora
few hours so t hat t tie dirt may he softened,
then wash off with a sponge and tepid

Burglar Proot Vaults.

Burglary.

giowth.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Owing to the (act that torn* skeptical
people hav« iron n»« to time questioned
the genuine**** of th* testimonial letter*
we nre conalaatlr
pabUnhiag. « have
deposited with th* National City Bank, of I ran, Mean., $$ 000,
which will be paid to any person who will show that the abore
testimonials are not genuine, or ware published before obtaining
the writers special permuaioc.—Ltdia a. Pi m km am Mkoicimh Co.

jllutual Benefit Column

; this purpose. Cut off the end of the
| potato and rub tlie painting very gently
with the cut end. As fust as the potato
becomes soiled cut off a thin slice, and

iiuiHWUU

The annual meeting of the Frances E.
Willard W. C. T. 1’., was held Friday,

^__________

|

uci

SAFE DEW (Alii

1

troubled with any of these

“Deab

!

uiai

terial things to come in and choke their
—Luelln h. Spencer.

Mrs. 5arah 5wedtr, 103 West 5tH
La Porte, Ind., writes:

;

Heaven belongs to the unseen. It beto the spiritual, and, therefore,
cannot be fully known ns long as we
are In the material.
It belongs to the
perfectly holy, and, therefore, much
of what might he known cannot be
perceived or comprehended, for the
natural man cannot know things of the
Spirit of God. foe they are spiritually
discerned.
No one returns to tell his
experience or describe to us what he
lias seen. Angels’ feet are always upon
the ladder going from us to God and
returning to minister to us, hut they
minister In silence.
We bear no voice
as they serve.
There are many questions we would like to ask, many questions we do ask, but neither by the
written word nor by vision In the
night Is any answer given, neaven
lies beyond the domain of the present
life, and we must wait until we come
Into the fullness of the Spirit, until we
enter the higher sphere of being, before we can know or comprehend Its
realities and glories and blessings.
Such knowledge Is as yet too wonderful for us.
It Is high; we cannot attain it.—L'nited Presbyterian.

and

Mrs. Lizzie Anderson, 49 Union St., Salem, N. J., writes:

HEADINGS.

longs

strength, vigor,

inn

FIRST NATIONAL BARE

Fire and

says, except a chapter from the blble each Sun
cay afternoon, yet her children’s clothes are up
to dale and her table laden with dainties.
A girl with a love for study, music, or any
branch of art has urged uoon her the duty of
cultivating her talent. She is told that Got! expeels her to u«c this gift a«* a means of helping
forward His world. When love and marriage—
His own gift—come into her life, must all this
be forever laid aside?
<»ur talents are ours
only In tru‘t. It raunot l>e right to allow ma-

queen and the dressmaker alike, there is
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

to restore

urc

following

longer cared for her society. To

me the
evident; 1 had tried In vain to draw
her Into a.dlscu*slon, she could talk of nothing
but her work aud her children. These subjects,
good and Interesting In themselves, grow monotonous and I was not surprised at a man,
forced to spend a life time with a woman who
can'talk only of these things, seeking a change
of topic outside of home. This woman never
takes a holldaj\ and has no time to read, she

so reliable as

MEETING.

14, 15; Job xxxl, 24-2.8;
1-9; Prov. xxlll, 4, 5;
Mark x, 23-25; I Tim.
5-9.

wmuusuw.

no

Banking.

W. C. T. C. last week elected
officers:
President, Mrs. L.
M. N. Stevens, Portland; corresponding
We are now prepared to rent boxes
in nn.
secretary. Miss Cornelia M. Dow, Rock- new
land ; recording secretary. Miss Clara M.
Harwell, Rockland; treasurer, Mrs. W. 8. <
Johnston, Fort F'airrteld; delegates to the
national convention at Washington, D. I
C\, Mrs. A. W'arrren, Mrs. A. K. Hra<iford, Said to bo Ono of tbo
Beat Vault*
Mrs. Oscar Hoi way. Mrs. Sarah L Cram,
in tbo Country.
Mrs. N. F. Curtis. Mrs. K. R. Horton, Miss
Effle Littlefield; delegate at large, Mrs. H.
C. lieedy.
We believe that this vault affords
absolute e*.
curtly against
How to Clean Oil Paintings.
Fire and
Artists sometimes use a raw potato for
The Maine

the

cause was

system.

Have the parable explained, followed
by an open voluntary service.
BIBLE

lights

The queen of society is radiant to-night.
The nervous hands of a weak woman hare toiled day
and night, the weary form and aching head have known no
rest, for tne dress must be finished in time.
To that queen of society and her dressmaker we would
say A word. One through hothouse culture, luxury and
social exoitement, and the other through the toll of necessity,
may tome day find their ailments a common cause.
Nervous prostration, excitability, fainting spells, dizziness, sleeplessness, loss of appetite and strength, all indicate
serious trouble, which has Seen promoted by an over-taxed

TH* APPLICATION.

This parable sets forth what it Is not
to be rich toward God rather than
what It Is to be rich toward God. Richness toward God does not consist In
material wealth.
“A man’s life conBistetb not In the abundance of the
things which he possesseth." A man
may be wealthy and at the same time
rich toward God, but mere worldly
riches do not Insure spiritual wealth,
but are ofteu a barrier to lL
Richness toward God Is spiritual wealth.
To be rich toward God we must be
•‘rich In fabh,” ‘‘rich In. good works,”
rich In the spiritual favors and blessThis Is the true
lngs of our God.
wealth.
It Is not taken from us at
death, but Is an eternal possession.
Let us seek to be rich toward God. to
lay up treasures In heaven, rather than
to lay up treasures for ourselves, our
own selfish aim's and purposes.
Earthly treasures may vanish in a night, but
heavenly treasures endure forever.

>

>

21.

Bertha Robbins and Mrs. A S. Powers.
Excellent remarks were made by Mrs. A.
\V. Clark. Mrs. Evelyn Neal. Mrs. Cordelia
Gilley, Mrs. Fiske and others.
J. M. M ahon,
Recording secretary.

Maine*
West Bbookbvillk,
Mcmberl of
Graduate Boston University.
Maine Homoeopathic Medical society; American
Institute of Homoeopathy, and corresponding
member Boston Homeopathic Medical societyTELEPHONE

JOHN

CONNECTION.

E. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
OFFICES

AT

BAR HARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME.
Bar Harbor office,: 7 and 8 Mt. DeacrtBlocL
Bluehlll office open Saturday*.

■

asbtttisnnrmB.

KLLSWORTH MARKKTS.

IN BATTLR.

HUMAN VOICK

Wednesday, October 3. 1900.

Of Little Use Kxcept to Give a Cheer
that Accompanies a Charge.
The human voice In battle has a pecu-

liar,

L

precise

a

That

value.

NAIItR LAW IKOARDINO

does

value

It renot lie in the giving of orders.
quires no great mental strain to understand that in the heal of an engagement
the guns do nil t he talking that’s audible.
The youthful author of “The Red Badge

i

Courage” represented a corporal conversing freely with a comrade at least
thirty feet away in a line that was repelling a tierce Confederate onslaught.
Any one who has spent r Fourth of
July in an American city can appreciate
the absurdity of that, and any one who
has ever stood in a line of soldiers firing,
knows that after

the

first

to the

shock

nothing
whatever—the individual discharges are
wholly indistinguishable to him, and his
captain close behind him might screech
lie

Then,

as

hear

yet make

his throat out and
sion.

to

seems

atmosphere is most dense and oppressive, that you are sort of shut in by
some impenetrable substance which you
neither

skin soap. On one square
inch of your hand there are 2,800 pores. On
the whole body you have 2,381,284 of these
little cavities to look after. Every one of these
openings must be kept clear, or the impurities of the
body can not pass out. Now, to cleanse the pores,
VORY SOAP is

need

you

fine,

a

Scientists who

speak

not

tending

COUNTY NEWS.
|

Xeirm

ft>r additional t'nuntu

»rc

other

pages.

Winifred Joyce, Arthur Knowlton and
Albert Green arrived from Vermont Saturday, where they have been employed in

|

a corn

Averill mud

Cr’tnberrv

summer,

Haven’s”

“Bockland”
route

while the latter

was on

days

three
was

would

at

have to

Bangor.

undergo

His

friends

soon.

Ul<a>

son waa

Lena I^add and John Steele have
gone to Portland to visit the family of
Samuel C. Stover.

the

Katie

the “Vinal

M. Gilley has gone to Islesford to
VV. E. iladtock while her

work for Col.

week,

last

was

Miss

left for home Friday.

Steamer

any
found he

born to Mr. and Mrs. Arno
P. Stanley last Friday night.
Kev. C. N. Davie has taken up his
• bode at the home of El wood Richardson.
A

who haa

during

at Sunset

him

1._B.

boarding at C. M. Gross’ at Oceanville, left for home Saturday.
Stephen Knowlton and family, who

stopping

it

hope for bin return home
Oct.

been

have been

when

be

operation

an

day.

Lucy Bertram, of Boston,

fall,

pain

granddaughter

undergoing repairs.

is away

on

a

vacation

of

two weeks.

Mr. Gerrlsh, of Franklin, a former
editor of the Gazette, has taken charge of
the Deer Isle and Stonington Press.

Edward

Mrs.

Alma start

Brower

for their

Mass., to-day.

daughter
Holbrook,

and

home at

Mr. Brewer

went

one

Rev. U. W. Green and family left Mon- i
week ago, but will meet them in Portland
day for Brooklyn, N. Y., where they will to
accompany them home.
winter.
the
during
stop
Willis E.
Bunker, in schooner
Capt
Euoknb.
24.
Sept
“Margaret Leonard”, came in yesterday
Alva Conary is home from yachting.
He has estabwith a full fare of fish.
Eben Simpson arrived home Monday.
lished his reputation as the “high line'1
F. P. Weed received a cargo of soft fisherman in the fleet of vessels sailing
coal last week.

from this

Frank Gross

Messrs.

days

two

was

home

at

Oceanville

foundation

for

f

“Vlnal Haven” has dlscontlnued the trips to ls>e au llaut.

his wharf.

Barter

arrived home from

|

Gross

Lorenzo

and

a

operation.

the

a

contract to

government dry

B. P. McDonald, who has been sailing
h,

Mrs. Etta Crimmin ami little son Wilbur, are visiting Dea. John Crimmin.
Marcia Hardison, who has been work-

j

Portsmouth.
a yacht on the great lak
Tuesday.
Beujaiiiiu Buckminster
in the shell and shipping

John E. De Meyer hue gone to Somesvllle to teach high school.

at

arrived home

I

Egypt

for the last year and

ing

at

has

returned home.

a

half.

buying

them to

clams

The oyster supper at the sporting camp
DeMvyer'n point Saturday night wag
well attended. A good time was enjoyed

Boston

by

all.

Sunday school concert at thi
church on Sunday night was enjoyed bj
S. Goldman, the New York photog; a large and appreciative audience. Muck
rapher, has completed his work here and
credit is due the teachers and pupils foi
j
gone to Deer Isle.
their pains in preparing so fine a proSteam yacht “Narada”, which has been I
gramme.
on
the patt summer,
a foreign cruise
B.
Sept. 24.
arrived at New London, Couu., last week.
and

The

New York.

The first mate and several of the

crew

Rev.

Mr.

Scammon,

who

has

beer

belong here.
preaching here during the summer, hat
Flye Bros, have just put in new can- gone away.
sealing machine in their sardine factory.
Quite a number from this place have
Not a drop of solder is used in making or gone to Amherst to work in the woods
sealing the cans. This machine will make Among the number are George Giles
a

difference of about *1.25
Oct. 1.

a case.

Eugene.

Hull’s Cove.

The Bar Harbor high school has been
closed on account of scarlet fever.

Charles

signals, repeat

these
the

are

the commands to

ship there

Abroad
of vocal

also is great economy
If the steel sides of the

power.

being pounded by shot
and shell, the officers can make themselves heard betweeu shots, but theii
words are few. As for the men, the experience of an observer aboard one of the
American vessels at the destruction ol
Cervera’s fleet is to the point. He said he
vessels

expected
with
the

not

are

to hear the

men

rush to

enemy’s

discomfiture.

trary, the only sound

was

quarter*

as

they

saw

On

the

con-

the

boom ol

yell and then cheer

a

the guns, the men going on
work like silent machines.

with

theii j

Yet the human voice has its value |
Who shall say that it is any less thai
those from metal throats? it comes whei
there’s a lull in the firing, when bayoneti

fixed,

and start

when

men

forward at

a

themselvei

nerve
run over

the

shor

but shot-s wc*pt space between them auc
the enemy. Then the voice will maki
itself heard—no rules or regulations eve
Seem
could prevent it if they tried.

ingly,

it is the shout that carries the
over

a

high-keyed, piercim
Date*,

Raisins,
Prunes,

sound now, blended1
will never stop to tell

Dlusmore, Frank Hardison

anc

George Springer.
Rosa Crimmin has gone to Eagle Islanc
to teach school.
BOct. 1.
__

Miss Bertha and George Salisbury have
South Paris to attend school.

j

J

To Start Conversation.
“The preliminary stages of conversatioi

principal difficulty—‘the drear
makes us mute,’
writes Mrs
Burton Kiugsland, in the Ladies’Horn

offer the

of silence

Journal.

perennial
treasure

a

“The weather seems to hav
interest. Why may not on J
few bits of stories apropos o f

topic,

to be

brought

ou

upon occasion? For instance, some on 1
speaks of the variability of the weather >
whereupon one might tell of the lad; 1
whose physician advised for her a chang ;

‘Why, doctor, you forget tha
New York woman. I never hav
anything else!’ was her rejoinder. A t
least, it is better than mere acquiescence
and when people have laughed togethe r
the ice is broken.
“It is possible to have at one’s tongue’ 1
end some trilling things of interest oi ,
various subjects—but the supply need 1
frequent renewal. There are moment 1
when the embarrassment of silence is re
lieved by the knowledge that nothing bu t
of climate:
I

am a

veriest commonplaces are expected
When a hostess has paired her guests be
fore a dinner and each man seeks the lad
assigned to him, he usually says,‘1 believ 2
that I am to have the pleasure of takin,
you in to dinuer,’ and she has but to bov
and smile while accepting his arm, an 1
say in a voice of perfunctory politenesf
It is usually the ma 1
‘I am very glad.’
who takes the initiative and the wotnai
who bears the burden of the converse
the

)

Fruit.

.123.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08 £.15
Apples, string
.10 3.14 Apples, sliced

Figs,

they

America’s foemen

Lambskins,
.25£.50
.05*6 Tallow—per !b—
.05*6
.014^
Cow,
Rough,
.04
.04*6
Tried,
Bull,
Calf skins, green
.25£1.00
tt>—

UrltMl

II, the latter a deeper-chested “Hurrah”
leaving out of the word all but the vowe
How do

.10
.08

£.12
.06
.10

First Bookkeeper—That Jinks is the
wittiest man in the office. Second Bookkeeper—1 never heard him say a bright
thing. First Bookkeeper—No; but he’s
got wit enough to laugh heartily every
time the boss tells that stale, ehestuutty
joke of hib!
Friend—What
to that

on

earth

picture? Artist—I

piece of raw
foreground.

meat

over

doing

are

you

am

rubbing

this rabbit

in

Samuel B. Dean and wife have closed
their cottage, Willow brook, and gone to
Boston for the winter.
It is expected that there will be a large
attendance at the Hainor reunion Saturday. About five hundred invitations have
been issued.
The friends of Master Glendon Gardner
were pained to hear of his removal from
the Bar Harbor hospital to the Bangor
hospital. Last spring Master Glendon
fell from the hammock to the piazza inStopi the Cough and Works oft* the Cold.
Laxative Brotno-Qulolno Tablets euro a cold
In one day. No Cure, uo Pay. Price 25 cents.

i
Don’t be afraid ot a school teacber.
school
young man called on an Atcbiaon
teacber, and, in explaining some previoui
neglect, said: “It I’d a knowed yoi
wanted to went, I’d a came and took yon.’
And she married him, in spite of it.
The law holds both maker and circulatoi
of a counterfeit gnilty. The dealer wh(
sells you a dangerous counterfeit of De
Witt’s Witch Hazel Salve risks your life t<
You canno
make a little larger proflt.
trust him. DeWitt’s Is the only genuim
and original Witch Hazel Salve, • well
known euro for piles and all skin diseases
See that your dealer gives you DeWitt’i
Salve. Wtoots & Moore.

Home Journal.

abbertiflemcntB.

CLOSING=OUT 5ALE
OF.

CARRIAGES,

HAR-

SLEIGHS,

NESS, ROBES, BLANKETS.
I want to sell

during

the next 30

days my

entire

stock, and in order to do so, I offer it at prices never
heard of before in Hancock county, FOR CASH, or

approved

paper.

These goods are going to be sold REGARDLESS
OF COST ; and all in want of them cannot do better
than call and get prices.

Bangor Buggies,
Rubber

Bike

or

Steel Tired.

Buggies,
with Pneumatic Tires and

“Runabout”

Buggies,

Steel Tires
Road

Ball-Bearing Axles.

only.

Wagons,

Express Wagons,

Surreys,
Buckboards—New
from 2 to 11

Concords.

and second-hand—to

accommodate

people (including driver). Above

goods

of my

own

make.

a

few western-made

goods, consisting

be
Mrs. Derihoddie will
this afternoon, and when she sees
her pet dog smell of that rabbit she’ll buy
it.

In nothing else as in the words we
habitually use in the common talk ol
daily life do we show so plainly our degree
of refinement, our culture or the lack ol
it, and the plane on which our thoughU
It is therefore worth our while,
move.
do you not see, to take some pains with
our conversation, not in such a way as to
make us seem stiff and pedantic, but tc
recognize the fact that here, as in othei
departments of life and learning, it is
training that tells in results.—Ladies'
Home Journal.
Robber.
J. R. Garrison, cashier of the bank ol
Thornville, Ohio, had been robbed ol
health by a serious lung trouble until
he tried Dr. King’s New' Discovery for
consumption. Then he wrote: “It is the
best medicine I ever used for a severe cold
I always
or a bad case of lung trouble.
keep a bottle on hand.” Don’t suffer with
chest
or lung
or
throat,
any
colds,
coughs,
trouble when you can be cured so easily,
free at
00.
Trial
bottles
and
50c
fl
Only
WIOOIN & Moore’s drug store.

Surreys and Concord Wagons.
Also several great trades in Second-Hand Carriages of all styles and kinds.
SLEIGHS AND PLNGS—My own make—Parties intending purchasing this fall will do well to inspect
the stock I am now offering, and which will be sold

regardless of

cost.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

parties having bills against me will please present them for
payment, and all owing me must settle within ;!0 days; those unsettled
will bejleft with an attorney for collection.
All

a

HENRY E. DAVIS,
FRANKLIN STREET,
1

..

ELLSWORTH.
— —'

■

■

■

...

J

I

<1

2■
2
4

2I
2I

The finest blend of the finest Mocha and Java the
It is not sold at a “fancy price, but at
world produces.
the usual figure for a first-class coffee. We cannot tell
over all other coffees, but
you the secret of its superiority
Get
a trial will satisfy ycu that it stands at the bead.
tin
it from your grocer—in either 1 or 2 lb. air-tight
"
can.
on
House
White
every
of
th®
cans.
Cut

Free

Trip

buy. We not only offer
furnishings in Maine for
at
the
smallest
your choosing,
margin of profit, but will deduct your railroad fare from any purchase of $100 or more,
besides paying the freight to your station.
If you don’t
need so many goods for yourself, get your friends to let you
do the purchasing for them.
if you have house furnishings to
you the largest anil best stock of

PRINCIPAL COFFEE ROASTERS, BOSTON.

IJ

j

g
^
►
^

(

HHHl l

v77****7v7¥#99¥***V*** ###*#**49********99999999m

m

to Portland and Return

Ij
■

-I.

MAINE’S GREATEST STORE.

sB|BB|Mpwiwell-wricht

i| White House Coffee.

of

a

here

Hanker Routs

I also have

the

Teaclier—W bat’s tbe meaning ot elo
Pupil-Ita tbe waj
cution, Harold?
Miss Josie Paine, who has been threatpeople are put to death in some States.
ened with typhoid fever, is out again.
tion.”
Morton—Strange thing happened at th< ,
Miss Ella McGown came home to-day
Hortonthis
station
morning.
police
from Bar Harbor, from her summer’s Wbatwas it? Morton—Heat and dumt
mf+ts******************************************]*
work.
man was arrested and given a hearing.
gone to

imply an unfriendly thing even by our
are rule*, which we should make
and to which we should scrupulously adhere.— Margaret E. Sangsler in Ladies*
silence,

Hides and Tallow.
Hides— per
Ox,

y»

sound.

Fuel.
Wood -per cord
Coal—per ton—
6 50
Broken,
Dry hard, 3 00 £5 00
2 00 33 00
6 50
Stove,
Dry soft,
6 50
Roundings per load
Egg,
650
10031 25
Nut,
Blacksmith’s
6 00
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Corn meal, bag
Flour—per bb—
5 25 £5 75
1 10
Straights,
1 20
St. Louis roller,
Corn, bag
5 25£5 75 Oats, West’n.bu .38 <j 40
1 10
Patents—
Shorts—bag—
5 50 Mixed feed,bag
1.15
Winter wheat,
6 00 Middlings, bag
Spring wheat,

mer

the breastworks.

enlist ion between the Southern cry auc
!
the Northern cheer during the Civil war I
was

I like the word because it conveys a suggestion of good news or good comment,
but it is no longer gossip when it ceases
to deal with pleasant happenings and
loving wishes and becomes critical or
censorious or lapses into slander. The
most unworthy talk in the world is that
which is carried on in whispers and semiconfidences, and which retails the unfortunate errors of people whom we know.
Never to ssy an unkind thing, never to

will be furnished by tlie local parish, if
those deiiring It will send their names to
Rev. A. C. Pettingill, Waterville.

1.10£1.20

We heard considerable about the differ

The former

Its annual session last week elected the

near

—

men.

that much-worn

on

is

are

whistle

long and short blasts, as
for example:
One long one, “Halt!”
Two long onea, “Forward!” Two short
and one long one, “To tbe rear!”
ones
Two long ones and two short ones, “ComOne long and two short
mence tiring!”
“Cease
tiring!” The non-comones,
misaioned officers along the line, hearing

KfiktiirooR.

furnish
dock

the aword
or

Rice, per lk
.06®.08
Pickles, iiergal .40$.60
.25 3.75
Olives, bottle
Vinegar—per gal—
Pure elder,
.20
Cracked wheat,
.05
.04
Oatmeal, per lb
.2;)
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
GrauulHted meal,lb 02J*
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
.553.60
.13
Kerosene,
Astral oil,
.15

Lumber and Building Materials.
Lumber— j»er M—
I 25
Suruce,
II $13
Hemlock,
125
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards,
$13 Clapboards—per M
12 316
Extra spruce,
24 $26
Spruce,
16 $20
Spruce floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 17 $18
12 $15
Clear pine,
35 $60
Pine,
15 $20
Matched pine,
Extra pine,
36$60
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
extra
2 75
2.00
Cedar,
Spruce,
**
2 85 Nalls, per Ik
clear,
.04$.06
*•
185 Cement, per cask
2d clear,
160
**
165 Lime, per cask
extra o .e,
.85
••
No.
125 Brick, per M
7 311
••
.75 White lead, pr Ik .054.08
scoots,
Provisions.
Beef, 1»>:
Pork, tf>.
.15 £.25
14
Bleak,
Chop,
.15
.I09.20
Ptg»’feet,
KoiiHta,
.078*10
llam, per lb
13£.l4
Corned,
.05
.10
Shoulder,
Tripe,
.14
VqhI
Bacon,
.18
Balt
.10
Steak,
10
Koants,
.10£.12
Igird, loose
Lard In pulls,
Mutton
.15
9 teak,
.11 £.12
.C8 9.12
Uountrt,
La in I>:
.20
Steak,
16 £.18
Chop,
.10 3.16
Koa.-is,
Fresh Fish.
.05 Haddock.
.05
Cod,
.15
.105.(6 Mackerel, each
Halibut,
.10 Clams, qt
.20
Pickerel.
&»
12
40
Smelt*,
Ousters,
qt
;
18
Lo uters, It.
30
Flounders, doz

K.

Oct. 1.

Jasper Chapin is carrying the mail
again between t tils place and Isle au Haul.
Schooner yacht “Frolic”, A. H. White,
of Boston, owner, is here on a gunning
trip.
Goss A Small have

He

with

by bugle

onward, upward

hopes to be able to return home
in a few’ weeks. John H. llatnor accompanied him and remained until after the
day.

yachting Thursday.

J. Noyes and wife left Monday for
visit to his parents in inariesiown.
D.

stone for

a

Frank A. Johnson, who went to Portland last Monday for medical advice,
underwent a successful surgical operation
at the Maine general hospital last Thurs-

Steamer

Charles

and each

entire week.
a

I

near

Day Saints,

here Saturday night
service in tue Union meeting house
yesterday. They iiave anuounced theli
intention of holding services during the
held

“Mt. Desert” has discontinued

carrying the mails.
Scott Geyer is building
stable

Cunningham,

twc

those

.30$.40
25 $3J

Groceries.

combinations of

are

arrived

Howard Spofford has traded horses with
Kockland parties.

a

Ames and

elders of the church of Latter

last week.

Steamer

vicinity.

Those

aignals.

farmer living

s

Imp Yellow Eye, 3.00
3.1)0
Pea,

Rio,
.163.25
.40
Mocha,
J7
Java,
Tea—per lb—
.45 3-65
Japan,
.30 3 65
Oolong,
Sugar—per Ik—
.07 ^
Granulated,
Coffee—A & B, .07%
.07
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
.50
Porto Rico,
.60
Syrup,

hoarse

the

Edward Williams,

Beans—per bu—

Co flee—per b

of the

simple;

A regular session of Good Templars
will be held at Gardiner, Oct. 10 and 11.

Fruit.

whistle in the hilt of his sword.
Properly drilled soldiers readily interpret

a

News,

Nonsense.

ami

.02

.20$.80 Oranges, doz
JO $15 Lemons, doz
Grapes, basket, 13$15

musketry, the officer’s
equal to tbe emergency.
So he resorts to signals—visual, with his
sword, when smoke and landscape will
allow; otherwise with the bugle, or with

through his nose, the
pHHSHgca having grown together. He was
taken to Bar Harbor hospital where Dr.

factory.
George Trundy, who haa been away
yachting the past season, arrived ThursMiss

until this

It did not

of

Win now trigs

Novelty

.02

Itauanas, doz
Pears, doz

left,

and

Ik

Carrots, lb

2u$25

an

voice cannot be

J

could not breathe

gtonlngion

|

none.

right

rods away to the

nothing

CINCINNATI

Ms

Cauliflower,

attack.

opinion, but from scientific analyses, urge the use
of Ivory Soap. 99*^6, per cent. pure.

juring

“rallies” to

the

Turnips,

.04
Onions.
.04
Tomatoes, lb
Tomatoes, green bu 8u
lb
.i-3
Squash.

company
repel
Then a circle or semi-circle is
formed around the officers and the bullets
are sent in every direction as fast as they
can travel. In the “extended order”on the
skirmish line it is possible for a man to
“hear himself think,” but with a line exwhen

from

COrvatOMT INI IT TNI fNOCTia A AAMHI CO.

tiring

in

remember that sensation.
With the modern rapid firing guns
there’s little firing by men in mass except

a

pure soap.

National guardsdrills will

feel.

see nor

who have been

men

Week’s

laid, per doz.22
At the Congregational conference in AuPoultry.
last week the following officers
Chickens.15 $16 gusta
were chosen : Moderator, Dr. Smith Baker
Hay.
Rev.
recording
Best loose, per ton.
15 Portland;
secretary,
Baled.
1$
Charles S. Crane, Yarmouth; correspondStraw.
ing secretary, Rev. E. M. Cousins, KiddeLoose
8 $10
Baled.
14 ford; auditor, Deacon J. M. Gould, Portland; committee of arrangements, Rev.
Vegetables.
.60 Cabbage,
.03 J. L. Jenkins, D. D., Portland, Rev. NorPotatoes, bu
t4 Beets, lb
Sweet potatoes, tb
.12 man
McKinnon, Augusta; nominating

is an

the

can

|

Kites.
Fresh

back,

almost overpowering sense of
isolation.
You don’t realize your inability to distinguish sounds; if you give it a
thought you find simply a vague idea that

there

One

AC TEE.

Best dairy (new).16
Dutch (Imported).'.at
Neufchatel.05

impres-

uo

the smoke settles

MB A

following officers: President, Hon. N. 8.
Fairfield, was killed Thursday by a horse. Purinton of West Bowdoln; vice-presiThe standard weight of a bushel of ucans In
dent, Rev. F. E. Freeze, West Falmouth;
good order and lit for shipping, is 62 pounds. He was working with a team when one of
Of wheat, beets, rutA haga turnips And peas, 60 his horses balked. He took him out of 2d vice, Deacon Geo. B. Files, Lewiston;
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
3d vice, Mrs. Julia A. Cbatto, East Surry;
pounds; of carrots, Englisn turnips, rye and the harness and beat him. The horse clerk, Rev. A. E. Cox, Limerick; correIndian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds; reared and
and trampled Wilplunged,
of barley and buckwheat, 46 pounds; of oats,
sponding secretary, Rev. 8. C. Whitcomb,
liams to death.
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
Bangor; treasurer, Deacon George H.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
The thirty-sixth annual session of the
at Ellsworth. Farmers can easily reckon from
Brown, Auburtr; auditor, A. K. P.
Unitarian
churches will he held in Waterthese what they are likely to receive lu trade
Knowlton, Lewiston-; executive board,
or cash for their product s.
The conference sermon
vilie, Oct. 9-11.
Prof. A. W. Anthony, Lewiston, Hon.
Country Produce.
will be preached by Rev. Charles P. Dole,
Hiram Knowlton, Portland, Mrs. Eva
Hatter.
of Jamaica Plain.
The conference will
Creamery per Ik.30
Bryant, Pittsfield.
Dairy .25 $28 open at 8 o’clock Tuesday evening, and
Reduced railroad
Cheese.
Close Thursday noon.
Gossip may be friendly and neighborly.
Best factory (new) per Ik.16 $18
rates have been secured.
Entertainment

of

| tympanum

WEIGHTS AND

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, And a bushel of Turks Islaud salt shall
weigh 70 bounds.
The standard weight of a bushet of potatoes,
In good order and tit for shipping, Is fO pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.

JL—■■■■■BHBMi

1

committee, Revs. D. L. Yale, Bath, G. A.
Merrill, New Sharon, G. S. Mills, Belfast,
C. H. Cutter, Bangor, C. N. Davis, Cranberry Isles, H. N. Pringle, East port.
The Maine Free Baptist association at

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
“

The Household Outfitters.”

county, encouraged by the men I bare named.
I do not mean to say that the democratic party
i» made up of the enemies of law and order,
that all democrats are anarchists, but I do say
that all the forces which make for disorder, law-

$ l)c <£lteiuortt) American.
A LOCAL AND POLITICAL

JOURNAL

PUBLIAHKD

EVERY WEDNESDAY

lessness and anarchy are to be found marching
behind the democratic standard, and that every
man engaged in the riot at Victor will vote the
democratic ticket.’*

AFTERNOON.

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY THK

HANCOCK rnUNTT PUBLISHING CJO.
T. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
x

Terrible Disease.
A Portland newspaper correspondA

Himrlptiou Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 for
Six month*; 50 cents fpr three months; If
paid strictly in advance, $1.50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. All arrearages are reckoned at

ent writes:

rate

of

Business communications should be addressed
«Dt and all money orders made payable to, The
Hancock county
Publishing Co., Ells
worth. Maine

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER 3, XSOO.

That must be

antiphobia. In some
varying forms it is known as
anti-imperialism, anti-trust, etc. In
its worse stages it develops into anti-

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.

of its

NATIONAL ELECTION NOV. 6, 1900.

law.

FOR PRESIDENT,

All the historic
for no

of

him, who
presidents

The

has ever run for a

with a

behind

Theodore Roosevelt,

precedents favor the
McKinley,

President

president

second term,

FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,

united

party

re-elected.
who have held two
was

successive terms

not

Washington,
Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Jackson,

OF NEW YORK.

were

Lincoln and Grant.

author makes the

and the bare

of his

republic,

thought

threw them into fits.

success

certain to make himself

He

Emperor, or
something

be

undone.

When

a

person

at

contempt

King
Andrew
The First,
"Born to Command."
A King who. possessing as much power as
his Gracious Brother William IV., makes a
worse use of it.
A King who has placed himself al»ove the
laws, as he has shown by his contempt of our

civilized nations.
The Victor democrats of Colorado
have met the Hon. Theodore Roosevelt. They have heard him speak,
and by mobbing him they have come
into personal contact with him. They
have found that his beliefs are strong,
his faculty for repartee is most happy
and that his body is solidly planted on
a pair of good
legs, guided by a cool
head and backed by a stout heart.
makes
a
soft apology for the
Bryan
Colorado mob. We will assume that
it was made in innocence. But the
mob stacked
Roosevelt shouting
Bryan's name coupled with the unmistakable slogan of riot
“Coeur
d’Alene.” If the Colorado democrats
never had the sense of shame before
they should have it now.—A". Y. Sun.

judges.
A King who would destroy our currency and
substitute old rags, payable by no one knows
who and no one knows where, instead of good
silver dollars.
A King born to command, as he has shown
himself by appointing men to office contrary to
the will of the people.
A King who, while he was feeding his favorites out of the public money, denied a pittance
to the old soldiers who fought and bled for our
A King whose prime minister and heir
was thought unfit for the office of
ambassador by the people.
Shall He Reign Over Us,
Or shall the People Rule?

Buccess.

The artists

all that has
and the pat-

are

been expected of them,
something terrible would happen ronage of the concerts is such that the
if their warnings were not heeded.
perpetuation of the festival is assured.
But the voters were just obstinate
enough to go their own way. PresiThe lack of American merchant
dent Jackson was re-elected and—
embarrassed
the
ships seriously
well, the republic is still here, doing United States government
during the
business at the old stand.
late war with Spain, just as the lack
of such ships again embarrassed it
Rryanisut bhows Its Claws.
that

m

set-King quicK transportation
mining town of Victor, Col.,
and munitions to China.
week, Bryanism showed its claws. troops
Bryan was prompt to offer soft
There is one proposition that
apologies for the mob which attacked

At the

last
Mr.

Roosevelt. “The rioters were
poor men, driven to desperation by
their own wrongs'’ declared the demown

impulses,

“They acted on their
and not at the inspira-

tion of democratic party leaders, as
the republican
papers have erro-

“The hedgehog,” says our West
Franklin correspondent, “came down
from No. 8, where his rousted brethren
are largely in evidence, and remarked

All this sounds very soft and pretty,
and would smooth matters over real
nicely, if it was true. Here is what

Stevenson,

a

Colorado

that the

Bryanite

meeting

headquarters

insurrection

until three weeks

public

uui

•

evidently

was

in

three,”

ita

more,

1786.

ago, stated at a
the day after the

was

at

of the

Filipino
Lincoln, Ne-

hraska.”

Victor riot:
California’s trade with the Philipnow amounts to
82,000,000 a
month.
California
didn’t send a

"The assault on Gov. Roosevelt and his party
Victor yesterday was part and parcel of the
plan of the democratic organization of this
state, and especially of the democratic commitee of Teller county, to throttle free speech in
mining camps. Interrupting the speeches at
Victor and the assaulting of speakers was enthe position taken by Gov.
couraged by

pines

at

mill.

in

work of the democratic

organization of Teller

vigorous and

*

•f testimonials.
F. J. CHENEY A CO.,
Address,
Sold by druggists. 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

Toledo, O.

partial
disasters,

less

fortunate,

be

was al-

bin continued courage and
uncomp.aiuIlia iimiu ha* caused ten-

der

memories

river

ar-

from

and

regrets ail along Union

its source to t

be

sea.

In 1854, soon after commencing business,
Mr. Ha. 1 married Mary, the daughter of
Hen jam in Jov. oue of t he earl v sen lem <. f
Ellsworth and a sutistHnlial citizen. Five
children

<

three

horn

were

survive—Mary,

to

them, of

ALL RIGHT,

And Prices

Right,

are

the

Haii died about

wife of

Heury

The funeral

a

year ago.
was held from

Tuesday forenoon, Rev. J.
officiating.

the

M.

house
Adams

Many a young lawyer suspected of having talent bus been tried and acquitted.

splendid

About at] some men are willing to do
lor a living is to breathe regularly.

boohs

Sunday schools than such

There

_

are

M.

that

but

—one

HORN.

iraceful Dancing,
:amous Orchestra.

(

I

Advertising brings the customers and
assists the ealeeman.
The
the

eyes an advertisement catches
doUars it is worth.

more

more

Sixteen ounces of performance to
every
pound of promise in the advertisement,
of THE AMERICAN.

HALL,
Oct. 8.

What Shall We Have for Oessert ?

This question arises In the
family every
IM ua answer it to day. Try
Jell-o,
s delicious and healthful
dessert.
In
two
minutea.
No boiling! no
pared

day.

Pre'

|

baking! simply

add

boiling

water and set

cool. Plavors: I>emon. Orange.
Kaspberry and Strawberry. (let a package at

to

|

your grocer

s

to

day.

10 eta.

BRIDGES— CROSBY— At Aurora. Sept 22. by
John I* Grover. es«j. Miss Maggie A Bridges,
of Amherst, to William N Crosby, of Aurora.

BRIDGES—BROWN—At Bucksport, Sept 29.
by Rev William For-yth. Miss little K
Bridges to Walter K Brown, both of Bucks-

This

signature la

every hoi of the genuine
Tablet*

on

Laxative

Bromo-Quininc
that
roH in

port.

the remedy
rerr* n
one day
ept an,
bv Rev I) It Smith, 'll-* Katie It Dver, of
Franklin, to Allwrt F Allen, ot Columbia.
DUNHAM-EATON-At Bwrks|M,rt. Sent 24. by
fV*.NAA.-1^sys %
Rev W H 31 a nil. Miss Flora A Dun bam, of
vOAL Fl’RNACK—-In Ural claaa order: fire
Orringion, to Wes'ey S Eaton, of Buck-port. i! /
box almont new.
V.
Apply to Cliftow
DOW'—-THUNDY At Stonlngton, Sept 26, by
Woodwaid, Ellsworth, Me.
Lafayette Collins, ei»<j, Mr- Ada M Dow to
George W' Trundy. bo%u of Stonlngton.
a bargain, a number of cows and
GRA Y—CASTER—At liar Harbor, Oct I, by Rev
E. 8.
Haynkn. (loose Cove,
"beep.
C S Leflingwed. Mies Marla Griswold Gray to Trenton.
Me.
j
WlMlam Bay Cosier, both of New York city.
! 1 > ICYCLB—A first-class, braud new wheeT,
HARDING—GRINDLK—At Ellsworth. Oct X
I> INK model. List at feu Will be aold at
by Rer J p Slmonion, Mrs Nora M Harding a great bargain. Inquire at Thb Austate*.*»
to Samuel C Grlndie, laith of ltluchll!
office.
LUFKIN—CARTER—At Setigwlck, Sept 29, bv j
11Ralph E Dority, c*<j, Mrs Uo-e A Lufkin, of
Ellsworth, to Orrin P Carter, of Brooklln.
POM ROY-JONES-At Ellsworth. Sept 29. by
Rev J I* Slmonion. Mis- Lula M Pomroy to
TORTOISE shell side-comb inlaid with
1
gold. Return to W. H. Camprku,, EllsHarry 8 Jones, both of Ell-worth.
w »rth.
STRATTON—CL A UK-At Franklin. Sept 30. by j
Itev II F Da>, Ml-- Sadie %l Stratton, of Hancock, to Harold A Clark, of Franklin.

DYER-ALLEN-At West Franklin,

Jfor Salt.

COWS—at

lost.

Co JLrt.

I>IKI>.
AN BKRSON—At Stoulngtpn.
Jrnnnta E Andervoti, ago4

iu my house including *11
floor. Apply at 1J Central 8t.
J. Chilcott.

kept

24. Mr*
To year*
25, Su*an K

STORE—Rooms—first

day*.

floor

on

basement-

ami

in Maaouic block on 8late
street, until
recently occupied by the Haucock County
Publishing Co. Inuuireof John B. Redman.
agent, in same building.

—

HENNING —At Tremont, Sept 1, Mr* Su*an A
Henning, of lYu-hliigion, l»t\ aged 70 year*,
1 day.
Ill 1.1,— At Kn*t Sullivan, Sept 27. Mr* Prudence
l> II1M, aged 73 ear-, 1 month. 27
day*.
J< »KB.\ N —At MIntn npoM*. Minn, sept 24.
Mary
A. w ife of " illtnin A!phun*o Jordan, formerly
of Ellsworth.
KEEK—At Bar Harbor. Sept 20, Edgar Leon,
son of Arthur and Su-ie
Keef, aged y mouth*,
13 day*.
Poll ROY-At Tremont. Sept 17, John G Pomroy, aged 1 year, 1 month, 1 .lay.
SMITH-At lirooklln. Sept 27. Elen B Smith,
aged 70 year*, 3 month-. 1« day*.

first
Hophu

ROOMS

S*pt

HARBOUR—At Sionlngtotrf
Barbour, aged 4 month*, ID day*.
B1 TLER At Tremont. Sept t\ Infant *on of
.Mr and Mr* Jacob I. Butier, aged day.
CLAPHAM— At Sullivan. Sept 150, Mr* Georgia
E Clapham, aged 52 year*. « month*. H>
day*.
FOLEY—At Bar llari>or. Sept 27. Ague-, wife of
Frank Foley and dauuhter of John J Sumen,
of III l>ei*ert, aged about 27 year*.
GOTT—At Bangor, Sept 19, Ambrose L) Gott, of
Tremont, aged 55 ye*r«GRAY—At Penobecot, Sejrt 50, Infant son of
Sydney p Gray, aged 1 month.
GRAY—At South Brook*vtlle. Sept CO. Clarence
L Gray, aged 1 year, l month, 20 day*.
HALL—At KlUworth, Sept Jg), Henry Martyn
Hall, aged 70 year*.
HIGGINS—At Kllaworth, Oct 1. Julia, wife of
Joseph M Hlggiii*, aged 50 y ear*. 10 mouth*, $

Spru'al Xoticrs.
NOTICE TO TRAVKIXKK.C^
!

NOTICE is hereby given that after the first
week in October th»- Mt.
Desert bridge will be closed to travellers until
further notice.
K. K. Thompson, Agent

PUBLIC

NOTICE.

V

is

to forbid all persons from
or trusting my wife.’Annie
my account as I shall not

harborK. Calpay any
debts of her contracting from this date.
Cl bo. H. Calham.
Brooksville, Sept. II. 1900.

THIN
ing
ham,
on

Stmrrtiscnunts.

Excursions
TO

Boston.

SAUNHKRS—At *urrv. Sept 29, Ml** Je»nle M
Saunder*. aged l» year*.

LOW FARE

‘•For three days and nights I suffered
agony untold from an attack of cholera

Bluchill Lines and Boston and

morbus

bers,”

brought

on

by

eating

VIA

cucum-

E. Lowther, clerk of the
district court, Ceuterville, Jowa.
“I
thought I should surely die, and tried a
dozen different medicines, but ail to no
purpose. I sent for a bottle of Lhamberiain’s Colic.Cholera and Diarrhea
Remedy,
and three doses relieved me
entirely.”
This
is
for
sale
remedy
by (.iKO. A.
Parchkr, Ellsworth, and W. I. ParRluehill.
tridge,
druggists.

Bangor Steamers.

says M.

"Abbot ismnits.

S

GOOD HEALTH.

Every bottle you take of Parcher’s ! >
la
means
better health. It
0 Sarsaparl
j,
makes
Getter
blood—purer blood— ^
I

2
t'
<
('

richer blood. It will create and maintain good health, it builds
up the ays
tern, tones up the nerves, and
strengtheus the muscles.

(I

Price 75ets.

(I
{)

Commencing

MONDAY, OCT. 8,
ami

continuing

anti including

to

MONDAY, OCT.
fares will be

as

29,

follows:

Ellsworth to Boston and return, sl.-‘,
Surry *», Bluehill *1, House Cove si.
Brooklin and Sedgwick $3.75, Deer
Isle, Sargcntville, Little Deer Is!'-.
South Brooksville, Castine *J.50,
Dark Harbor *1.25.

^[

©

# For 3 MINUTES' CONVERSATION.
()
Approximately as follows
11
For distance of

jl

Emulsion of Cod
Liver Oil makes fat
while you sleep.

i)
I )

Price 75cts. per Bottle.

11

Our

Low Kates

®

than ft miles,
ft to lft
"
IS to *S

10 cents,
IS
20

Rates for greater distances In

Telephone

••

**

proportion.

Service

at your residence is useful

always, helpful often,
necessary sometimes, and
cheap

T

all the year round.

"y

New
I

^

See the Great Saw-mill
Scene.
Watch
for the
Funny Farmer
Band Parade at Noon.

’RICES 25, 35 and BOcta

Reserved Seats on sale at Wiggin
c Moore’s Drug Store.

\

_

j

Charming Singing,

are

MAKI(IEI).

{I
1

Mechanical Effects,

AMERICAN

capturing the trade.

ji

THE
CHEAT
HI-UAL
PLAY

Special Scenery,

Advertisers in THE

BUTLER— At Tremont, Sept 24, to Mr and Mrs
Jacob L Butler, a son.
BLODGETT-At West Brooksvltle, Sept 26. to
Mr and Mrs Charles G Blodgett, a daughter.
CHAFFEE—At Tremont Sept 17, to Mr and
Mrs Lewis Chaffee, a daughter.
EATON—At I>eer Isle. Sept 26, to Mr and Mrs
Oscar Eaton, a daughter.
FERNALD—A* Franklin Sept 24. to Mr and
Mrs Elmer Fernald. a daughter.
GORDON-At East Franklin. Sept 25, to Mr and
Mrs Wilfred II Gordon, a daughter.
11 AMOR— At Bar Harbor, Sept 25, to Mr and
Mrs William M Humor, a son
JACKSON—At Tremont, Sept 6, to Mr and Mrs
Ezekiel Jackson, a daughter.
LAWRENCE—At Tremont, Sept 17, to Mr and
Mrs Henry Lawrence, a daughter.
LUFKIN—At Deer Isle, Sept 29, to Mr and Mrs
Charles II Lufkin, a sou.
M'FARLAND—At West Hancock, Sept 29, to
Mr and Mrs Munroe McFarland, a daughterM’CAULY—At Stonlngton, Sept 25, to Mr and
Mrs Kloreston It McCauly, a son.
TAPLEY —At We-t Auburn, Sept 25, to Dr and
Mrs Thomas S Tapley, a son.
TORREY-At Reach (Deer Isle), Sept SO, to Mr
and Mrs Steadman F Torrey, a son.

<|

night only—

Monday,

MOORE,

oue

Smuatnttnts.

HANCOCK

M.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

7J.9I7 people in Iceland, and

hey are so tree from crime
policeman is kept.

too.

FOR SALE IIY

whom

W. Cushman, of Ellsworth; Henry Mirtyn, a lawyer of Florence, Ala., and
Harold, still of Ellsworth. All these were
with him at the time of his death. Mrs.

six” the

“Webb just rolled over in the dirt and
laughed and cried like a boy.”—Home

*

ing fortnude.

new position the next morning, I was sitting with Major G. Creighton Webb, in-

Circle.

by

of these

a

regarded affeciionately by the community for the good tie bad done, ami for

His Dog was Tired.
“The night of the El Canty affiir,” said
General Lawton, “when my division was
marchiug back to El Poso to take up a

4<^4Why,

spite

year ago,

ways

toy, and of bi* death a day or ho
Tb>s book whs written for children; it was given out by an Ellsworth

the

in

a

Mr. Hall, in tbe days of bis vigor, won
tbe affectionate regard of all
bis employees, and bis influence was great aud
for a time unequaled throughout Union
river valley. In his later days, when leas

little

in

dimin-

to tbe end.

ness

later.

trash.

but

Mr. Hail and bis firm Lave kept in busi-

was

no

position,

Mr. Hall himself was,
health

paralysis. Still,

absently,
rested t>y an illustration. It was a picture
Angel of Death”—a gaunt, hideous black form floating across the night.
The story told in harrowing detail of the
visit of the angel of death in the night to

a

former

credit, increased expenses and untoward disasters prevented full success.
Seth and Asa died. Barlow lost his eyesight from an accident in the plauing

of “the

introduction says—would form
nucleus for a bonfire. Better

tbeir

RED,

Be sure you use the liest paint that's
Or some other color.
made.
That made by F. O. PIKItCK CO., of New York, is

many

ished

and newspapers of the
Sunday school books,

last series of

run

tbe

greatly shattered in

read

his attention

bad

Though

extended.

by

war

came

failure, these mourned
as much for the Halls as for themselves
and readily reita-*ed them from tbeir debt.
Tbe firm made vigorous efforts t^ recover

spector general of my staff and one of the
men I know, at the side of the
tingle delegate to the Indianapolis pluckiest
road. My men were filing past, and we
gathering of malcontents.
watched them. They were tired out, but
full of ginger. The day was just beginIn 1864 the democrats were chargning to dawn when we heard some one
Thomas of this state, when he wrote his disng Abraham Lincoln with being an coming down the road, talking at the top
of his lungs. He talked and laughed and
courteous and Indecent letter to the governor of
.imperialist and republic wrecker.
laughed and talked, and the men with
a sister state, the greatest state in the union,
him were chattering and joking.
and who is also a candidate for the second high“‘Here come the colored troops,’said
The only place to get bargains is at the
est office in the gift of the people. The impuWebb; and sure enough the Twenty-fifth
itore that advertises for your trade.
dent letter of Gov. Thomas encouraged the
infantry came along. The man who was
rioters and resulted In the attack at Victor.
The failure of a merchant to advertise doing the talking was a six-foot corporal.
This letter, together with the writings of
He carried two gnns and two
» an advertisement
of his lack of enter- belts loaded full, and the man cartridge
Thomas Mr. Patterson, the editor of the Rocky
to whom
prise.
the extra gun and belt
Mountains News, of Denver, a populist candlbelonged was
him.
The
tall
alongside
limping
corporal
date for the United States Senate to succeed
was weighted down with his blanket and
9100 Reward, 9100.
Senator Wolcott, bore fruit in the attack on
bat In his arms he carried a
haversack,
The
readers
of
this
will
be
Gov. Roosevelt at Victor. They encouraged
paper
pleased to dog, the mascot of his
company.
earn that there Is at least one dreaded disease
44
the Cceur d’Alene anarchists to make the as’Here, corporal,’ said Webb, ‘didn’t
hat science has been able to cure In all Its
sault.
and
Is
that
Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure you march all last night?’
itages,
4
s the only positive cure now known to the
"I notice in the morning papers that Col.
Yes, sir,’ said the corporal, trying to
nedical fraternity. Catarrh being a constltu- salute.
Bryan says he is unwilling to believe that any lonal disease,
44
requires a constitutional treat‘And
didn’t yon fight all day?’
of the people of Colorado would engage in such
nent. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken Internally,
44
’Sure, sir.’
acting directly upon the blood and mucous sur44
an assault. It Is true that every decent man
‘And
haven’t you been marching ever
aces of the system,
thereby destroying the
and eyery good citizen of this state denounces
bundatlon of the disease and giving the pa- Bince 10 o’clock to-night?’
44
the conduct of the rioters at Victor, but It is
tent strength by building up the constitution
‘Yes, sir.’
44
ind assisting nature in doing Its work. The
‘Well, sir,’ shouted Webb, 4what In
also true that the statement of this affair sent
>roprletors have so much faith In Its curative thunder are you carrying that dog for?’
out by the news associations is a correct actowers that they offer one Hundred
Dollars
boss, the dog’s tired,’ was the
count of what occurred, and Col. Bryan Is mis- : or any case that it falls to cure. Send for ll£t
taken when he says that It is not the work of
any political organization, because it was the

suffered

he

frequently

PAINT THE TOWN

—

upon them at
business and credit

their

most

were

“Our

Tbe crash

course.

lime when

a

always seemed to him as some evil
I?ut the other day he picked up
a musty-smelling book from one of the
Ellsworth Sunday schools, aud turning

at all

ensure

general freighting.

after tbe inflation of tbe Civil

or

but it

a

effectually

more

the

tueiremploy.
Being optimistic and courageous the
travels “over firm did not sufficiently appreciate tbe
this bowling depth to which prices were bound to fall

afar off.

the pages

to

on

a correspondingly large amount of shingles, laths, box shooks and staves. There
was no place in their business for womeu
or children, but only for adult, strong
men, yet at times they had 500 men iu

I'm now advanced to a great age,
Almost three score and ten.
Ere long, and I shall quit this stage,
So I conclude—Amen.

need of reform in

To

mills and

times tbeir annual output was upwards of ten million of long lumber with

Thought proper to divide,
One on the west of Kenneoec
And one on t’other side;
And one of them Is Lincoln called
The other Bowdoiuham.

literary magazines

the

hair

stump, down the

At

“In the year eighteen hundred four
Our churches forty nine;
Two thousand brethren, If not more,
In union well combined,
And as our number was so great,

has

nnnlrnllaH

hna

u

river.

and lumber yards

wharves

Hnulnn

vessels for

says, aud
"We
formed
an
association.”
The
cburct es flourished until, as he writes:

The Gossiper

leased

the

on

this control they bunt iu Ellsworth some
half dozen large schooners for the freighting of their lumber, besides some larger

•

“Two hundred miles I came,
With a large family/’

That

They

plant

river, through

And In the year of seventy six
I did engage as one
To leave my family, and fix
For to defend our town.
And In that year sickness prevailed
In almost every tent.
Many deserted from our field
And to the Britons went.

churches numbered

largest

consumer.

•

He then telle of his own
rough aud rugged roads, to
wilderness” of Maine.

the
noa.

|^u

•

Nightcaps”—“the

neously reported.”

A. M.

tuii|(uc

also

whole business from tbe

the Sunday school to a little girl of eight
free traders cannot answer and do years. It wa< called “Fairy Nightcaps”.
A delightful nightcap, surely, for a little
not seem to understand; it is the
child, that story of the death-bed and the
enormous and unprecedented increase
picture of the augel of death! The Gosof our export business. All of them
siper respectfully suggests that the matsaid that kind of thing was impossi- ter of reform lu
Sunday school books be
ble under a protective tariff.
taken up right here at home. The “Fairy

Mr.

ocratic papers.

ior

purchased large parts of several townships of limber land on Union
river.
tbeu
had
far
by
They

we

•

Monday, Tuesday

No doubt the able authors of that
artistic piece of handiwork imagined

They

speaks

After tht* war. thtsland had peace
But for a little space;
And then came on Great Britain's force,
*Twas worse than all the rest.

apparent

The Maine music festival at Bangor
and Wednesday of
this week is a musical and financial

voysge
From

through,

we went

fortuues.

first purchase of .mill property
was the Miller mill in 1855, which mill
afterward became known as Hall’s upper
mill.
In 1869 they purchased the Black
mill on the west side of tho lower dam,
and since known as Hall’s lower mill.

obtained the victory,
Though thousand* victim* fell.

Till

—

independence.

y

sufferings

the

Their

"After I came on the stage.
The French war did commence.
And in that war I was engaged
To stand in our defence.

loses

with
the
impress
people
money through carelessness, or otherdanger confronting them, the anti- wise, it may be recovered or the loss
1832
scattered
broadof
imperialists
be made good in some way. When a
cast over the country posters showing
loses credit by
person, however,
Mr. Jackson in his royal robes, wiping
cheating, it is not easy to get it back.
his feet on the Constitution of the
Probably the only way is to go to a
United States and trampling on the new
land, and start all over again.
bank of the United States.
Nations, however, cannot do that.
Underneath the picture was this There is no
way for them to hide from
terrible indictment in large, fat type:
the scorn and
of other

varying

from personal knowledge of affairs:

As for the

under

partnership

a

style of II. M. & B. Hall, which firm
and name have continued in business for
nearly half a century through widely

Here in this howling wilderness
Before that you were born.

of the question. It would be a
case of damage once done, could not

To

These united in

"Come all you young Americana,
Possessors of the soil;
I pray that you would now attend.
To you. Oh! men, I call.
Come hear my voice, I will rehearse
W hat wonders God lias done.

He goes on to tell of Columbus
and tbe struggles of the colonists.
tbe period of tbe French war be

YOU WILL

Hail

prologue:

this

rance

First Consul, or
King,
of that sort.
or

Hall was born in Ellsworth on the
farm pear Brimmer’s bridge, February 22, 183o\ He was the son of Barlow
Hall, a welMcnown citizen in that day.
Henry, as a lad, attended the common
schools of Ellsworth, and worked on the
farm with his father and brothers, until
he was about nineteen years old when,
with characteristic energy and pluck, h
and a younger brother, Barlow, went to
the California mines in the rough days of
1819.
They returned after a few years with
several thousand dollars gained by bard
This sum
work and severe ecouomy.
they decided to invest iu a lumber busibe
themness
carried on
to
by
selves
and
their
younger brothers,
and
Asa
and Otbnlal,
by
Seth,
tbeir half brother, Lorenzo D. Fostei,

—

OCT. 2, 3 and 4

at

r.

following explanation.

light of His wonderful work,
depend upon His sending repeated
judgments upon this land, and thereby we shall
expose ourselves to come under tyrannical
power again".
The poem recites In a procession of
simple rhyme tbe story of the discovery
and the development of this country
down to 1906.
Tbe writer opens with

People who talk of this country
backing out of free silver if it proves
dangerous, demonstrate their igno-

was

poem,

tbe

may

put

existence as a

tbe

how the day was improved; by some, drinking
and quarrelling, and some profaning the name
Which put ne
of that God who delivered us.
In mind of the dellverence of the children of Is.
rael from the tyrannical power*of Egypt. And
it is evident that the same God that delivered
them delivered America from the powers of
Britain, and ever since we have been the mosr
highly favored of the Lord of any nation on
earth. But if we go on profaning the name of

These were re-

by the whole people, as
Andrew Jackson, Imperialist.
in the case of Washington and Monroe,
William McKinley isn’t by any
or by an undivided party vote.
The
means the first president of the United
who were defeated for a
presidents
be
8tates to
charged with “imperial- second term were John
Adams, John
ism.” It turns out that this bugaboo
Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren,
has been resurrected from the camGrover
Cleveland
and
Benjamin
paign of 1S32. Andrew Jackson, the Harrison, and in each case their dehigh priest and idol of democracy, was feat was due to dissentions in their
the imperialist of those days. His
own party, and they were not loyallyopponents were sure that President
supported.
Jackson’s re-election would
an
country's

to

"The reason that I appeared in public was
that 1 had often been grieved to see and hear

elected either

end to thio

introduction

an

died

last

activity, energy and courage under mdft
discouraging circumstances. By his death
ajugrked character disappears from view.

Rev. Job Macomber was an
Macombers, of Ellsworth.

ancestor of the

In

morning

Monday

seventy years of age, at his home in Ells*
worth, one of Its most conspicuous and
beat-known citizens, Henry Martyn Hall.
He was in earlier days a veritable captain
of
industry, commanding industrial
forces all along the line from the headwaters of Union river to Boston. In later
days be was conspicuous for unremitting

the God and make

re-election

OF OHIO.

On

Lutber Hepwortb, of Ellsworth has a
printed copy of a poem delivered in Bowdoinbam "to a respectable audience”, on
the Fourth of July, 1806, by Rev. Job

we

William McKinley,

HENRY MARTYN HALL.

Asa Dyer, of West Franklin, baa ibe
barrel that contained the first flour
bought by him, nearly forty years ago. It
would be interesting to know just how
much that barrel of flour coet.

Macomber.

This city has of late been visited by an odd
sort of a disease.
It is not a cold, it i9 too bad
for that. It Is not the grip, although possibly a
near connection. The unfortunate victims can
not live in comfort or die in peace. They are not
well enough to go to bed and they are not well
enough to take a cheerful view of life. They
do not commit suicide because tin; Infernal nature of their complaint makes them desire to
live that they may torment others.

•! per year.
Advertising Kate*—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.
the

I6btrti»tmmt«.

OBITUARY.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

England Telephone
east

Telegraph Company.
or, “Actual Business from the Start.”
Boohiteeplng, Shorthand, Typewriting
etc!

quipped rooms and
5*“!;
fl..t Tuesday In Sentcmber.
Fo.

prospectus, aduress
H. A.

Ilan£.

Com.
Elc.

Beopens
Terms very
, low

HOWARD,

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE,
Bocklafd,

juikm.

_^_^.fgal Notte*.
subscilber hereby gives notice that
he has been
duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of Rebecca
H. Wescott, late of Castine. in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
apainst the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make

THE

payment immediately.
October 2, a. d. 1900.

Husky W. Jabvis.

1

Tair

Carnival.

and

Charles P. Smith, Charles Gray, Joseph
McIntosh, James Barbour, James Davis
and Herman Ecbeuagucia.

This is Ellsworth’s Gala Week-

Big Crowds Here.
exhibits at

good

the

fair—fun

AT WYMAN PARK.
Wyman park wears its usual fair appearance. The exhibits at the fair this
year are on the whole above the average.
There is a fine exhibit of livestock, over
sixty head of cattle being on the ground.
The quality, also, shows improvement,
there being a big increase in proportion
of registered stock. Dr. L. W. Hodgkins,
of Ellsworth; C. C. Morrison, of Bar
Harbor; F. P. and J. M. Allen, of North
Sedgwick; Frank M. Gaynor, of Ellsworth, and E. E. Hurd, of Dedham, are
large exhibitors here. There is a« good
showing of oxen from Btuehill, George

Pert,

Arch

about

fifteen head here. There is
the usual exhibit of swiue

than

FAST AND FURIOUS EVERYWHERE

Engine

to

Wyman

Morning—Programme

for To-morrow.

blare of brass bands,

a

a

blaze

centennial has passed, and again it would
take too much time to prepare a history,

of

bunting and trolae of mauy faklra, Ellsworth’s big merchants’ carnival and fair an oration and the rest of
opened yesterday morning. The fun will adjuncts to a centennial
fast and furlona in Ellsworth for three

be

days this week.
It la not often the staid city of Ellaworth cote loose In this way. It haa been

^

Let’s have
said

the

necessary
celebration.

Old Home Week.”

an

third couple.
The juvenile hose
Ellsworth
teams,

another, “that would look

“No,”
if Ells-

as

between two

Independents,

the

composed largely of the former Eureka
team, and the High school football team,
in which the Dingo Juniors were largely
The Dirigo Juniors, of
represented.

Hinckley having
more

Brewer,

and

who

were

expected,

Independents;

a»

judge

at six fairs this

seasou.

Following

rlana.f

is

a

summary of the

Every

changes thia.

ing

tbe

Main atreet

again

to

crowds

to

tbe

and

even-

and

Wyman

park

business

section.

back

Tbe

throng the streeta In the

that

forenoon follow tbe

band-wagon

to

Wy-

2 40

Ellsworth has been storing up energy
The tidth
for this celebration for a year.
of list

February

she had

a

birthday—ICO

old—and never so much as moved
eye-lash. Fourth of July passed, aud

years
an

breath

Bhe saved her
moat

of

and

Old

others celebrated.
the State

powder

Home

wild,

hut

while

Week set
Ellsworth

of those who have not decorated.
Professional

night

work

decorators

day

and

have

been

for several

at

weeks,

and the demands for their services have
been

so

great that

be titled.

some

That is why
are

orders

more

could not

houses

along

not decorated.

decorations at night are even more
St.ings of red,
striking than by day.
blue
incandescent electric
white and
lights stretch across Main street at frequent Intervals. Main street bridge is one
of the features of the decorations by
The

night and day.
SPECIAL POLICE.

shook

hands.

Best of order has been maintained by
City Marshal Donovan, Night Officer

Then suddenly she awakened to tbe
fact of all these neglected opportunities.
Somebody aald: "Let’s celebrate our centennial.” "No,” said somebody else, "our

Lord, and the special policemen appointed
for the three days of the fair and carnival.
The special policemeu are Michael Abram,
D. L. Fields, Charles Sweeney, Alex Gray,

calmly

looked

on

while

others

W.

....

the line of march

In the afternoon.

park

man

forenoon

of merriment shifts from

scene

HATS

#

WOMEN’S DEPARTMENT.

The exhibition of fancy work in the
women’s department is larger than usual,
and some particularly fine pieces of work
are shown.
Misses Eva Aiken and Ella
Devereuxare in charge of this department.
A case of beautiful embroidered center
pieces by Miss Minnie Townsend,of Surry,

Very

handsome

is shown by Miss Elizabeth Jettison,
Ellsworth; Mrs. O. H. Bradbury, Ellsworth; Mrs. Teresa Clark, Bar Harbor;
and Mrs. Alexander Parody, Eilswortb.
In the domestic manufactures Mrs. Increase Shack ford and Miss Mabel Shackford are large exhibitors.
lu the art department Mrs. N. C. King
exhibits oil and water colored paintings
and Miss Grace I. Lord pencil and crayon

$5

FOH

$3.
That is what you get when you buy
our Guyer hat. We can show more exclusive, up-to-date styles in this department than any store in the city.
If you want a medium-priced hat
have the Franklin Derby and Flange
llrim, and a complete assortment of
we

low-price

hats from 50c. to

r„ c_»

D„

lOrflUf lljJ

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.

CLARION
RANGES AND HEATERS
ARE MADE RICHT

TO GIVE RIGHT RESULTS.
The material used is the best obtainable.
The great care taken in construction insures good working
qualities and long life.,
The special features~and improvements give greatest convenience.
Ask the opinion of any user—there are thousands. If your
dealer does not have the CLARIONS, write to us.

_*%£*"* WOOD & BISHOP_COEg_BangoiJk

2

2

H, gr e, Roscoe Holmes, Ells.
worth.
Vlnal Havel, b g, John B Wlswell,

4

4

3

Ellsworth.

3

5

4

the

Mrs.

Archer receives

|5

investigation.

afternoou.

There

near
rnnm

aecond

too

The football game Tuesday between
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor was a hard-

fought
by

and close game.
of 5 0. The

a score

Bar Harbor

line-up

was as

won

fol-

lows:
liar Harbor
Ellsworth
Bunker.r e.Silvey
R Conners.rt.A Stockbrldeg
Bernadinl..r g.G 11 Phillips

Savage.c.McGown
McQulnn.1 g.J Stockhrldge
Higgins.I t.Maddocks

.e.) Lfe?"

Carter.qb. Higgins
Richardson.r h b.Bellnlty

The fair association has made good provision this year for the entertainment of
visitors between tbe heats of horse racing.

platform

a

FOOTBALL GAME.

from

on

six starters,

soon.

Hubert..

erected

were

follows:

got under the wire two-fifths of

her seed men, W. Atley Burpee, of Philafor making the exhibit at the

has been

RACE.

Daisy W, Lawrence Carroll, Ellsworth.
**
Muck, Joseph Clark,
Corbett, Arthur Whittaker,
Harry, Arthur Salisbury,
Maude, Gideon L Cook,
Ho.sea, Fred I Campbell, Cherry field.
Joseph Clark won the race, coming under the
wire in exactly four minutes. Mr. Campbell

flowers, and she took f22 In
She had a tine exhibit at

inner side of the race track,
tiirlcrpa utnnrt wttlph iriumi more

HAT

2

F Conners.1 h b.Gross

!8u«>7be11

the

Ellsworth put up a remarkably good
game, considering the fact that the men
in it had never before lined up together.
They played a good defensive game, but
weak on the offensive. McGown and
Bellatty were the stars for Ellsworth.
Barrows, a U. of AI. man, was \he star
He hit the line
on Bar Harbor’s team.
hard, and once made fa clean breach
through it for a thirty 'five-yard run.
F. Conners was another good man on the
Bar Harbor team. He also made a good
run, and it was he who made the touchdown. These two runs and another by
Richardson were the only long gains in
the game, and the ball was not punted

the
nnrl

offers better opportunity to Bee tbe performers from the grounds ns well ss tbe
grand stand. It also provides a dressing
room under tbe platform.
Tbe New England amusement company’s combination, under the direction
of Charles J. Uorman, is a good one. It
consists of the three Keuos—William,
Francis and Josephine—grotesque acrobats, in pantomime, contortions, posturing and tumbling acts; Coogan and
Bacon, old-time favorites on the rollerskates; Mile. DeLato, tlying-ring contortionist; Letto and Dello, burlesquers,
and Cornelli brothers, trapeze performers.
TheCornelll brothers are perhaps the best
of tbe troupe.
Prof Freeman’s trained dogs are popular with all. but tbe little folks are thoroughly in love with them.
Ed Brown, always an Ellsworth favorite, doeB good work on a bicycle. He has
Improved greatly In his riding, and is
now counted among the best.
Monaghan’s band, stationed on the
band stand, and Lynch’s band In the
grand stand, kept things lively with
music.

Commencing June 25, 1900*
BAB HARBOR TO BANGOR.
A. M A. M.IP. M.IP. M. ZA.M.
BAR HARBOR
7 0<> 10 80 *4 10 *8 46
5 85
Sorrento.
7 30 10 85' 8 56 9 16
0 10
Sullivan. .j 4 35
Mt Desert Ferry
8 00 11 20
5 00 9 46
0 15
Waukeag, S. Fy fS Of; 11 2« 5 07 f9 62 0 48
Hancock. f8 09 fll 29
6 10. f0 40
! f5 18.
Franklin Road..
817
f0 65
11 48 t6 28. c7 04
Wash’gton Jc
8 S3 11 65
ELLSWORTH
6 88 10 18
7 12
Ellsworth Falls f8 87 tl2 00
5 37..7 18
Nicolln. r« AO:f!2 14 f5 60. tl 83
Green Lake. f8 68 fl2 23 t® 00. 17 41
Lake House.
f9 0B'..
r® 10. f7 49
Holden. t» 18 fl2*38
6 18.
f7 50
Brewer June....
9 33 12 58
6 38
8 14
Bangor, Ex.8t.. 9 40 1 06 6 46 11 26 8 31
BANGOR, M.C. 9 45: 1 10 6 60*11 80 8 35
.-..

kidney trouble, I suffered for
from dyspepsia, with severe pains.
Hood’i Sarsaparilla made me strong and
liver and

years

P.

DRAWING

HORSES.

P.

1 20!
30

4

M. A.

6 35
9 00!

I

M. A.

1 26
6 57

!

M. P.

4 20
7 26

M.

It 25
4 00

Dally, Sunday Included, a train from Washington County R R leaves Ellsworth 10 28 pm,
arrive Bangor 11 45 p m.
BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR.
P-

Boston.

M

H. A.

A.

9 46
A.

Portland.

M

a.
9 00

A.

8 011

M

P.

12 65.

A.

M.

M.

11 to 12 85
p.

M

BANGOR. *5 0’ 10 00 8 15 *4 45 z9 35
5 09 10 06 3 19 4 49
8 30
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction
10 12 3 26 4 66
8 87
Holden.tlO 8«. fft 18 t8 57
Lake Hou«e.tic- 4*2. f5 *7 f9 04
Greet. Lake.♦ 10 60. f5 87 t9 12
Nicolln .tlO 69
6 60 t9 21
Ellsworth Falls
11 13
6 04
9 86
ELLSWORTH
6 17 11 18 4 26 6 10
9 41
Wash’gton Jc. 11 2* 4 34.
Franklin Road.
11 87i. ffl 25 f9 56
Hancock.
1147. t6 84 flO 04
Waukeag, 8. Fy f6 48 11 M f4 63 f6 87 flO 07
Mt.Desert Ferry
tf 50 12 00 5 00 6 46 10 15
....

Hood's Pills coro liver Ills; tho non-lrrltatlng and
only cathartic to taka with flood's Sarsaparilla.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
SAILED

P

Thursday, Sept 27
Sch Carrie May, Murch, Bar Harbor, bricks,
H B Phillips
Sch Leouora, Bonsey, Franklin
ARRIVED
Sch Henrietta A
Sch
8ch

Whitney, Woodward, Boston
Friday, Sept 28
Nellie Grant, Dodge, Bangor
Catherine, Coggins, Bangor
Saturday, Sept 29
Lavolta, Whittaker, East Machlas
A K Woodward, Pray, Bangor

Sunday, Sept 30
Petrel, Bonsey, Boston
Tuesday, Oct 2
Sch Caressa, Harvey, below
Sch Sharon, Hutchins, Bar Harbor
Sch Storm

County Pori*.
Wkst Sullivan—Ar Sept 27, sch Coquette,
Coombs, Bar Harbor
Ar Sept 28, sch O B Wood, Stanley, Southwest
larbor
Ar Sept 29, schs Frances Shubert, Stubbs,
Hancock

M.

8 15 115.
7 16 2 0“ 5 40 7 06 10 45
*7 5o 12 8Ql 5 40 *7 26 11 15
Dally, Sundays Included, a train for the
Washington County R R leaves Bangor at 6 05
a m. arriving at Ellsworth at 7 24 a m, and at
Washington Junction at 7 80 a m.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR

z Sundays only.
Daily.
tStop on signal or notlceto Conductor.
•

c

stops

leave but

to

uot

to, take passengers.

These trains connect at Bangor, with
trains on Main Line to and from Portland,
ton and St. John.

Boe-

Tickets for All Points South and Want
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket
ofieg,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tlekele
before entering the train, and especially Ells-

worth

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
F E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket AgH.
to

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Ellsworth

mvlng from A Ahbott, for Boston
SIU Sept 2<>, sch Alice J Crabtree, Crabtree,
vi'h paving from Hooper, Havey & Co, for
•lew York
Shi Sept HO. sch C B Wood, Stanley, with pavng from Hooper, Havey A Co, for New York
Domestic Porta.
Boston—Cld Sept 29, sch Mary A Hall, Hastell, l.outsburg, C B
Ar Sept 28, sell Mildred A Pope, Sullivan
8U1 Sept 27, schs Wester loo, Sullivan; Harvest
Some, Mt Desert
Ar sept 2b, schs Flheman, New York; Hattie
11 Mayo, Port'und
Boothbay—Ar Sept 29, schs Lizzie Lane,
Sangor; Harvest Home
Baltimore—Ar Sept 28, sch Augustus Welt,

Steamship Company.
CHANGES IN
Fall

SCHEDULE.

Arrangement.

largentvllle
Sid Sept 28, sch Florence Leland, Newbury-

>ort
Bangor—Ar Sept 27, schs L A Stetson, Caslne; Ml D^speranduni, from Bucksport
Shi Sept 27, sch Susan Stetson, BucKsuort
Bath —Sid S pt 2o, sch Henry Withington,
Baltimore
New York—Sid Sept 28, bark MannieSwan,
Pernambuco
Ar Sept 29,
»ch John Bracewell, Benson,

Commencing Monday, October 1,1900, steamer
“Mt. Desert" Capt. F L. Winterbotham, leaves
Bar Harbor Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays at In l'() a m, touching at Seal Harbor
(when flagged), Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor and Stonlngton, and connecting at
Rockland with steamer for Boston.

Monington

Cld *vept 29, sell Harry W Haynes, Goodwin,
Jacksonville
Shi Sept 29, sch July Fourth, Bucksport
Sid Sept 27, schs s A Blaisdell, east; John
Douglass, Portland
Ar Oct 1, sch
Harold J McCartey, Somes
Sound
Ar Sept 28, sch Fannie A Edith, Stonlngton
Sid Sept 28, hark Julia, Philadelphia
Ar Sept 27, schs Alma, Sullivan; M E Lynch,
Seal Harbor; Ida I. Kay, Stonlngton; Mary C
Stuart, Sullivan; Annie E Rtckcrson, Somes
Sound; Northern Light, Gardiner
Portland—Ar Sept 29, schs Julia Baker,
Bangor for Boston; nay Queen, Mt Desert for
Boston; Mabel E Goss, Deer Isle for Bostou;
Flora Condon, Bangor for New York
Ar Sept 28, sch Mary B Wellington, Crosby,
South River
PHILADELPHIA—Ar Sept 29, sell Mary StandIsh, Somes Sound
Ar sept 27, sch Susan N Pickering, Rockland
Sid Sept 28, sch Mary L Crosby, Trim, Belfast
Provincetown—S»d Sept 29, sch Eliza s
Potter, Philadelphia for Bangor
Salem—Ar Sept 28, sch E M Baxter, Somes
Sound for New York
Ar Sept 27, sch Carrie E Pickering, Stonlngton for New York
Ar Oct 1, sch Myronus, from Philadelphia for
Camden
Vineyard Haven—Sid Sept 28, sch Helen G

Moseley

Ar Sept 28, sch G B Reynolds, Philadelphia
for Garutner
Passed Oct 1, sch W L Maxwell, Swan’s Island for New York
H YanNis—Sid Sept 27, 6ch T B Garland, Deer
Isle
Newport News—Ar Sept 25, sch Hugh Kelley, Haskell, New York
Gloucester—Ar Oct 1, schs Mary Augusta,
Baipror lor Black Rocks, Conn; Pochasset,
Clark’s Island for New York
Delaware Breakwater—Ar Sept 30, sch
Fred Gower, Sargent, Portland
Notes.

Bark Julia, 719 tons, built at Ellsworth In
1877, has been sold at New York for local account at

RETURNING.
From Boston Mondays and Thursdays, at
5 pm.
From Rockland Tuesdays and Fridays at from
5 to 0 am, touching at Stonlngton, Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and seal Harbor.
E. S. J.

Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin

Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

William II.

MM, Blneil & Ellsworth Steamb’t Co.

Schedule

in

Effect from Sept. 24 until
Nov. 1, 1900.
Commencing on above date steamer will
leave Rockland (B A B wharf) upon arrival of
steamer from Boston, Tuesdays, 'Thursdays
and Saturdays for Dark Harbor, Castine, Eggemoggln, Sargentvlllfc, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, South
Brooksville, Brooklln, South Bluehill, Bluehlll,
Surry ami Ellsworth (Ptsge from Surry).
RETURNING.
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays will
leave Eilnworth
at
74.*1 a in
(stage to
Surry), Surry at h.80 a m, making landings
named above and will connect at Rockland on
all passages east and west with Boston A Bangor S. S. Co.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland. Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
word at Moon’s stable, Ellsworth.
♦No connection with Boston steamers.

$10,600.

atiBcrtisnnrctss.
For sprains, swellings and lameness
there is nothing so good as Chamberlain’s
Pain Balm. Try it. For sale by Geo. A.
Parcher, Ellsworth, and W. I. Partridge,

Bluehill, druggists.
SUrocrusnnenta.

HEADQUARTERS FOB

■

GUNS,

::

rifles.
Season

|

*

"

^

AMMUNITION. X
for Partridge opens Sept. 15.
X
"

Deer

Oct. 1.

;[

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE CO.

< ►

FRANKLIN BT.

i ♦ t

SETTLES.

J*
X

1 >

AND

I

I

0

~

HALL RACKS

*

SPORTING GOODS.

;;

once.

Three teams competed in the drawing
contest—those of E. P. Leland, Trenton,
H. W. Black, Ma'riaville, and Daniel
McKay, North Hancock. The contest
the Leland and
was very close between
Black teams. Mr. Black’s team did not
haul as much as Mr. Leland’s, but when
for the lighter
allowance was made
weight of his team he won by a narrow
Mr. McKay’s horses did not
margin.
make their usual good showing.

M

Portland.
Boston.

B. Emerton, Auburn, Me.

heartyJ.

..

...

"

Elostoi>; Leonora, Boiirey,
1

as

ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES.

A

7 dis

race for prize of |5, for
coming nearest to mile in four
minutes, was the most interesting race of

Ellsworth fair.

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.

6

The farmer’s

delphia,

new

4

horse

tography.
The exhibit of flowers by Mrs. George
F. Archer, of Amherst, occupies its usual
important place in the upper hall, and
receives
deserved
admiration.
Mrs.
Archer Is always most liberal in her exhibits. There is an almost endless variety
of flowers in her exhibit. She is always a
prize winner at the big fairs of the State.
This year the Eastern Maine State fair
was the only one of the big ones at which

A

4
6

1

FARMER’S

drawings.
B. F. Joy and Irving Osgood, the
photographers, make exhibits of pho-

Amherst.

CAPS.

6
5

1

result of

she exhibited

AND

Ill
2 2 2
4
3 3

Artist, b g, A W McKusick, Bangor.... 5 3 5
Time: 2.25*; 2 26*; 2 26*.
Mr. Kyle, the driver of Lady Lumps,
protested Joe Hal after the first heat,
charging him with a record of 2 17% or
better. Joe Hal .finished the race under
the protest, and purse was reserved for

work

premiums.

tingling to every organ. It
is the great remedy for all
ages and both sexes.
Complicated with
Dyspepsia

ARRIVED

Frank

room.

attracts much attention.

body receives good,
for the purified blood goes
whole

Sch
Sch

races:

1

Wyman park, and for tbe greater part of section is smothered in bunting. A list
fair days It might aa well be Sunday on of the business meu who have decorated
It
is practically a directory of the city.
tbe business streets.
feature would be comparatively easy to give a list
carnival
mere ban ta’
The

the

The

was a good first-day crowd at the
ground Tuesday afternoon. There
was a good list of attractions, and
everything went off as advertised.
The horse racing was not particularly
exciting, both 2.40 and 2 27 (Masses being
won in straight heats.
The etarter was
C. K. Drew, of Somersworth, N. H.;
judges, A. C. Hwszey, Bucksport; F. I.
Campbell, Cherryfletd, and T. F. Moran,
Bur Harbor; timer, D. M. Gardner, Calais;
clerk, F. E. Whitcomb.

CLASS.
PUKSK, #100.
White, Orland, Humphrey
HaflT, ch g, by Gen Withers, jr,
worth was too pig-headed to take up the
Sauuders, Ellsworth, Asa Hodgkins, East Capt
Charles T Varney, North llermon....
Old Home Week idea when everybody Lamoine, Eben O. Preble, East Sullivan,
Goldwln, g n». E L Fisher, Ilangor
O. N. Fowler, Surry, and H. B. Heath, Jane
to
was shaking hands.
two
else
Iiet’s
celeIn
once
about
years
just
tbecuatom
Wilkes, h in, K W Iturrill, l.angor,
North Ellsworth, of vegetables; and E.
celebrate tbe glorious fourth in the old- brate!”
E. Hurd, Dedham; A. H. Gray, Ells- Eric Lumps, I Ik g, A Currier, Bangor,
And that’s what Ellsworth is doingfaabloned way, but to get gloriously gay
worth, E. U. Jordan, Surry; H. F. Mad- Mnck.bg, W \V Mercer, Princeton.
for three whole daya In succession—daya just celebrating; giving veut to her pent- docks, North Ellsworth, F. P. and G. M. Mamorlno Lnncewood, blk g, Chas \V
Miller, Bangor.
Allen, North Sedgwick, Mrs. George F.
twenty-four hours long—Is something up enthusiasm.
Time: 2.44)4; 2 34* ; 2.34*.
Archer, Amherst, G. S. Cook, Ellsworth;
THE DECORATIONS.
To be sure tbe
she Is not accustomed to.
2.27 CLASS. FUK8K, $15</.
C. M. Smith, Amherst; Sewell Brimmer,
Joe Hal, blk g, by Tom Hall, W A
The display of bunting in Ellsworth
Hancock county fair baa been an annual
of
fruit.
Mariavilte,
Deerlng, Bangor.
F. B. Aiken, of Ellsworth, makes a Lady Lumps, blk m, Charles
tbree-day feature for several years, but this week is the most elaborate in which
Kyle, Calbusiness
ever
The
the
has
off
to
indulged.
trade
exhibit
of
stoves
and
in
this
city
als.
up
ranges
that takes the people away

H.

That small ache or pain or
weakness is the **111 wind"
that directs your attention to
the necessity of purifying
your blood by taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla. Then your

fair

«

Iliia

by

**

That Blows Nobody Good.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON.

The exhibit of fruit and vegetables is
The fruit
is the
finest
lot ever exhibited
here, while the
vegetable display, in spite of the dry
summer, is above the average.
4..

won

seconds.

AUanlwtti^

''ItlTanm WM~~~

There

excellent.

arna

63

tlm*»,

time of the other team was 66 seconds.
In the 100-yard dash fur amateurs, ib< re
were four starters, who finished in the
following order: Edward P. Mahaney,
Bangor; A. E. Carter, Bar Harbor; Willis
Dunn, Ellsworth; Everett Brooks, Ellsworth. The time was 10% seconds. The
prize was a handsome rifle.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.

are

word

sent

Raflioatm ant

Sttrfjrrtfgcmmts.

—

they could uot come.
The race—a wet race—was

The exhibition of poultry is excellent,
not so large as last year. The
Kiverview poultry yards, of Ellsworth, T.
H. Campbell, proprietor, have on ex
hlbition about seventy-five birds. The
Kiverview does not compete for prizes this
year, but makes the exhibit at the request
of the fair association. Fred P. Haynes,
Carlton McGown and George Parcher are
exhibitors in this department. Leon
Rowe and the Kiverview poultry yards
exhibit pigeons.
A feature in the poultry room which
catches the eye of the little folks is the
litter of rabbits, exhibited by Harry
Carter, of Ellsworth.
E. F. Barry, of Machias, judges the
poultry aud cattle this year. Mr. Barry

I

-ace was

that

has acted

With

Eben

bewitching attitudes. The judges
prize, a flO gold piece, to the

awarded the

though

Park—Yesterday’s Events—Firemen's Parade and
Contest this

and

and

sheep.

—CITY GAY WITH BUNTING.

Fakirs Follow the Crowds from Main Street Bridge

post office square. There was music muxi
of the forenoon.
The cake walk took place in Rtate street
and attracted great attention.
A big
circle of humanity enclosed the walkers,
making it bard for many on the street to
see them, hut windows of
neighboring
buildings afforded fine view.
Dr. George R. Caldwell,
Harry C.
Stratton and J. A. Isaacson acted as
judges. Four couples walked, and did
their prettiest in the way of fancy steps

|X

•♦♦♦•£

V#04O4O^O*C*O#O*O#C*O*«*O'-'
EDWIN M.MOORE,
r'.
5
B

dealer In all kinds of

B

2 Fresh, salt. Smoked end Dry O
V

*

FISH.

_

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY FORENOON.
The carnival opened auspiciously yesterday morning with delightful weather
and the largest crowd ever present the
first morning at any similar celebration.
Out of respect tor the late Henry M.
took place yesHall, whose funeral
terday morning, tbe band concerts
were delayed
until 10 o’clock.
Then
Monaghan’s band marched to the postotBce square, and Lynch’s band took a
position on Main street near the Manning
After playing an hour Monablock.
band ghan’s moved to Odd Fellows block
and Lynch’s band marched down to the

In spite of lowering clouds, this morning’s crowd was a record breaker. It is
conservatively estimated that there were
5,000 people on the street when the firemen’s parade started promptly at 9.30.
THE PARADE.

The firemen’s and trades’ paradd this
morning was one of the best ever seen in

(Continued

__

To Cure a Cold In One Day
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money If It falls to cure.
E. w. drove's signature Is on each box. 25c.

MORNING.

Take

I

on

page 8.)

When you cannot sleep for coughing, it
Is hardly necessary that any one should
tell you that you need a few doses of
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy to allay the
irritation of the throat and make sleep
possible. It is good. Try it. For sale by
Geo. A. Parcher, Ellsworth, and W. I.
Partridge, Bluchill, druggists.

A hall should

visitor,

a

be inviting to
promise of the beauty of

the
the

inner room.

1

I

Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsh, A
2 Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, 2
I have RACKS and SETTLES to
Q
Lobsters and Finnan Haddles.
6
suit any size or shape of.hall. Elegant O Campbell A True Bldg., East End Bridge, D
#
x
ELLSWORTH, HE.
styles and handsomely carved. My
assortment is complete.

rt

Adapted
Phallon’o
Lliitilcii cl
or

to

any bnslness

profession, ruled, with

Contract and End^nd.xTi

C. R. FOSTER,
23 Main Street.

flw/1 aw throughout. Requires tne least
vflHCl possible writing to enter data
PaPAPH a and refer quickly to any
l.%v>V/AFl. U.»3
name

and

save

time

ana

5,000 need and recorded. All kinds of
labor-saving records on hand or made to order.
WALTER W. GEORGE, Publisher,
150 Nassau St., New York.
money.

The Am>
the 116 t.
mil the oihr
bined do no>
••

*•«

Hancock
to. but it

coo

erly

be c«
reslnrem*
tion of Th»-

Atwood & Burr lost a valuable horse
ago, with pneumonia.
Rev. Gideon Mayo,

barring the Bar
>
summer fisf, is larger
'he other papers printed

Harbor Record
than that of Ot
in Hancoci

Eden, preached
Sept. 23.

ty.

adt.ii

<

tther

unly A’ew»

roming

80WIP8V

Heze E;

is home for

son

short

a

vacation.
Schooner

Bangor Sat ur

K »te L. Pray*’ returned from
v with lumber for J. W.

Rev. G. H. Ht lflon, of Southwest
re in exchange with the
bor, preached
pastor Sunday morning and evening.
Har-

salmon

thousand

Long pond

hatchery.

Tuesday

and

of last

week.

Mrs. T. S. Somes and Mrs. W. L. Fernald

This

ty

commun

by

week

called to Sullivan last

were

mother, Mrs. Meynell.

the illness of their

Thursday

shocked

was

M. F. Foley,
of Bar ’!
formerly Miss Agnes
Somes. She was the daughter of J. J.
This is the first
Somos, of this place.
death in this family, which has the sympathy of all in its bereavement. The funto hear of the death of Mrs.
1

eral took

putting

are

a

on

the Howe

to be

an annex

built

E. W. Barton and wife left this
for Mount Desert.

John J. Love has gone to Hall Quarry
trade.

Mrs. Lizzie P. Ward well went to
worth yesterday. She will remain during
Ells-

E. P. Twining, of Winterport, who
had been visiting in the village, returned

has

for

Mrs.

morning

Norwood.

hauled,

new stable

and

begin

will

work

this week.

Capt.

Eaton

them

took

Murphy

Ernest, who
have been sailing a yacht the past sumhome
this
cams
week.
Mr.
mer,
Murphy’s daughter Bernice is very ill.
and

son

Capt. George Murphy is at home on a
visit to his family while his vessel is undergoing repairs. He was out in one of
the hurricanes that have been causing so
much

damage.

Capt. Eugene

H. Tinker, of schooner
“Willie Maxwell”, sailed for Philadelphia
Friday. Mrs. Maria Dodge and grandson
have gone with him to visit her son, who
is in business there.

Oct. 1.

Thelma.

West Kden.
A

son

at

the

home of Mr.

WHlamor.

Mis. Lavina S. Knowles, of Lawrence,
visiting N. W. Higgins and wife.
Helen

Miss

Mansfield, of Orono,

teaching rii excellent term
Miss Josephine Walls,
Northeast

in

came

of school here.
who

the

Jessie Leland. of

has had
the

Harbor

is

has

past

been

season,

home last week.

Miss

Indian Point,

surgical operation performed at
hospital, and is now im-

a

Ltac ixttiuot

proving.

Alfred

Bucksport recently.
M.

Oct. 1.

York, who
Wilson, left

the

out.

Sept.

29.

1

ill

re-

bor

last

snow*

w

There
as

is

here

there

She will have

a

foice of

the place this week.

Lula West returned from Bar Har-

Friday,

where she has been

employed

5

was

on

lair.

-uiii

:

Harrington.

She will

Morse.
Oct. 1.

visit

Mrs.

C.

I

llluehlll Falla.

j

liome In

j

Briggs hasj returned to her
Fall River, Mush.
Sub.
Hept. 24.
Mrs. Alex

J

from this place attended
the Orlaud fair last week.

Small

Amanda

of Mrs.

week.

mackerel

abundance

After

leaving

here

in

are

this

being
harbur.

caught
One

in

man

factory at Stoningt n.
William Bryant is quite ill.

at the

He has

carried to his brother’s for the present, as his wife is quite infirm and not |
aoie to take care of him alone. They will
been

Lucy

Hagan has returned home
New York, where he has been ern- ; remain at the younger Mr. Bryant’s
during the winter.
ployed the past year.
Mrs. Janette Anderson died at her home
Mrs. L. A. Lindsey and daughter, Mrs.
Coleman

from

quiet wedding took place at the residence of he officiating justice, Ralph E.
Dority, Saturday, when Mrs. Rose Anette
Lufkin, of Ellsworth, was married to OrA

P. Carter, of this vhiage.

Cigars

W. H.

Crane,

are

the

guests of Mrs. Lind-

sey’s sister, Mrs. S. J. Young.
Oct. 1.

are

j

near

here

Monday. Sept. 24,

after several

mouths’ illness. The funeral took place at
residence Wednesday afternoon, Rev.

her

Y.

are

home

Birch

j

Harbor.

had

week

of

eighty-eight

sion

her

son

Anna
visit of
A

John G. Wentworth Saturday evening,
for the benefit of its pastor,
Rev. Mr. Powlesland.
M. P.
Oct. 1.

1

irand Bank
econd fare.

Northeast Humor.
Schools are In session

mar

DeWitt s Little Early Risers are famous
little pills for liver aDd bowel troubles.
Never gripe. Wiggin & Mooke.

«

ifc.—

*

He is going back for

!

It has been demonstrated by experience
hat consumption can be prevented by the
( arly use of One Minute Cough Cure. This
a the favorite remedy lor coughs, colds,
( roup, asthma, grippe and all throat and
I ling troubles. Cures quickly. Wiogin &
J lOORE.

A Fiendish Attack.
An attack was lately made on C. F. Collier, of Cherokee, Iowa, that nearly proved
fatal. It came through his kidneys. His
back got so lame he could not stoop without great pain, nor sit in a chair except
propped by cushions. No remedy helped
nim until he tried Electric Bitters, which
effected such a wonderful change that he
writes he feels like a new man. This
marvelous medicine cures backache and
kidney trouble, purifies the blood and
builds np your health. Only 50c at Wiggun & Moore’s drug store.

M

rs

Orack CaHi

hki i„
me

IL V. HAKIXDStv,
yclary Pulltc.

nCOISTEREO BRANDS

OF THE

(j^Iaamcnb^)
PERFECT

—--

LATEST

FITTING_STYLES

(TMC)
newest

best
value

---SHADES

rv/'T-' /
\A
U Wrnfonif)

*j

I»n*t

lake

substitute*

TJusrf’s iiotie so good.

FO*% *5A«.E PY

j

CiAl.KKIt,
KlUwortli, >!••.

j

k Sick Child

rates.

Hooper

Havey Co.

L. Norris has gone to Orotio for
few weeks.

morning, after

a

a

daughter was born Saturday to Mr.
Monroe McFarland.

and Mrs.

a

a

S. E. Dunbar, of Campello, Mass., is in
own, called by the severe illness of his
ather, Capt. Joseph Dunbar.
Climax.
Sept. 29.

_

again. The gramschool is taught by Miss Billings, of
Ellis worth, and the primary by Mrs.
Maud Trask, ot Northeast Harbor. The
kindergarten school commences next

trip.

nervous nor
more than re-

WP. & P.” Btid GScvca

ba mad* health/, happy and r»*>y by «:
it True’* Elixir, worms cane
thousand* of children and tn«-.r pr« cum
UOt kUrpvclod.
^

can

Misses Mary H. and Myra N. A!by left
Thursday for New York. Mrs. Alby and
her Bister, Mrs. Heath, expect to go soon.
Oct. 1.
Bon.

for

it.

of

f

loager

At alt druggist* or direct from I»r. WMllsiuo Medicine < o
Mobf>nactedy. N. Y.
Price Sue. y*r box, 6 boxes fi 50.

i

some

&

small track

».'

Z

»

A

B

y

have

Georgia Clapham

Mr«.

a

a

contract

blocks.
died

Sunday

brief illness.

Warren Tracy has gone Houth with
Oscar Crabtree iu the schooner
“Alice J. Crabtree” for his health.
Oct. 1.
G.

Captain

Bar llnibor.

Pension, f8. has been granted to George
W. Hamilton, of this place.

3ibrrtisnnmts.

For Women.

_

Sept. 29,

I

MVKK

Butler lias been visiting
at Trenton.

Mary

People.

W«>Mt StllllVHM.

Hancock.
Mrs.

no

tiBAL

years.

Quite a number will g»» to Boston this
month, taking advantage of the excur-

Edward Littlefield has gone to Kaiabdiu
Iron Works w here he wdl have employment this w inter.
Oct. 1.
Suba.

am

Nlfned

111

The furnace purchased by the King’s
the
Methodist church

who has

Dr. William*’

BubJerU-ed and sworn to before
this ttth day of July, 1900.

I
Ml

Strong By

rheumatic wad have

the

Mrs. Joan Merrill is quite ill.
A Christian Endeavor social will be
held to-night iu the Bap.iai chapel.

Leach,

llili officiating. Mrs. Anderson
David Farnsworth has
been visiting
large
family of children, all of relatives down east during the
Mrs. Josephine Tolman, of Vinalhaven,
past week.
as
well
as
her
whom,
husband, died before
E.vst Franklin.
is visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Foren, formerly of
her. She had not a relative living here,
T. M. Blpindel! and wife will attend the
Mrs. Gleason Wilson, of Jonesboro, is The members of the Methodist church to this place, now of Portland, welcomed a
(
music festival it Bangor.
daughter to their home last Monday.
her
Mrs.
Kice.
mother,
visiting
Lucy
which she belonged attended the funeral
j
John U. Hardison and wife are visiting
Mrs. W. K. Springer will go to Boston
Frank Kice is putting an ell on bis as relatives. After the death of her husrelatives and friends at Miibridge.
band she went to reside with her sou, the the coming week, for a short visit to
louse, and making other improvements.
her brother, W. H. McFarland.
Misses Florence Blaisdell and
Myrtle
M. H. Winslow, who has been spending only remaining child, in Gloucester, but i
30.
Sumac.
Rutter, who have been on the sick list, iis vacation at home returned to Melrose soon afterward he was lost at sea, and the
j Sept.
are convalescent.
came back to her old home.
mother
I
Her
Monday.
West Franklin.
son left a widow and two children, who
Fred E. Blaisdell was drawn from
C.
The stone men are again looking for the
Sept. 24.
live in Gloucester.
Franklin to serve on the traverse jury at
Washington job.
South Penobscot.
29.
the October term.
Ego.
Sept.
S. Brainard Condon has gone to Boston
Irvin Springer fell from his bicycle
The ladies’ aid society of the Free Bap>n business.
Friday, hurting him badly.
Egypt.
tist church will serve supper Thursday at
Mrs. Carrie Snow end daughter Eleanor
E. G. Burnham contemplates sawing
Last Thursday evening, at the home of
All are inthe home of J. B. Gordon.
lave gone to Bangor for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Madison Joy, some of their 100,000 feet spool bars the coming winter.
vited.
Miss Martha Staples came home Thnrs- friends met with Miss Mabel Monaghan.
George Coombs came up from Bar HarThe Methodist society held a p9und
1
from a short visit in Waltham, Mass. The hours were spent with music by the bor and took a load of stone from T. M.
iay
the
at
home
party and ice-cream sociable
a
selection “Lullaby” by Blaisdell for Boston.
Capt. Solon Peterson is home from a phonograph,

C.

30.

last

been in Watervilie the past summer, is at home on the
sick list.
Charles

the

gained my lest flesh. I certainly
recommend the pills toall women.

F. LiKe. at Boston. Mr.
Lake was abuut eighty years of age.
He
was a native of Bucksport. and formally
years a resident. One sister, Mrs. Elvira
Hey wood, resides here, at the advanced
nge of

llarry

in order around town.

received

was

number

Daughters for
the arrived
Friday.

caught over half a barrel early in
forenoon Friday. They are being canned

Win-

Mr.

Aiarge

he intends to visit his daughters before
returning to Boston.

Julia Wallace is visiting at South-

e

News

f

aura

death of Daniel

Abbie Seilers has gone to Boston
business.

of

taught

Mrs. Grace Campbell, of 561 I.ogan
Bt reel. Grand Hap Ids, Michigan, relate* ttia following story :
•The birth of my first child left ma
In a deplorable condition. My ayetarn was t>rokan down ard I suffered
from fan era l debhlty. My appetite
failed ftiasnd the m<«t dallcata and
inviting food fulled te tempt me. I
waathlnand pale, and had neither
ensrgy nor ambition. My caaa had
treen growlna steadily worse for two
years. 1 had used so voral so called
ram ad tea but was not benefited.
la tha aummar of lH»k 1 was visittag In LudlngUm. Mich., and tosra
learned of tbewonderfu I cures affected
b/ Dr. Williams' Flak Mils for Fa;a
People. I tried the ntlls and had not
dots bed on* boa before 1 fait murk
batter. 1 con tinned them through
the year and tho result was a perfect

C. B. Morse went to Ellsworth
Saturday to meet his wife’s sister,

who lives in

Femme.

at Calais.

about town this

visit.

Ann

nk

Norris and Willie Leach
from the Grand Ranks.

John Robbins has been visiting friends

Mrs. P. A. Gros» and Miss
Monday.
Smith died Thursday.
The ters, of Augusta, are guests
...Id from his residence Sat- Gray.

I

2J.

Lillian M. Robbins and Mrs. V.
Goss attended the VV C. T. C. convention
Mrs

S.

on a

Sept.

ithout

Pink PflU for Pale

Rev.
last

w

Are Made

summer.
| Miss Neetiie Friend ha« gone to Brook*
lin to work.
Mrs. M. C. Austin presented each of the |
Harry E. Con ary has gone to Brockton,
men in her employ w ith a
nice chair for |
work with his; uncle, H. D.
■, Mass., to
the work they did fighting tires.
Friend.
Sl'B.
Sept. 17.
Mrs. Grace Cundage, of Brookline,
Kruoklllk.
Mass., and Mrs. H. B. Darling,j^of B uean
citizen
of
this
Perley Kane,
aged
visited here last week.
( lull,
town, is very ill.
! J. Whitney Grindlea;and wife, of <S*rSadie Pickering, of Deer Isle, is visiting
gentville, visited .Mr*.|,Orlndl*’s sister,
friends in town.
Mrs. Amanda ir'rieud, tninfwe«*. i.,.The youngest child of Will Tibbetts has
HUB.
j Got. 1.
been very ill, but is improving.

Mis-*

inter very little couid

for home last

ing.

Sept.

service here yes-

for the

B.

a

George Mace, of Aurora, has moved into
the “Uncle Wallace Coggins” house.

of

guest

ow ners

Sent. 30.

Massa
Hastings, of
chusetts, is visiting relatives here.

]

the

workmen about

i.muoi

Mrs.

Ebeu
funeral waurday afternoon, Rev. E. S. Drew officiat-

riu

w

west Harbor.

from

has been

got

Mrs.

daughter Addie

Portland
Saturday to visit his father A. S. Turner.
Mrs. A. K. Fry, wife of Lieut. A. B. Fry,
came

little

be

Brancbe Hagan is borne

arrived Saturday from Lynn, Mass.
Charles Turner

so

^imn

_

Sedgrwicu.
Mrs. R. A. Lufkin and

Bluehill.

great scarcity of wood here,

L. M.

B.

Miss

C. W. Cook and C. E Dwclley are paintthe house of Joseph H. West.

Staples has received forty cords

of hardwood from

Sargent and Miss Ida H.
Brown attended the meeting of the Hancock county educational association in

W. H.

page%

ing

turn home

and wife.

of New

other

Franklin.

De Long, Luther W. Bridges,
Grindle and Mabel A. Ward well
attending the high school at Bluehill

Portland, from w*hich place she
shortly.

Mrs. Alice Graves and children, of
Northeast Harbor, recently made a visit
to Mrs. Graves’ parents, C. W. Kittredge
Mrs.

»<•?

others.

friends.

_

has arrived

and Mrs. M.

is

County ffetra

Miss Monaghan, and singing by
Oyster stew was served.

baptismal

was a

Ellsworth,
on

Sherman Scammon and wife very plessvillage.
antly entertained the school teachers
Capt. Byron E. Young and wife, who Friday evening at their home.
have been spending the summer at the
Rev. H. F. Day attended the Baptist conNorthport camp ground, arrived home vention at Yarmouth last week. Mrs.
last Saturday.
Day accompanied him to Bangor.
Mrs. Mildred G. Long, the bride of a
Mrs. Elmore Fickett and others, plan to
few weeks, left this morning to join her attend the festival in Bangor next week,
husband, Archer E. Long, w ho is working and also to take in the Ellsworth carnival.
at Mount Waldo.
They will begin housePastor Powlesland was able to resume
keeping at Frankfort.
his appointments Sunday. He will take a
IVeat Itrookavtlls.
Mrs. John Allen and daughter spent a I
who
came
Mrs. and Mrs. John Love,
vacation for the week out of town. Mrs.
Miss Lucy Hale Tapley .has returned to
few
last
week
at
Deer
Isle.
days
home from Hail Quarry to attend their Powlesland returned
from Eddingtou
Ga.
Atlanta,
week.
last
Rev. E. L. Bradford and family, of Boxson’s
funeral, returned
Friday.
Mrs.
Lydia
Emery left for her home in
Miss Emma B. Love, who was at home
ford, Mass spent last week here.
From Green Lake fish hatchery last week
Bangor Friday.
during the week of her brother’s funeral, several thousand salmon were sent to
John Wells who i9 employed at Melrose,
Herman and Sewall Tapley are at work
returned to her school in Penobscot last
Donnell'B pond. The fish came in a dozen Mass., is at home on a short vacation.
on the new town hall at Castine.
Monday.
Charles Judge who has been staying in
cans and were carefully transferred from
G.
Oct. 1.
Mrs. TbotnaajGny <and Idaugbter have
town during the season went to New York
the station.
returned from auj extended; visit |to Old
Atlantic.
Thursday.
who
was
so
unMrs. M. J. Springer
Town.
Herbert Holbrook, who has been very
Work on the chapel at N’askeag is nearfortunate as to injure herself by a fall
ill of typhoid fever, is up again.
Ernest Hhepurdson died in San Franrecently, is still quite lame. This worthy ing completion. Ralph Bent is w orking on
cisco, Sept. IS, at the nome of his sister,
L. V. Joyce is having a cistern built,
townswoman has the sympathy of her the tower.
|
Mrs. George Adams, aged about thirtyand some repairs made on his house.
numerous friends.
Mrs. Ella Wakeman went to Bridgeport,
live years.
He was the son of the late
| Pearl
Mrs. Cornelia Joyce left this week for
Conn
for
N.
left
West
Concord,
where
she
will join her Gtis
Phillips
Thursday,
j
Hhepardscn. About two years ago
Portland, where she will stay until the H last week, where he will be employed husband.
he left here for California for his health.
last of October.
! by his brother George on his farm. The
There is plenty of work at the sardine
Got. 1.
Tom son.
who
has
will
been em- | crop of apples they will harvest
Enoch Newman,
keep shop. One day last week 260 bushels of
Kui'kiiMirt.
ployed at Biard’s quarry, left for his home them busy about six weeks.
mackerel were received.
in Gouldaboro Monday.
Mias Evelyn Buck left Tuesday for TouMrs James T. Maxwell, since occupy ng
Rev D. C. York and daughter
j
Myrtle, gaioo, Miss., where she will
Mrs. Edith Staples, who has been in
Waters meet cottage, Hancock Point, for who have l*een
spend the j
attending the convention winter.
a
has
decided
from
for
few
left
for
the
to
weeks,
summer,
Friday
purchase
Bangor
at Yarmouth, returned borne Saturday.

down.

Daniel Dow also works there.
Albion

1b* additional

Lester
are

|

!
!

!

COUNTY NEWS.

Roscoe

Edward Seavey has taken his horse and
gone to work for W. D. Clark at Duck Island.

for Waldoboro.

B. Grindles went to Bangor last
Friday. She will remain a few days visiting relatives and friends.

his

on

Long and Harry F. York, who
at home on a visit, left this

L

Mrs

Rum ill has his underpinning stone

L. W.
all

housekeeping

been

B.

Ralph

week, calling

Fred Cottonland Ernest Condon
Rev. C. B. Morse
were the candidates.
officiated.

Address.

Date.

use

Weak
Women

terday.

described in to-day's

Xante.

Wednesday.

have been

as

Fulton,) of

Abby

here last

There

me.

paper.

Mrs.

home this week.

in colors,

the

ones are

iUnjcrtiBcmcutc.

E. C. Chatto is making extensive
on his buildings.

Dr.?
was

copies of President McKinley’s Portrait

they can walk, In
First, the little

to utah water

relatives here.

Dea.

ELTS IVOR TIT AMERICAS', Ellsworth, Maine:

For the enclosed remittance qf.cents send

to work at his

last

ing

on one

repairs
To THE

The fishing sloop “Pilgrim” has been
laying by for repairs.
Capt. F. M. Katon bought a fine Jersey
cow at Bluehiil Thursday.

Daniel

Publishers,

morn-

the fair.

She

the

specially

sent for each copy.
coupon, providing ten cents is
Write name and address plainly, and remit in coin or postage stamps.

ing

« **Mt Tremmil

came

qf

Tote Fho-

a

sending

be had

can

Preston Duffy, granite cutter, is at work
in Alfred.

lovely bowers v\as never before seen here.
Interment whs in a beautiful spot in
Brookside cemetery.
H.
Oct. 1.

Lunt

Ten Colors tram

ultich the President

sat, at the request

_

place at her former home at 2
Such a profusion of

Mrs. Anna

tograph, for

founda-

in

ttluehtll.

Flint

yesterday.

o’clock

Bros,

in

Reproduced

lugger.

Monday.
G. H. Garland, of East Somerville,
cottage at Harborside by Lamson & Hodgxl’1
IXI
14
ItKSJ
(Siz.K
Mass., who has been in town several days,
don.
has purchased the Jackson farm from A.
Mr. Shute, v ho is putting in the artesian
will be published oy us shortly. It is now being printed for us on heavy E.
Mace, of Aurora. He w ill move here
in
art
lithoabout
contract
I
of
the
his
one
clo*e
largest
well, expects to
plate-paper, in a form suitable for framing, by
next spring.
i
of
first
is
work.
quality, graph houses in America, in the famous French style of color-plate
two weeks. The water
F. E. Mace and wife entertained a
He will go to Sutton’s island from here
American family will want one of these handsome pictures of the (’res- party of eight at their camp, Forest
Every
and sink a well.
from
ident. It must be remembered that this picture will be in no sense a cheap Home, at Middle Branch pond
F. \V. Ginn, of Bucksport, has been in
but will be an example of the very highest style of illuminated print- Thursday until Saturday. The excursion
chromo,
town the past few days packing his house< >nr readers can was in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
ing. It will be an ornament to any library or drawing-room.
hold goods to be sent to Bucksport. He
have the McKinley portrait at what it costs us (namely, ten cents per Williams.
who
A.
J.
to
Peekham,
his
house
j
has let
Flomue.
oillee
Sept. 30.
copy) by merely tilling out the coupon below, and sending it to this
is moving in.
such
a demand for the portrait when it is published South Hrunktvlllc.
!
will
be
once.
There
at
A.
P.
JOct. 1.
Mrs. Emma Stover, of Hluehill, is visitorders in advance. As many copies as may be desired
that we advise

The Misses Cynthia and Emma Richardson
attended the teachers’ institute in

Bucksport Monday

CENTS,

tion for

put into
The little fellows

la-t >veek.

Daniel Manchester is putting in a foundation for a cottage on the land he sold a
short time ago to New York parties.

Graves

were

from the Green Lake

came

FOR

10011 as

making a splash
Several thousand salmon from the
ind, in course of time, incessant practice
hatchery at Green Lake were put into ;
a;ives them an extraordinary command
Long and Rift ponds last week.
aver the weapon.
and
Johnston
Messrs.
Dr. J. H. Patten,
•‘Fa.” ‘‘Well?” “What’s the difference
Pleasat
;
Camp
Smith, of Amherst, were
between wages and salary?” “If H
^
ant,pickerel Ashing, Friday and Satur- j
working for f > a day running a machine
day.
af some kind, or laying bricks or
doing
H. L. Dollard and Mr. Barlow, of New
Hornething elae that «*a«» a white collar
York, returned Saturday from a three mid cuffs
he
uncomfortable,
gets wages
weeks’ stay at Alligator.
They left for Do
you understand what 1 me«ti?M "Ye#
home immediately.
sir." “Hut if he sits at a desk and uses *
Edgar Williams and wife, of Fairfield pen and gets fll a week am) him ^
Centre, have been visiting relatives here; hands, he receives a salary. Now do \ ,u
fora week. They drove the entire dis- I nee t lie diff*Tenci ?”
(anee.
They will have here for home

winter.

Rev. J. R. Norwood’s wife and children
have returned home after spending the
summer with her parents in Canada.

The employees of the Clifton house the
past season have presented the proprietor,
C. A. Kimball, with a gold-headed cane.

Somes.

Ten

native of
union church

Services at church St. Mary-by-theheld in the parish house the

pages.

The art of self-defence Is inculcated
early
imong some of the wilder tribes of the
^auca«u«, who Instruct their children,

Nelson McLaughlin and wife, of Clifton, visited relatives here from Wednesday until Saturday.

a

former

the

Tho divorce judge "peeks the
parting
word.

other pager

...

Pond.

Sea will be

TV VEWS.

CO l

at

a

County .Vm

hhr additional

seek

MIRTUAN,

\

COUNTY NEWS.

3U)bcTti0cmcnt0.

Wednesday in the Bee block, with Miss
McClinch, teacher, and Miss Inez Smalidge assistant.
S. R. Tracy has the typhoid fever.

ha* subscribers at 106
offices in Hancock county;
a per* in the county comeach so many. THE Ameb*
►*».
only paper printed in
>• ,,
and has never claimed to
only paper that can propCounty paper; all the
*
ocal papers. The circula\N

bf

Mrs. Ruble McDonald and three children, of Connecticut, kre visiting H. A.
Springer and wife.
Oct. 1.
Ch’e’er.
Stepped Into Live Coals.
“When a child I burned my foot frightfully,” writes W. II. Eads, of Jonesviile,
Va., “which caused horrible leg sores for 30
years, but Bucklen’s Arnica Salve wholly
cured me after everything else failed.” Infallible for burns, scalds, cuts, sores,
bruises and piles. Sold by Wiooin A
Moore. 35c.

Headache

Is often a warning that the
torpid or Inactive.
More
troubles may follow. For a
efficient cure of Headache
liver troubles, take

liver is
serious
prompt,
and all

Hood's Pills

i

Telman's Monthly Regulator has brought
tiappim*** to hundreds «>f anxious women.
There is jiositively no other remedy k:i“Wi»
to medical science, that will so
quickly and
tafely do the work. Have never had a single
Dr.

I

H
H
I

failure. The longest and most obstinate <..*•**
are relieved in d
days without fail. No other
remedy w ill do this. No j»ain, no danger, no
Interference with work. The most difficult
cases
successfully treated through correspondence,and the most complete satisfa* tto:i
guaranteed In every instance. I relieve hundreds of ladic9 whom 1 never see. Write for
furrier
particulars. All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice In all
of a privateor delicate nature. Bear
[natters
In mind this remedy is
absolutely safe under
every jiossible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E.M.TOLMAN CO.,
lTO^Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

■

I

While they rouse the liver, restore B
full, regular action of the bowels, H
they do not gripe or pain, do not H
irritate or inflame the internal
organs, H
but have a positive tonic
effect. 26c. W
at all druggists or
■
by mall of
C. I. Hood <fc Co., Lowell, Mass.

B

MOTT’S PENNYROYAL PILLS
Irr.;-u_

LADIES Recommend l»*th«8£JT
OB. KING’S

OTercome Weaknm.
lant v and omissionr.inerease
and banish “pain* of menstrua
tlon." They are
Idle Suvrr*
to girls at womanhood, aidin* .-Q
velopment of organs and oooyknown remedy for women **'l
them, trnuut tlo barm —I'-1W1 P«*r
come* n pleamire

They

Sur Crown Brood

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
WHS MLDISHA IK, Bos
1430, BOITQN, MASK

j

or

sale

by G. A. Parc her, druggist, Ellsworth*

(;

Emery, Great Pond, Ductless, 2; Northern

AMHERST FAIR.
FARMERS

rP-KiVKK

|

'pies, 3; B ack Oxford, 2.
son, Amherst,cranberries, 3.

HAVE

OF

MIUMS

PRODUCE
SHOW

—

AND

C VV .Smith, Amherst, golden russets,
3; Sutton beauty, 1; Duchess, 3; red
astrachan, 2. C M Smith, R I greenings,
1; Northern apy, 1; Uravenstein, 2; Baldwins, 2; Roxbury russet, 2; Hubbardstone,
1; Black Oxford, 1; Tolman sweet, 1;
Wagner, 1; yellow bellflower, 2; purpl.
grape plum, 1. E L Silsby, golden russet,
2; Porter, 3. E C Dunham, Mariavilie,
crab apples, 1. ,J If Patten, Amherst. R I
greenings, 2; Porter, 2. Helen Jewett,
Amherst, Kambo, 1; Bellflower, 3. Arno
Jewett, Roxbury russet,!. S E Nickerson,
Amherst, cranberries, 2. John Shuman,
Alexander, 3; Clapp favorite, 1. Wrn I
Parks, Clifton, Ben Davis apple, 1; King
of Tompkins Co, 1; Tolman sweet, 2;
Baldwin, 3; Stark, 1; crabs,3. J FEmery,
Urcat Pond, grapes, 3.
Mrs B W Silsby,
Amherst, red Astrachan, 1; Fameuse, 3;
R I greenings, 3. Forest O Silsby, Amherst, Wolf river, 1; Fameuse, 1. Mrs
Geo F Archer, Amherst, Astrachan, 3;
King of Tompkins Co, 2; Duchess of
Oldenburgb, 1;
Wagner, 2; Tolman
sweets, 3; Canada Baldwins,!; Porter, 1:
little red crabs, 3; two varieties grapes, 1;
Clapps favorite pear, 2; Hubbardston
None Such, 2; Ben Davis apple, 2; blue
3.

PRE-

AWARDED.

The eighth annual cattle show and fair
Northern Hancock agricultural
0f tt
at Amherst, Tuesday and
society was held
Wednesday, Sept. 25 and 26. The weather
of ttie old settlers rewas lino and a* one
marked; “Two prettier days never laid

out-doors.’’

The exhibits of farm and garden produce and stock were excellent.
On the midway were the uaual line of
fakirs, « side-show, two tintype tents, a

i

I

**wild-inan”, raptured, so t he bills rend, by
American soldiers in the Phllipptnea, a
fortune-teller, a candy man, and t he usual
“African dodger”. The dancing pavilion,
new feature of this
business from early

a

fair, did

a

rushing

morning until

mid-

j

one—man,

boy

or

nil

«

!

\

M

rotatoes,

|
j

there

are

enormous

traffic done in spruce gum, and how great

industry

an

wealthiest

it

has

become.

in

men

and

yet
are

they do
getting

referred to, probregard to tbe spruce
gum history and growth than any other
one

for

man,

man

he

the

was

pioneer

and

prepared

sold

the

in the

first bit of

purposes. One little town
ltangeley Lakes with a total
population of about 250 souls, sends out
from its solitary two-windowed store
over 35,000 pounds of this gum each
year.

Tuesday,

Wednesday,

northern

slates

and

up
said.

und St. Louis

are great spruce gum cities.
city? No; New Yorkers chew
Do y< u know,” he added, “this

New York

Maine, New Hampshire,
and

Michigan, love

the sf-ruee gum; so also do their descendants.
The southern market is small,

;

j
!

|
|

jI
|

I

glass, special; best display,
ham, charcoal drawings,

sfiaby,

Lura Dun2.
Mrs B W
1.
1.
and
ink
pen
drawing,
FRUIT AND BERRIES.

J G Duuham, Alexander apples, 1.

For burns, injuries, pileand skin diseases
DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve. It is the
•nginal. Counterfeits may be offered. Use
oaly DeWitt’a. Wiggin & Moore.
use

|

J F

A boon to travelers. Dr. Fowler’s Extract of
Wild Strawberry. Cures dysentery, dlarrhtea,
seasickness, nausea. Pleasaut to take. Acts

promptly.—Advt.
at
Only one remedy In the world that will
of
stop ltchlness of the skin In any part
At any drug
Doan’s Oiutmeut.
the body.
store, 50 cent#.—Advt.
once

/

lie Won.

“All right, then, we’ll toss for it,” said
“Here goes.
You
holler.
Tommy.
Heads or tails?”
“Very well,” replied little Emerson of
“I prognosticate the falling of
Boston.
the obverse uppermost.”—Philadelphia
Press.

tbe

an acquired
celery.”

taste is
ana

Tne

houses

one,

large wholesale
buy
tain part of their gum prepared, ready for
sending out again, but most of it they get
in ttie rough state, and then put it
through a steaming or “manufacturing”

that

it

has

been

reduced

from

its

the

come

tbe farmers it forms

an only source of induring tbe late fall and winter sea-

son.

An

experienced “gummer” makes
average f2 5) a day. His outlay is

small, slid the work is considered parself

w

ii b

II..

meal-bag, sewed up at

a coarse

e<»d, w ii h a hole cut in the cenenough to permit of its being
drawn over the head. This large opening
is
usually bound around and stayed
with leather. The bag in this way forms
the op* ii
tre large

two

pouches,
and

front
of

the

one

the

of them
other

gummer.

In

as

of

the

hack

the

pou-

his success in finding a ready
gum—sometimes it is only one
days, sometimes two or three

two

birds.

Sheridan’s
CONDITION

Curing recent years so manv men
huve gummed over these forests that there
are now certain well-known spruce camps,

B

tiu* m u.i to

H

the mark.

pullets early layers for

■

Bg
■

■

M
H

cured

are

quickly

Horehound
and Tar.
It is
and

effective

an

other

in

that

the

the year

men

in

“live

eight

order to gum the

four.”

of gum lies in
up and down the trunk of
the spruce tree. Au expert gummer will
sight a rifted tree by the slightly oval
round of its trunk even before he is near
enough to see the rift. Often a tree has
to be felled to get at the gum lyiug in
the rift, but if possible
the trees are
climbed. This rifted gum is
usually a
The

rifts

greatest quantity

which

run

and dark, but it is perfectly
marketable. The best quality is found
near the top, and exudes iu small, bubblelike blisters. This is quite plastic aud
iight colored. A tree must be three or
four years old before the gum is hard
little hard

enough for use, and a single tree may
yield as much as £5 worth at one time.
The gum is carried out of the forests iu
the meal-bag pouches, which hold from
100 to 150 pounds each.
In most regions the gum is sorted into

remedy—harmless

25^. 50'', $1.00 per
bottle; the largest size cheapest. At
Take no substitutes.
all druggists.

palatable.

Pike’s Toothache Drops Cure in One Minute.

KodQl

Cure

Dyspepsia
Digests

what you eat.

worth will Show You How.
Rubbing

I

the

back won’t

backache

cure

liniment may relieve, but can’t

A

Backache

They

it in the

saying

certainly by

It artificially digests the food anu aids
Nature la strengthening and recon*

Your Friends and Neighbors in Ells-

from

cornea

the

cure.

inside, from

the exhausted digestive organs. It isthe latestdiscovereddigestr
ant and tonic. No other preparation
It incan approach It in efficiency.

stantly relievesand permanently cures
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache, Gastralgia Cramps and
all other results of iiuptrft,.'., ,I1,_
Prioe50c. and $1. Lurpt- sirecontklnsSH times
^
smalisiae. Book ah about Uyspe,.
Prepared by E. C OeWlTT a CO Chlcaao.

cure

sick

Why try

Pills

tlui.gs
thin.;

get inside.

St.

v

some-

doesn't
MAJOR'S

1

?

stick

to

hi

t.

1
now
CEMC"’T
N -thing
it st..
brer-k ::\pv f: -m it.
t
MAJOR’S
St ck
CEMENT. Rnv once,

kidneys.

Here is Ellsworth proof that this is

ms

months

Coughs

and

structing

tradition among tlie gummers that no
has ever yet taken cold from lying

local

d

Hale’s
Honey of

fHcbkal.

one

spruce forests, however exposed
condition or intense the cold. Certain
it is that they endure rain, snow and cold
with a glowing health that would put the
trained athlete to the blush. The old
expert gummer loves his work, and it is a

9

•1

v"

<>.■!'

All Colds and

seventy years ago; four old copper
dated 1745, 1775, 17S2 and 1«03,
Which were plowed out in a tield by
Mark C. Devereaux and exhibited by him.

boughs, and extremely rough and
the kidneys.
primitive, yet they furnish very comfortable quarters for the men at night. It is
Doan's Kidney
o

Ni.
(>•

home
prices It you can’t buy it
we
will scud one pm'kiu
five, fi.no; 21b. can fi.2o;
»
Ex. paid. Sample poultry
1, S. JOHNSON & CO.. Bosun. Mas5

made of

a

1

1

Powdfc

coiuH,

on

weeks.

^

1

^

of-war

certain needed tools,
as hummer, hatchet, large knife and so
forth; iu the other such a supply of food
as lie thinks will he needed.
The gummer’s stay in the forest depends,

or

condition, inukeatheplumage growquick- ■
ly and gives the gloss so attractive in show ■

usual.

falling down in

over

one

about

ches he stores away

of course,
supply of

on

7.30 p in, B W Russell.

in abundance and of

Maine, New Hampshire, northNew York and Canada. For n any of

the

is

unrKvr.

Apples were shown
good quality. There
was a good shewing of stock.,
particularly
cows, the creameries at Bucksport and
Ellsworth having given an impetus to
that line. The exhibition of faucy work
whs large.
Among curosities exhibited were a
warming-pan brought from Marblehead
by Joseph Hubbard, in 1770; a busk,
such as was worn by our grandmothers,
carved by Horace Heath on board a man-

em-

forests of

41_..

n

G

were

The spruce gum industry gives
ployment to hundreds of men in

on

snow

atibrrtisniunts.

Orlaiul Fair.
The attendance at Orland fair this year
whh the largest in the
history of the fair.
The exhibits were excellent considering t he dry summer. The potatoes were
not quite up to the average, but some
very tine samples were shown.
Pumpkins, squashes, beets and other vegetables,

original state.

ern

advertiser

ui uougwrs
can he fouud?
But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor
stove’s aglow,
The newspaper is read aloud
we
know.’’

a cer-

their own
establishments.
p-ociss in
Tois so-called “manufactured” gum is
pure spruce, but gets its name from the
fact

much;
especially In winter, whop tlm
the ground,
I wonder where your posters a..u

good creatures of God, and to be received with
thanksgiving, or to be abstained from? Charles
Rogers, J T Moore, C Garland.

1

iik.* that for olives

•»

ui,

Bernard.
Twentieth century problems that demand the
attention of the church. W W Ogier, J L
Pinkerton, F A Carter.
What message does the age need from the
Christian pulpit? F II Osgood, pastors at
Wesley and West Tremont.
Are Intoxicating liquors to be regarded as
A

fcttnle f»>r spruce gum stems an hereditary
The pt- pie living umong toe spruce

and there

and your
m

And

Did the evangelists Invent Jesus? M T Anderson, A B Carter, A D Moore, J H Barker.
Relation of the ministry to temperance and
politics. G L Banghart, M S Preble, F V Stanley, J W Hatch.
Characteristics of Methodism, M F Brldgham,
H E McFarland, Robert Sutcliffe, A S Smith.
Is Methodism, In polity, drifting toward Congregationalism? B W Russell; W H Powlesland,
S A Bender, J P Simonton.
Neheiniah's question. Nell. 13:11. ST. HnnII M a flit, pastor at Stonseom, C B Morse, W
lngton.
Value of morality, M S Hill, FW Brooks, 11
Hill,.I Tinting.
What Is retribution? C T Coombs, S M Small,

Pacific slope,” he
“Probably Michigan, according to its
population, usts more of the gum than
any other state in the union. Chicago
the

York

to common sense;
You may talk about your do I.
circulars and such,
But I calculate they don't assi

Dow.

finger across it from east to
west, starting with New York city as the
southern point.
44We sell almost entirely above this line

in

posters and your ads. upou the
fence,
But they ain’t the kind o’ medium- that appeals

Topics for Discussion.
In what degree Is the work of the Christian
church and the Christian ministry reformatory?
W P Townsend, N La Marsh, H E Stetson, D B

and drew his

as

“You talk about

2 p m, W P Townsend.
Tuesday, 7.30 p m, F H Osgood.
Wednesday, 2 pm, Charles Rogers.

market for this
gum was found, Mr. Curtis went to a
large map of the United States which
hung on the wall of his private office,

forests,

were

7 pm, J L Pinkerton.

i.iiu

iiiuuua;,

many|more.”

northern New

heaviest

as

wheelbarrow
among the

baseball,

and other sports
attractions.
races

baby,*

»»!■••*r,iest

Tuesday,

44When asked where tbe

peprtin.

the

Wednesday, 8 a m, M T Anderson.
Wednesday, 7.30 p m, A D Moore.
Preaching Services.

interests of this business.
My first large order, I remember, came
from a St. LouIb firm. I sold them 36,000
boxes, varying from one to two pounds in
each box, and delivered them all during
tbe year. Now we have agents all over
tbe country. One of our men ia to-day in
Butte, Mon., another out on the Pacific
coast. Of course we have scores of competitors, but there is business enough to

down

as

James Cousins took prize

Half Hour Social Services.
Monday, 7 p m, W H M a flit.
Tuesday, 8.30 a m, M S Hill.

Mexico in the

and

MINISTERS.

Western Division Hucksport District
Will Meet In Franklin.
The western division of the Bucksport
district ministerial association will meet
in Franklin Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 22, 23 and 24. Following is
the assignment of services and
topics:

duing a nation to good, healthy, spruce
gum-chewing, as subduing it to tobacco
smoking. Well, 1 have personally visited
almost every city in the United Stales and

—through

Harbor seems

a

prize

awarded

baby.
Bicycle races,

the

METHODIST

In
dling ttie gum from house to house.
this way 1 went all through New England, and the first year I collected $6,000
in mouey.
“Then 1 grew ambitious and wanted to
make the whole United States my field.
U’s just as good an ambition, that of sub-

the

was

and

for medicinal

near

for 1 am now sixty-six years old.
Y'et,” he added, laughing, “I take a still
youthful interest in spruce guin. I began first, way back m 1850, by going
about the country with a cart and ped-

warrant

melts the

only for chewing, the better quality is
bought largely by druggists, and is used

see,

|

elaborate

more

nothing from the Eden
modest fm 'inning has
become a successful yearly institution.
In the vicinity of Salisbury Cove, where
the fair is held, because ot ns nearness
to Bar Harbor, there are some of the
iinest market gardens to be found
in
Hancock county.
One might go far to
find this year a finer collection of fruit
and vegetables.
One of the attractions of the fair this
Harris Colson
year was the baby show.

shears and wrapped in bits of colpaper for the chewing public.
While the second-class gum is used

spruce gum ever put upon the market
in this country,” he said.
“That was in
1850. 1 am no longer a young man, you

f

The

>'*d Thurs-

ored

enterprise.
“I

success.

ngricul-
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Weduesd.-*»

last

fair, which from

sharp

in

more

The steam

a

was

Succiag.

a

of th'

to have detracted

which filters down through the
boughs into the pan. This melted product runs from the pan through an inclined trough into a
large receptacle,
where it cools to about the the consistency of sorghum, when it is taken out,
pulled and stretehed in the same way as
oid-fashioned molasses candy. After the
stretching it is rolled on a board or table,
and little pieces are snipped off with

year.”
knows

and gum.

society

fair

horse show and fair at Bar

spruce

boughs

of this gum has become,
many hundred tons of spruce gum
consumed in the United States every

Mr. Curtis, the

day

hard gum,

marketing

ably

tural

A layer of spruce is put above the
pan, then a layer of second-class gum;
then again alternating layers of

Portland

gum chewers, and for that reason
not realize what an enterprise the

Kden Fair
The annua!

pan.

One of the

is the possessor of lauds, herds and steamboat lines,
and has made nearly all his fortune in
spruce gum.
“The people of New York,” he said to
a New
Y’ork reporter,„ “are not spruce

right'!

111

of the im-

has heard

one

pepsin and rubber gums, hut
fetv people who know of the

girl—who

<

Forest— How

fortune mode in the manufacture

mense

knows where Things nre.
If you set set ten girls at work in a
room, you will find by the third day that
nine of those girls are asking the tenth
girl these questions:
is tins

the

of

<

some

of

“first class” and “second class” either in
the forests or near them.
The first
quality brings from 76 cents to $1 a pound,
and the second—the hard, dark gum—
from 12 to 50 cents.
This second class
goes through the steaming process.
The backwoods manufacturing process
is a separate industry. Hot steam is led
from a small boiler over an immense tin

Gathered and Where Used.

~

ways

<luiu

Nearly every

fn a small town in the state of Iowa.
This J. 13. had had all that he wanted,
and it was his firm intention if he ever
pot another chance he would show what
he was made of.
Many other J. B/s
hsrc* wade similar resolves. After he got
out most everybody pave him the Icy
Mitt, but finally he Accepted a Position
(or, as some might say, Found a Job)
in a Factory. lie started in at $4 a week,
working with the boys, for jail birds cau"
1 to be it!
fhstidious or finicky. They hare to take whatever offers.
So the J. B. started to work.
Now, in every shop or store there is al-

"Where Is the thread?
What shall I do next?
cran1.
Mrs
E
F
pear Maine,
Hussey,
And the tenth girl tolls the others
berries, 1.
whether the work is right and where to
FARM AND GARDEN PRODUCE.
find things Sc what they had better do
Harry Silsby, Amherst, Empire State next. Iu one week this tenth girl will be
potatoes, 1; Beauty of Hebron potatoes, on hand a little earlier in the morning in
2; lied W onions, 2. Alonzo Bragg. O'f’"v net fbn work for the day,
ton, yellow pumpkins, 1. Seth A Watts, and at night she will
stay a little later in
company of colored people furnished Amherst, ruta-bagH turnips, 2.
Archluentertainment on a platform near the son Johnston, Amherst, early northern order to put things away.
And
she
will
show
in
various ways that
The entertainment potatoes, 2; Emperor cabbage, 1; Hubdancing pavilion.
she thinks of the work outside of workbard squash, 2; table beets, 1; hsrmoiiy
consisted of songs, dances, jokes and a
in* i.oui.-. between the time sho goes
1; erot pumpkin, 1. J
In the evening beauty potatoes,
grand cake walk.
Emery, (Jrent Pond, mammoth Chili home at night and the time sho returns
by Wil- squash, 1; improved Boston, 1; citron, 1; iu the morning.
the same
company, assisted
niont
Barclay,
hypnotist, gave an Held pumpkin, 3. J F Emery, new stone
Of course, the quibbler will hero intertomatoes, 3; early rose potatoes, 2; Slate
intertn: iment in their tent.
pose an objection to the effect that the
■ •f Ma ilie
potatoes, 1; 4th of July potatoes,
The
ncipal attraction on the grounds 2. C M Smith, Amherst, feint Swiss peas, probabilities are that the ten girls will
horses.
1; white marrow peas, 1; early Ohio po- be equally stupid, and one and all be abWedi■* -nay was the pulling of
tato* s,l; early northern potatoes, 1, Beauty
solutely listless unless inspired by fear
>m had its cuthusiaslic group of
Kac:.
of Hebron, 3; short white carrot, 3; earof the Blue Envelope or the coming foots.
The loads which these horses liest
ad
tomatoes, 2; Salsify, 2; parsnips, 2; steps of the Boss. I think, however, that
<ied In moving the required four
Red W onions, 3; long red beets, 2; mort- the
*»,<
objection need not be seriously congage-lifter oats, 2; Boston squash, 2;
e s u
K
for the fact is that at least one
new Fiaxon squash, 1;
Essex Hybrid, 2; sidered,
•.* Moore family
again furnished enperson out or ten is not only loyal, nut
111 icr ituukneek
; wnrr«u ituukuci k, i.
A Elijah Richardson, Amherst, cattle beets, has a goodly grain of executive ability
t-riH.-. ment Wednesday afternoon.
1; improved white carrots, 3; long gu that can be cultivated through exercise.
nu'it >er not down on the programme was
cucumbers, 1. E L Silsby, Amherst, Responsibilities gravitate to the person
h.i encounter between two of “de ladies”
table beets, 2.
H L Rowe, Aurora, yellow
who ran shoulder them, and
flows
el he company.
Deputy Sheriff CToaby corn, 2; Minnesota sweet corn, 2; early | to the man who knows how. power
disturbance.
rose potatoes, 1;
w.*-. cat led upon to quell the
American wonder, I;
it so happened
that before the J.
Herbert Dunham, Am1 ue principal event Wednesday was early Maine, 1.
B. was in that factory a month the boys
herst, yellow pumpkin, 2; yellow pie
the baby show. The infants were brought
were
going to him asking him where
pumpkin, 1. E J Brown, Clifton, early
t. tore the judges in the hall and not one
Strawberry potatoes, 1. J H Dai ten, things were. When they ran out of one
kind
of
Hubbard
work, they would ask him what
niuskinellous.
The
were
Amherst,
cried or lost temper.
2;
judges
Dakota red they should do next. And ho, knowing
wise precau- squash, 3; cauliflower, 2;
three out-of-town men—a
of
Hebron
2; Beauty
potatoes, the sequence of the work, would advise
Their decisions were as follows:
tion.
cannon
;
potatoes, 2; pop corn 1. them.
the Charles P
Handsomest girl under one year,
Si'shy, Amherst, yellow-eye
Now, there be employers who are
S E Nickerson, Amuerat, yel3.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ora Mills; beaus,
Proud and Overbearing, but others there
low pumpkin, 2; 4( h of July potatoes, 1;
ho who have Common Sense.
second, Felice Auguita Sumner; third, citron, 2.
And It so
J K Oregg, Amherst, MonHandsomest
Doris Irene Brown.
boy bard squash, 1; water melon, 2; citron happened that the mau who owned the
under one year, Kaipb Fatrcquin; second,
preserves,3. Harold Kenniston, Amherst, factory where the J. B. worked had a
Red W onions, t.
VVm Parks, Clifton,
modicum of Common Sense. Seeing that
Carroll Krnest Frosi; third, Nathan
harmony beauty potatoes, 3: yel oa corn. the J. B. knew where tilings were ami
Handsomest girl between one 1. J F
Collar.
Silsby, Mariaville, table carrots, what should be done next and that the
B VV Siisny,
Lather
Ak-eu
Mace. 1; ruta-hagga turnips, 3.
and two
years,
J. B. put the work away at night and
Amherst, Empire Stste potatoes, 2; new
Handsomest boy between one and two
got it out in the morning and planned
J F Oregg, Melrose
green potalots, 1.
child
for'
Samuel
Largest
Hi'sby.
years,
things at home and picked things up inmunktne;Ions.
Win M Parks. Clifton, V
Smallest
child
for
Collur.
Nathan
stead of walking over them or kicking
K Beans, 1:
age,
pea 1). arts, 1; 10 varieties
•••’**
c
> F
1
A
in
hers*
Ge
,■
?'i'V why the Boss encouraged the
Mace.
bean**,
Archer,
age, Lather A'eeu
hurley, 1; RT English turnip-, 2; tank- J. B. and Raised his Wages.
I he fair cb sed with a grand ball at the
ard turnips, 3; Ho* ton squash, 1; .M arbleSo the .1 B. evolved into n Right Hand
Hicks
town ball Wednesday «. veiling.
liead Mjuffcli, 1; Hubbard squu-h, 1: imp
Man. and in time came to know a deal
orchestra, of Btiigur, furnished music.' parsnips, 1 ; sugur beets, 1; table beets, 3; more about the details of the business
Geo i*
Tne hail was tilled lo overflowing, about eHttle csrruis, 1; table carrots, 2.
than the Boss, and, I believe erer.tnally
riitnsweet corn, 1;
: Archer, jr,, Clifton,
120 couples being
present. A chicken i*hga tu.mps, 1; 1* T turnips, 3, imtn- married tin* daughter of the Boss, inherit'd hi> money A became sole owner of
rnolh early encumbers, 2; white carrot,
supper v. as seivtd in the lower iiuil at
2; early rose poiatoes, 3; «r|y Manic po- the Factory; but of these things I am
midnight.
Dakota red, 1; P rose, 1; c*n
tatoes,
2;
n t
eertain. so I do uot record them.
rhe success of tliis fair is due to the
J F Finery largest
non, 1; new que*-n, 2.
But the little incident I am about to reefforts of the officers of the society. They pumpkin amt squash, 1
rt E Nickerson,
cord
really happened. One day the Boss
(iio I*
largest pumpkin and squash, 2
arc: Fresidetit, Herbert T. Siishy, Aurora;
Archer, Aintierst, best display potatoes, saw two girls who worked in the factory
A.
D
Archer,
Amherst;.
vice-president,
1; best disp-ay garden produce, 1. C M coming in with a basket of wild clematis.
secretary ami ir. u-urer, Arthur W.Silsby, •Smith, h'-st display potatoes, 2; best dis- These girls proceeded to festoon the pilDr.
J.
H.
Fatten,
lars of tin* big room with the beautiful
Amherst; directors,
play garden produce, 2.
Forest O. Silaby and J. G. Dunham, Am- ;
FLOWERS.
plant. "Who told you to do that?” demanded the Boss.
C M Smith, Amherst, decoration bouherst; U. F. Jsilsby and ii. L Kowe,
Mrs Geo
"Why. Mr. So-and-so,” said the girls,
Aurora; J. F. F.mery, Great Fond; C. F. : quet, 2; collection of astors, 2.
F Archer. Amherst, dahlias, 1; giadioiiaH
referring to the J. P*.
Silaby, Mariaville and L. Z. Brown, 1; I lies, 1; toy ors,|l; chrysanthemums, 1;
"I >id you send those girls away during
Clifton.
pansies, 1; petron a, 1; decoration bouworking hours after weeds?” asked the
Marshal Forest <>. Milaby and Deputy
quet,!; ruses, 1; verbenas, gratuity pre- Boss shortly after of the J. B.
mium.
■Sheriff Crosby maintained the best of
"You
"Certainly.” was the answer.
see, I noticed those particular girls seemorder.
Old Town to Washington In Canoe.
ed very white and npt very strong and
a
list
of
Following is
premiums
and
Peter Nicola, sort of nervous and worn—they say
“Big Thunder"
awarded:
from
Old
started
Penobscot
Indians,
they have things tough at home—and I
HOK&ES, CATTLE, SHEEP, ETC.
to Washington
just thought I would try to improve their
A Jouiibuu, Amherst, Domain cow, 1. Town Friday on their trip
complexions ami spirits by giving them
in a birch canoe. The Indians of Indian
Fred Grover, Mariaville, 3-year-old driving stallion, 1; Holstein Cow, 1; hull calf 1 island gathered on the shore tu see them a run out in the sunshine.”
"Oho!
You thought they W’ere getJennie Dunham. Mariaville, Holstein calf, off.
1. W Dunham, Mariaville, Holstein bull
ting Prison Pallor, did you?”
It is doubtful if a trip of this discalf, 2. Joseph K Gnes, Amherst, Jersey
"Yes. you guessed It.
I was thinking
tance was ever made in so small a craft or
cow, 1; yearling heifer. 3. Adeibert Giles,
store
of supplies.
Aurora, flock Bra tuna h ns and rooster, 1. with so small a
“And so contrived nn excuse to send
Llijah Uichardson. Amherst, Jersey cow, Nat urally, not much of a load could be the girls on r two mile walk out across
2; Jersey cow, 3;
Jersey bull calf, 1
the
fields ?“
CA K.cbardann, Aminr**,
driving
pr
“Yes.“
William Grover, Amherst, her of Indian relica, such as arrow-heads
hursts, 1.
brown
“Had Prison Pallor yourself, eh?"
white Lghorn
hens, 1;
Leg- aiul rude implements used by the tribe
Amhorn
1.
ens.
HoJlck,
“Yio."
Harry
years ago, the goods taken consisted of a
C
M
2.
Smith,
herst, Jersey heifer,
“Used to look into a pocket mirror and
s nail tent, a frying-pan and quantity of
thought it was a Ghost?"
Harold Kemiiston, Am- 1 canned goods.
Jersey calf, 1
“Possibly."
herst, yoke work oxen, 1 M Chick, Am- | The first stop of the Indians was
“Never saw the blue sky
except
herst, yeirliug Jersey heifer, 1. L E Cristy j at
a
few provisions through a grating or when walking lockwhere
Bangor,
1.
2
Harry j
Amherst, yr Ayrshire heller,
step across a stone paved courtway."
Silsby, A inherit, twin yearling steers 1; were purchased.
2 yr steers, 2
J F Gregg, Amherst,
“You have it.”
The canoe in which the tr p is being
2
I'
E
1.
Aurora,
yr
Silsby,
Jersey cow,
“Well, look here, J. 11.
Don’t stand
the ordinary size, made of
made is of
Durham lieifer. 1. Earnest Roberts, Am- I
around
here keeping me from work.
I
herst, yearling Durham bull.l; pr matched j birch bark and put together with wooden wish t’ Lord 1 could find a few more J.
work horses, 2.
N H Grover, Amherst, j pina according to the old lypj of buddP.'s to
run this shebang.
And, sav,
yearling Jersey bull.l; 2 yr driving stal- | ing canoes, but it is a good one, and looks make a help
little list of ttie pale, nervous,
lion, 1. Mrs Geo F Archer, jr, Clifton, I
and
load
is
Its
substantial.
weight
yellow and scared girls ami send them
white Wyand. tie chicks, 1.
Adelbe-t; very
Moore, Mariuv uie, yoke 2 > r o*d steers, 1. not more than two man can carry easily. out by turn for clematis whenever the
I’Uas P Silsby, Aurora, pr matched horses, It Is fitted for a sail which will be used sun shines. Don't stand around keeping
1.
John F. uitgg, Amherst, Guernsey i
me from work.
Don’t you think 1 have
the wind is favorable.
calf, 1.
Frank Dunham,
Amherst, pr I when
anything to do myself? Go on with
The Indians expect to make the trip in
steer calves, 1.
Harry Silsby, Amherst,
you!”—Philistine.
Thomas Burke, Amnative heifer, 1.
about a month, but much will depend on
Geo F Archer,
herst, Durham cow, 2
They have rethe wind and weather.
She Sat Still.
Amherst, driving colt, 1. M K Husiam,
ceived letters from many of the lightIn one of the public schools of a large
Waltham, driving horse, 1.
house keepers along the coast inviting
fity, while the school was in session, a
DAIRY, CULINARY, APIARY.
Mrs F C Grover, Mariaville, butter, 2. them to stop on the way, ss their guests, transom window fell out with a crash.
Mrs E C Dunham, Mariaville, brown and the invitations will be accepted in By some means the cry of “Fire!" was
bread, 1. Miss Jennie Dunham, Maria- a most every case, thus making the trip a raised and a terrible panic ensued. The
ville, brown bread, special. Clara Nickscholars rushed into the street, shrieking
one and assuring the Inerson, Amherst, maple syrup, 1; yeast very pleasant
in wild dismay. The alarm extended to
treatand
rest
of
a
of
good
dians
1.
C F Silsby,
place
Mariaville, honey,
bread,
teachers also, one of whom actually
1. MraCF Silsby, Mariaville, butter, 1; ment. The store of canned goods will be the
jumped from the window.
brown bread, 2.
Mrs Elijah
Brimmer,
as needed
time
to
from
time
replenished
Among hundreds of children with
Mariaville, cheese, 1. Mabelle Giles, Am- at
the towns and cities where stops are
whom the buUding was crowded was one
herst, 14 varieties cooking, 2. Mrs L 11
Mrs
Gil3.
made.
girl, among the best in the school, who,
Robinson, Amherst, butter,
mau Jordan, Waltham, cheese, 2.
Magthrough all the frightful scene, mainAs soon as Washington is reached, the
gie Grover, Amherst, 19 varieties cooking, Indians will call on President McKinley. tained entire composure.
The color inD Hattie Crockett, Amherst, 6 varieties
in
Washington,
deed forsook her checks, her lips quiverA few days will be passed
cooking, 3. Mrs Fannie Crockett, Am- exhibiting the relics and canoe in which ed, the tears stood in her eyes, but she
herst, crab apple jelly, 2. Mrs Geo H the trip was made. The canoe will theu moved not. After order had been restorMrs E J be sold and the return home made by
2.
{*ragg, Clifton, wild16honey,
ed and her companions had been brought
varieties preserves, rail.
Hussey, Amherst,
back to their places the question was
1! 8 varieties jelly, 1. Mary C Silsby,
asked how she came to sit so still withAurora, age 7 yrs, loaf brown bread,
A Large Gain Reported.
special premium.
out apparent alarm when everybody else
Watekville, Me., Sept. 28, 1900.—Henry J.
was in such a fright.
OIL PAINTINGS.
“My father," said
Collins, residing at 14 Drummond Ave., this
Mrs J II Patten, Amherst, original oil city, who was troubled with a kidney difficulty she, “is a fireman and knows what to do
painting, 1 and 2; figures, 2; landscape, 1; and bad pimples on his face and body, has been In such a case, and he told me if there
strawberries, 1; fruit, 2; collection of entirely cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and has was an alarm of fire in the school I
paintings, 1; best display, 1. Mrs B W
must just sit still.”—London
Sunday
Silsby, marine, 1; figures, 1; flowers, 1 and gained over 50 pounds in weight.—Advt.
School Times.
landscape, 2; animals, 1; painting ou
night.
Ay >l:e of cat tic caused excitement Tuesday morning by running away in the
cattle rir■ *r, hut became entangled in the
and were capturtd
rope of the enclosure
before much damage was done.
In th afternoon I he Moore family and

|

! The Jaif Bird Bosa !

JJest

I lie

ardson, Amherst, Bellflowers, 1. W (J O
eutt, Amherst, Uravenstein, 1; Alexander, *r=
lie
2;
Fameuse, 2; golden russets, 1; 4* >-*4* *4* -x-4* -x-4* -x-4*•# 4* x- 4* x- 4** 4* * 4* "• 4* x- 4* ”■ 4*
Wealthy, 1. F C Grover, Mariavilie,
Nort hern spies, 2; King of Tompkins Co,
There was a Jail Bird once upon a time
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FINE EXHIBITION.
o0oi) EXHIBIT
STOCK THE BABY

Richard
Elijah Rich-

MAINK SrillTK GUM.

Jos

so:

■

Mr.

John Chapman, of Spring St.,

Birch Ave., says:
the back that it
At times it

misery,
a

was

was so

and at

have been

“1

night I

urinary weakness

was

account

of
her

lame in

I

was

I

prevented

spent dollar
My

wife

of Doan’s Kidney Pills in

and insisted

They did

of good,

more

me a

on

me

MAJOR

ever

1

? .-«r. 1
E<TA«1.1SMKII is
jrer Dtritu*

■
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-ihciu.
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CITY.

Hrrjal Xotirca.

one

subscriber hereby gives notice that
X he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate’of
Fred W. Mood,
late
of
in
u
of
Ellsworth,
ounly
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law
directs.
All persons having
demands
«».t
id deagainst the estatceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediate y.
September 21, a. d. 1900. Fd vki J Loan.

rpHE

using

wonderful amount

than anything I

an

saw

that she went to Wiggin’s drug
box

Two separate

me

so

a

is

good;

upon

Bangor papers which impressed

them.

as

hi'icve
the
don't
substitutcr.
MAJOR’S LEATHER.

in

the

store, got

lor-

buy

1 here

nothing

15

which

will

ever.

annoyed with

dollar trying to be cured.
an

you
so

hard to get around.

painful that

from sleeping well.

near

used.”

subscriber hereby
rpHE
X she has been duly

notice that
gr.
appoin’ed administratrix of the estate of Lydia A. Springer,
of Ham-net.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole late of Lamoine, in the com
deceased, and given bonds as he law directs.
All
demands
:,
t tin
n;
eshaving
for
persons
the
U.
S.
agents
tate of said deceased are des
t to present
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take the same for settlement, a:
thereto are requested to make t
nt imAnnie L. Wabdwbll.
I mediately.
no other.
September 1, a. d. 1900.

For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents.
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When the lovely "Mystery” had first
appeared at the shop, little attention had
been given to her. With the aonteness of
those who meet hundreds daily in this
great establishment, she had been diagnosed as a young woman who had come
to choose some simple gift for a comrade
in her own walks of life. The clerk who
came forward to serve her merely hoped
she would not ask to buy an empty jewel box with the firm name therein.
There was a lad of perhaps 14 years accompanying the girl—a lad in ill fitting,
but carefully mended clothes.
Walking up to a counter where were
displayed the sterling silver goods, she
ask<d to see some articles.
“Do you wish sterling silver or plate
goods?” asked the clerk.
The blue eyes looked at him with stern
surprise as she said:

5f

.

THrli M” I
I
I

Fancy Goods, Small Wares,
Hosiery and Underwear.

“Sterling.”
The clerk carefully found a tiny, emaciated cucumber server and laid it on the
velvet

pad.

Without giving it more than a cursory
she asked:
“Have you nothing more attractive
than these trifling articles to show?”
The clerk suggested she make a tour
of the show cases and see if there was any
piece of which she approved. Down the
store she walked slowly, so graceful a
figure as to attract many approving
glances. Pausing before a case, she asked to have shown her a loving cup. With
ill concealed amazement, he lifted out
the smallest one among the six sizes dis-

glance,
We have never claimed our

goods to lie the cheapest in quality. We
have no desire for such a reputation, for we know that cheapness without
excellence ignores a vital element. If we sold so cheap a quality of goods
or such big trash as some dealers are selling, it would not only lie cheap in
price but it would be i>oor merchandise which our customers would lie
getting. We do things differently: we give

VALUE FOR VALUE.
offer we guarantee to be of good quality and of good
value. The woman who patronizes this store knows what she is buying;
there is no deception or misrepresentation; she knows she is getting a

Everything

we

played.
“Twenty-four dollars,” said the clerk
with icy solemnity.
Glancing at it indifferently, she said:
“Show* me the tallest one, please.”
It was handed out, and, without a

good quality of goods at a fair value. We have done business in Ellsworth
for thirty years, and during that time we have sold more dry goods than
all the other dealers combined.
The reason is we always try to give our

word, the girl took it up. looked it over,
held it aloft at arm'a length, set it on
the showcase, backed away from it,

customers

VALUE FOR VALUE.
For the fall

__i

VALUE,

the only place to get it is at

M. GALLERT’S.

|
j|
j|

Different

15

Departments

j|

15

j|

Fully Stocked.

(* DEPT.

1—Cloaks, Capes, Ladies* Suits, Dress Skirts.
11
——Silk, Wash Wool Waists, Petticoats, Cotton Underwear,!*
!
Wrappers.

•*

|!

3—Dress Goods, Silks and Velvets.

a

4—Carpetings, Kugs and Matting.
^
6—Draperies, Curtains and Portieres.
jl
O—Blankets, Table Linen, Crashes, Towels and Housekeepers’ (I
Goods.
11
7—Prints. Sheetings and Domestics.
(•
<
8—Dress Linings of all kinds.
*
9—Embroidery Linens and Materials for Fancy Work.
IO—Dress Trimmings and Dressmakers' Materials.
5
11—Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Kid, street and Driving Gloves; <|
Silk, Taffeta and Cashmere Gloves; Wool and SilkMit-(l
tens; Boys’, Misses’and Children's Gloves and Mittens. (*
!*
12—Hosiery, Underwear and Yams.
<
13—Corsets of all the leading makes and styles.

||
11
w

“

1“

“

“

“

Patronize the leading and best dry goods
store in Eastern Maine, thereby getting the

1“

<i

J|

best results—

(I

j|

VALUE FOR VALUE.

?

M.

-wr

i The
w

»>r w a

I

QALLERT.

EUREKA
w-^w

^

14—Laces and Embroideries.
16—Small Wares and Notions.

0

ELECTRIC SPRAYER,
for

spraying plants, destroying potato bugs, flies

?

C?

lX.IL<LClv»i?
lice
cattle and
horses.
For Cattle and Horses.
J
PEARL, AGATE and GRANITE WARE.
CROCKERY and TIN WARE.

rLY

^

or

FISHING TACKLE.

on

Stoves and Furnaces.

BLUE-FLAME OIL STOVES—the only odorless oil stove in
Hot Water and Steam

J.
Main Street,

Heating.

P.

Plumbing

l>Mr

County Xetcs,

see

DuBols

left

for

Ellsworth,

building material from EllsHarbor this fall.

John Kimball is stopping at home for a
few weeks. He has been employed on the
steamer “Ruth” during the summer.
Oct. 2.
Plutarch.

Bostot

Friday.
Capt. William D. Scott arrived bom<
Tuesday.
Charles W. SpofTord left Thursday for

Miss Lila Meader is teaching school in
district No. 3.

Mark
burned

visit in Portland.
Miss Bessie H. Gross arrived home from
Rockland Thursday.
8. 8. Scott was in Southwest Harboi
Monday and bought three horses and sis

H. Haynes, whose house was
recently, is preparing to build

soon.

Mrs.

Irene Richardson and Mrs. \Tienna

Harrington,

of

Lowell, Mass.,

relatives here.

wagons.

Capt. Charles Gray has
Miss Gertrude Green, who has been
proved since having several
spending the summer with her parents, ations performed at
Bangor.
left Friday for Cambridge.

Oak

are

visiting

Aubrey L. Alley returned home from
New York on the schooner “Storm Petrel”, last Saturday.

Frank T. Marshall left town last week
for Philadelphia to join the “S. G.
Haskell’'.

Oct. 1.

Me.

worth to Bar

other pages

Idle-

Mrs. Annie

use.

Specialty.

ELDRIDGE,

-------

carrying
For Additional

a

greatly imsevere

oper-

F. J. S.

Point.

The bay coasters are busily engaged in

j

l__

L._i__.ij..

_

iu

tie wrinkle of anxiety made its mark on
her forehead, her lips gathered in a perturbed pucker and said:
“What is the price?”
“Sixty dollars,” with unnecessary distinctness.
“You may have it packed. 1 will take
it.”
“What address, madam?” asked the
flabbergasted attendant.
“This boy will wait and take it when

usual, we scoured the markets for goods best
adapted, the latest in style, best in quality, reasonable in price and large
in assortment
We have no superiors in our line of business, and are
equal with the best of them. If you want
season, as

VALUE FOR

_:.u

The procession of low prices is
moving
right along, headed by advertisers in
THE AMERICAN.

Continued from page .5.
the

city.

The order of

march

was

as

follows:

First Division.
Police
Monaghan’s Band
Grand Marshal A R Devereux
Aides:
Col. John F Whitcomb, 8J Morrison, F
C Burrill, Curtis R Foster

City

Government

Carnival Committee
Fire Department Officers
Visiting Firemen and Citizens
Senator Hale Hose Co., Ellsworth
Dirigo Running Team, Brewer
Ticonic Engine Co., Ellsworth Falls
Ticonic Hose Co., Ellsworth Falls
Eureka Running Team, Ellsworth
Bangor Steamer and Running Team with
Engine “Liberty No 4“
Old Hunneman Engine. Ellsworth, with
Bangor crew
Eagle Hose Co., Orono
Eagle Engine Co., Orono
Dirigo Engine, Ellsworth
Excelsior Engine. Stillwater
Old Town Running Team.
Second Division.
Marshal’s Aides:
Edward J Drummcy, W W Morrison.
John C Gordon. George S Foster,
Willis Dunn
LyDch’s Band, Ellsworth Falls
Business
College, Portland
Gray's
Buxton’s Medical Co
M J Drummcy
Lewis Friend & Co
Hat born Farm Co
Ellsworth 8team Laundry
J. T. Ctlppen (2 teams)
F. B. Aiken
Elmer E. Rowe (2 teams)
Walter R. Parker Clothing Co

Fantastics:
Walter 8mith
Art hur McDonald
Curtis Taylor
The parade formed on Main street, west
of the bridge.
The line of march was
across the .bridge
to Water street, to
Frauklin street, to Pine street, to High
street, to |Oak street, to Birch avenue, to
State street, to Main street, to High
street and disband.
The menimade a fine appearance In the
line. Senator Hale hose company “did

ney, with hie eturdy crew from Ellsworth Falls, weering gray tweeters end
white cepe, looked bualneea like.
Bengor eteemer wee much admired.
To-morrow people |w111 have e cbence to
see her pley.
The company has brought
over her full spperstus, with deluge eet,
end will show how e modern eteemer
fights fire. Old Hunneman engine with
packed.”
She coolly produced six $10 bills, paid her Bangor crew was recognized and
them away without a glance at the as- cheered all along the line.
tonished clerk, walked gracefully down
Eagles of Orouo, in their natty whitethe shop and disappeared in the crowded
p-uiijtd helmets, looked the prize winners
street.
Excelsior engine of
The money was subjected to rigorous j tnat they are.
inspection by the head bookkeeper and Stillwater brought over a good crew.
Old Town running team did not wear
its genuineness vouched for.
That was a year ago last October, and parade uniforms, but parade uniforms
ever since at
intervals the “Mystery” do not indicate speed.
has appeared.
Her entrance at the shop
M. J. Drummey’s Irish jaunting car,
was always the occasion
of significant
trimmed with flowers, was the handlooks exchanged between the clerks.
somest feature of the trades’ procession.
One clerk chanced to think that the j
HAND ENGINE CONTEST.
“Mystery" had not been in for some j
The engine contest took place at noon
weeks.
“Not since Lent came in,” he
said, suddenly remembering the fact.
to-day. It was an ideal day for a play-out,
“Why.” he cried, “1 never thought of wdh hardly a breath of airstirring. Five
it before, but she never has bought an nr- j
engines played. Following Is the record:
tide during Lent, last year or this. She
ft.
in.
must have been buying wedding silver
Hunneman, of Ellsworth, with
all the time.”
Bangor crew. 171 6U,
Only once or twice had the “Mystery” Excelsior, Stillwater. 1S3 2
bought jewelry: once at the holiday sea- Ticouic, Ellsworth Fails. 202 7U
son she had crowded
her way to the Dingo, Ellsworth. 181 6
counter where were displayed lorgnette
Eagle, Orono. 172 5
chains. There, selecting two of the most
Ticouic takes first, $75; Excelsior secbeautiful and expensive designs, she took oud, $50, and Dingo third,
$25.
them on approval, paying with large bills
WASHINGTON COUNTY CROWD.
the sum of $250. and leaving the shop acThe noon tram to-day brought the Eastcompanied by the inevitable boy.
“I’m going to follow’ her,” said one of port band and:a big crowd from Washington county.
the interested salesmen.
Follow her he did one day, after she
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
hnd bought a beautiful toilet set in silver
The programme for this afternoon at
deposit work. He saw the boy leave her
and turn into Union square.
The girl Wyman park includes hose reel race, 2 30
walked with businesslike alertness until and 2.24 classes trotting and drawing of
she came to one of the great department oxen. There will he the entertainment
stores.
Here, in the reception room, she features as reported yesterday afternoon.
waited until there appeared a middle
aged woman, whose identity was partialRIVER CARNIVAL TO-NIGHT.
ly disclosed ns the suburbanite by the
lu-iugui iuc ui(j inci carnival will isae
flat, but later to be apoplectic handbag
place od the river near the Main street
bo near to the out of town shonner’s heart
and pocket book.
bridge. A procession of club floats and
The “Mystery** greeted her warmly.
1 idividual
boats will form below tbe
“Auntie, I’m so glad you’ve come. I’ve bridge and pass up the river and under
got just half an hour to take lunch with the bridge. Tt ere will be an
engagement
you.’’
between the fleet and a fort ou the bank,
So, seated at a table in the restaurant
and display of firework*.
of the place, their frugal meal is eaten.
The day will close with a ball.
While she eats she says:
"You know, auntie. I told you about
TO-MORROW’S PROGRAMME.
buying all Mr. Kelsteen’s wedding presTo-morrow morning there will be a
ents for him.
Well. I’ve had more fun
contest
between steam fire engines—
this year than ever before. You know he
sells pianos and organs and pianolas and 2 iHhrioc, fcof Augusta, and Liberty, of
other mechanical instruments, besides B*ngor. This (Will be tbe first steam
music, to hundreds of people all over the ire engine contest ever held lu Hancock
city and state: there is so much competi:>unty.
There*} will also be races for
tion in our business that we have to do
everything to keep the trade. Almost professional runners, open to tbe State,
iome of tbe fastest men in the State will
every week some music teacher or her
The races are 103-yards dash,
daughter or sister or some organist or inter.
out of town dealer gets married.
fJO-yards dash and relay race.
Well,
Mr. Felftteen gets an invitation to every
lu the afternoon there will be a football
wedding; that means a wedding gift. He fame between Cberr>field academy and
is a bachelor, you know, so he asks me
Sllsworth high school. The 2 35 and 2.19
to go and select the presents.
All 1 have
'lasses will be trotted, and there will be a
to do is to buy something
large that
peg race for farmers.
makes a big show. I’ve asked him to let
The carnival
will
close to-morrow
me buy some jewelry, but no—it must be
a big piece of
light with an entertainment and bail.
something.
“Ever since I’ve been his stenographer
I’ve had women come in our store and
NORTH KLLSWORTH.
put on airs to me. and I’ve got sick of it.
Bo now, when I go to buy these presents.
The seven-year-old daughter of Mr. and
I put on airs and act just as
snippily as I
lira. John Phillips died at Bangor Thurstau—just like the swell womeu do. But
lay. Funeral was held here Saturday,
I am ready to die laughing if I wasn’t
iev. J. P. Simontor. officiating.
playing a part.
Mr. Eelsteen has a
fiance©.
I buy her presents, too, for
him.
I bought her, oh, the sweetest
lorgnette chai for a Christmas present,
an opal chain!
Oh. my I’*
, br additional County News *<«? other
payee.
The girl emptied wbe contents of her
purse into her lap. found there 23 cents,
•luahlll.
with which she paid for both luncheons,
F. P. Greene on Monday received a
placed the empty portemonuaie back in
lespatch from the quartermaster’s deher pocket and bade her aunt good by.
As she passed out she said under her
1 triment at San Francisco, Cal., anbreath:
louncing the arrival there of the body of
“I’ve got to walk home tonight. But 1 lis son, James A. Greene, whose death at
never mind.
Toor auntie is even poorer 1 rlanila was reported some time age. The
than I am, though it doesn’t seem as if I
►ody was forwarded from San Francisco
any one could be.**—New York Sun.
i Saturday night, for Bluehill, by way or
1 Sllswortb.
Hla Own Interest.
"A perfect gentleman never forgets
Loud laughter is always low, but low
himself,’’ said the man with a good mem1 ftugbter is never loud.
ory for phrases.
“Then,” remarked Senator Sorghum,
When a man reaches that point in his
"I may assume to rank in that distin< areer where he is satisfied with himself,
guished class. Whenever there was anytis usefulness on earth is at an end.
thing passing around, no matter what
When a married woman goes forth to
the clamor from constituents and place
hunters might be, I never neglected to 1 lok after her rights, her husband usually
aemember myself.”—Washington Star.
tays at home and nurses his wrongs.

COUNTY NEWS.

Neb tic h m cl ne 7.7.H h.
You, Nchuchndnezzah, whoa, sah?

MEET.

ALDKRMEN

FAIR AND CARNIVAL.

Hoard Talks of streets, Sewers and
Taxes—Rolls of Accounts.
The full board of aldermen was present
at the regular October meeting on Monday
evening, Mayor Greely presiding. There
was much
informal discussion of city
and
sewers
affairs—streets, sidewalks,
taxes -but very little formal actlcn was
taken on any of these matters.
The need of a more solid floor for the
basement under the engine house was set
forth by Chief Engineer Browu. There is
no floor to the basement, and at most
is a mud-hole.
seasons of the year it
There was talk of trying crushed rock on
it. The matter was left to the committee
on Are department.
The dangerous condition of the road at
Weaver’s flat, where deep ditches have
been built at either side for drainage, was
discussed. The advisability of putting up
a railing
was
considered. The matter

Whar Is you try In’ to go, mh?
I'd hat» you for lo know, tab,
/’»«• avoidin' ob «le lines.
You l*etter slop dat prancin';

Look heah, mule* Reiter min’ outlast I'lng you know you'll lln' out
How quick I'll wear dls line out
On your ugly stublm'n bark.
You needn't try to steal up
An* lir dat precious heel up;
You's got to plough dls flel' up,
You has, sah, for a far.'.

I>ar, dal’s de way to do It!
He's cornin’ right down to It;
Jes' watch him plowin't'roo It!
Dls nigger ain't no fool.
Some folks dev would V beat him;
Now, dat would only heal him
1 know jes' kbw to treat him;

over

sheep and
Delinquent

for

a

allowed

*4

by dogs.
the subject

ol

was

was

discussion and sore vexation ol
spirit. Every board has its struggle with
this question; the present board Is at it
It has taken a little more strenuous measures than
most
boards. At
Monday'*
meeting it ordered the city treasurer tc
pay within three weeks the temporary
loans made in anUiipat>uu of laxes. There
is not enough money to pay these loans.
That means that the treasurer may have
to issue bis “warrant of distress”. A warrant of distress means business.
The street commissioner was instructed
much

to

notify

•

»ilap

P*ny.
The committee on street lights reported
light# not burning during the month 196
hours. The report was filed.
ROLL*

Kolia of

of

Highways.

ammnivmn a

aaveriisers

|

art

1C
156 «
24 3C
«1 66

The merchant who does not advertise in
dull season makes it more profitable for
those who do advertise.
a

SALARY ROLL.

High school.
City school*.
ROLL or ACCOUNTS NO.
FCNI».

j

People who advertise only occasionally

#741 II

TEACHERS'

j

overlook the fact Mat most persons have
short memories.

ROLL.

Sidewalks.
Bridges ..
Bock crusher.

NAME.

School house, A 51

iam

passed as follows:

STRUCT COMMISSIONER'S

|

totting down the price-bars into the field
of bargains.

troorsrs.

account* were

f

••••*

How lo Keep Violela Fresh.
A boquet of violela may be kept
crlap
and fresh for several days with a little
care.
At night fill a deep aoup-plate with
cold water, place the violela in this and
cover with a howl.
Set the dish in a cool
place.—Ladies' Home Journal.

the water

rhiPM It fn t Ka

mule.

—ExcHangr,

excavations

It hlmulf anH

a

Is dls heah me, or not me?
Or Is de dobldl got me?
Was dat a cannon shot me?
Hah I laid heah more'n a week?
Dat mule do kick amazin''
l>e beast \|£* sp’lled a raisin’—
Hut now I 'spec! he’s grazin'
On de oder side de creek.

company to put street*
had
been made, in
proper order. If work is not done, the
street commissioner was instructed to dc
where

wld

He'd fotch a mighty tlgger.
He would, I tell you! Yes, sah'
.Ser how he keeps a cllcken't
He’s ns gentle as a chicken.
An’ nebber thinks o’ kickin'—
Wbon dar! Xrbuchadnetzah’

lamb killed

taxes

rea$on

He minds me like a nigger.
If he was only bigger

to the next

action was taken.
Leonard J. Maddocks

j

—

You mus'

meeting.
Need of railings at the approaches to the
Doyle bridge was al«o discussed, but nc
went

j

You’* pow'ful fond ob dancin'.
Hut I'll bet my yeah's advancin'
Dat I'll cure you ob your shines.

«.

#jrr

oq

1,0.0

OC

SbbiitutmmtB.

#I,1«0(C

Women

as

Well

as

Men

AMOUNT.

Foster,

#

Stratton A Wcseott,
Henry L Hoot,
Klwanl Haney,
A 51 Foster,
1> Harrington,

1
Jfi
1
5
46

73
17
l»3
0(1
SC i
3 30
10 oo
6 61
6 75
10 £0
9 00

Are Made Miserable

by

Kidney Trouble.

Kidney trouble preys upon the mind, discourages and lessens ambition; beauty, vigor
and cheerfulness soon
•
disappear when the kidneys are out cf order
“or diseased.
g iq
Kidney trouble his
become so prevalent
Edward Haney.
School,
30 0C
W S Moon,
that it ts not uncommon
2R76
22 CO
Geoige (larland,
/ for a child to be born
Insane poor,
Mr* Joslah Williams,
/afflicted
with weak kid30
45
1
Maine Insane bo-pita I,
lu6 16
neys. If the child urinIlf1-vTb. -**-*—““
ates too often, if the
Supt of school-, William H Dres-cr,
43 KJ
urine scalds the flesh or if. when the child
Fire dept.
Milter Smoke Protector Co, 12 ou
reaches
an
Columbia H A L Co,
age when it should be able to
oC 00
control the passage, it Is yet afflicted with
C A Gray,
12 50
O II Treworgy,
bed-wetting,
depend upon It. the cause of
1 GO
: th
difficulty is kidney trouble, and the first
Tlconlc Hose Co,
120C0
should be towards the treatment cf
John itrauy,
yoo step
1 these
This unpleasant
important organs.
Police,
43 uO
Timothy Donovan,
trouble
is due to a diseased condition cf the
Hiram C Lord.
43 00
;
and
bladder
and
not
to a habit as
kidneys
Charles I Welch,
Library,
10 30
most people suppose.
t han K I^iurlat Co,
165 61
Women as well as men are made misKile worth Water Co,
4 ‘20
erable with kidney and bladder trouble,
High school, Charles I Welch,
12 is j
; and both need the same great remedy.
Text books,
Ginn A Co,
37 13
The mild and the immediate effect cf
J L Hammett Co,
13 10
Swamp-Root Is soon realized. It is sold
D C Heath A Co,
2 25
by druggists, in fiftySliver, l.uniett A Co,
1 00
cent and one
dollar.
John K Doyle,
Contingent.
24 00
|
sizes. You may have a
Hiram W Nason,
2 00
bottle
mail
Wm K McGowu,
sample
by
2 00
free, also pamphlet telltu->t
Home or
B K Murang,
1 10
Fred L Frazier,
ing all about it. Including many of the
4 0
thousands
of
testimonial letters received
BKbr.y,
7S0u
from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
a a mwj,
4 jjj
& Co.. Binghamton, N. Y., be sure and
Clara 1 Carter,
25
mention this paper.
Lyon Platinum Pen Co,
2 to
I) W Carney,
j oo ,George W Patten,
2 0»
Herman K ili l,
lb** J Treworgy,
William K Joy,
Most* Cottle,
Charles Couie,
John Lake,

ry!

|

_

John W

McCarthy,

Hilbert

Prole,
George E Higgins,
L H Wyman,
Molt W Jelllaon,
John Donuvan,
A W Cushman,
Charles Cottle,
John Brady.
T f Mahoney,
Maurice Downey,
William Whitby,
Alexander Rogers,
Charles II Leslie,
Herbert E Patten,
Ellswotih Water
OW Tripp,
Fred

Electric

A

Co,

Spaulding,
Leonard J Maddocks,
lights, Ellsworth Water Co,
Total.

2 00
4 to
4 00

2t U0
3 .»>
20 25
8000
4 oo

5 or)
24 00
15 00
20 25
300
4'0
2

00

33
I t0

g

1 00
00
$137 50
4

*1.316 US

better than a prospectus.
Newspaper circulation is what counts for
advertisers.
A

record is

Advertising is like learning to swim.
Have confidence, strike out and
you will
surely win.
It Happened in a Drug Store.
“One day last winter a lady came to
my
drug store and asked for a brand of cough
medicine that I did not have in
stock,”
says Mr. C. R. Grandin, tUe popular drugof
gists
Ontario, N. Y. “She was disappointed, and wanted to know what cough
preparation I could recommend. I said
to her that I could
freely recommend
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy, and that
she could take a bottle of the
remedy and,
after giving it a fair trial if she did
not
find it worth the money, to
bring back the
bottle and I would refund the
price paid.
In the coarse of a day or two the
lady
came back in
with
a friend in
company
need of a cough medicine and
advised her
to buy a bottle of
Camberlain’s Cough
Remedy. I consider that a very good
recommedation for the remedy.”
it is
for sale by Uko. A. Parch
kr, Ellsworth,
and W. I. Partridge,
Bluehill, drug-

gists.

SOMETHING YOU
SHOULD KNOW.
•

I am
or

selling the very best express
democrat wagon, built in Kew

Hampshire expressly
trade.

for the home

This you will SEE when

you examine them, FEEL when
you pay *30 to *40

less than you

a poorer job,
and KNOW when you try one.

have been

paying for

LORD’S,
SOUTH

STREET.

patjentsT
K. J. HUNT,
■a E. M. StjCAHE,

Sol citor.

liAKGOK, MB.

;

j

i

